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The discussion of early maps inevitably requires placing these
maps in their proper historical context. The study of old maps
involves a multi-disciplined approach because maps are a
product of many disciplines: art, science, technology, religion,
commerce, geography, history, political, etc. The following
discussion will explore early maps of Asia from the European
perspective.
Today Asia is the earth’s largest and most
populous “continent”, located primarily in the Eastern
and Northern Hemispheres. Definitions of “continents” are both
physical and cultural constructs dating back centuries, long
before the advent or even knowledge of plate tectonics; i.e.,
defining a “continent” falls into the realm of physical and
cultural geography, while continental plate definitions fall under
plate tectonics in the realm of geology.
The first distinction between continents was made by
ancient Greek mariners who gave the names “Europe” and
“Asia” to the lands on either side of the waterways of the
Aegean Sea, the Dardanelles strait, the Sea of Marmara, the
Bosporus strait and the Black Sea. The names were first applied
just to lands near the coast and only later extended to include the
hinterlands. But the division was only carried through to the end
of navigable waterways and “... beyond that point the Hellenic geographers never
succeeded in laying their finger on any inland feature in the physical landscape that
could offer any convincing line for partitioning an indivisible Eurasia ...” (Toynbee,
Arnold J. (1954), A Study of History, London: Oxford University Press, v. 8, pp. 711-12.)
Technically (geologically), Asia shares the continental landmass of Eurasia with
the continent of Europe and the continental landmass of Afro-Eurasia with both Europe
and Africa. Asia covers an area of 44,579,000 square kilometers (17,212,000 sq mi), about
30% of earth’s total land area and 8.7% of the Earth's total surface area. The continent,
which has long been home to the majority of the human population, was the site of
many of the first civilizations. Asia is notable for not only its overall large size and
population, but also dense and large settlements, as well as vast barely populated
regions. Its 4.5 billion people constitute roughly 60% of the world's population.
Today the land boundary between Asia and Europe is a historical and cultural
construct that has been defined variously; only as a matter of agreement is it tied to a
specific borderline. The most convenient geographic boundary—one that has been
adopted by most geographers—is a line that runs south from the Arctic Ocean along
the Ural Mountains and then turns southwest along the Emba River to the northern
shore of the Caspian Sea; west of the Caspian, the boundary follows the Kuma-Manych
Depression to the Sea of Azov and the Kerch Strait of the Black Sea. Thus, the isthmus
between the Black and Caspian seas, which culminates in the Caucasus mountain range
to the south, is part of Asia. But this “border” was slightly different beginning in
antiquity, for some it included parts of what call Africa today.
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PART I: Antiquity
The English name “Asia” was originally a concept of Greek civilization. The place name
“Asia” in various forms in a large number of modern languages is of unknown ultimate
provenience. Its etymology and language of origin are uncertain. It appears to be one of
the most ancient of recorded names. A number of theories have been published. English
Asia can be traced through the formation of English literature to Latin literature, where
it has the same form, Asia. Whether all uses and all forms of the name derive also from
the Latin of the Roman Empire is much less certain. One of the first classical writers to
use Asia as a name of the whole continent was Pliny.
Ancient Greek thinkers subsequently debated whether Africa (then called Libya)
should be considered part of Asia or a third part of the world. The construct of dividing
the known world into three parts, Europe, Africa and Asia, eventually came to
predominate. From the Greek viewpoint, the Aegean Sea was the center of the world;
Asia lay to the east, Europe to the north and west, and Africa to the south. The
boundaries between the continents were not fixed. Early on, the Europe–Asia boundary
was taken to run from the Black Sea along the Rioni River (known then as the Phasis) in
Georgia. Later it was viewed as running from the Black Sea through Kerch Strait, the Sea
of Azov and along the Don River (known then as the Tanais) in Russia. The boundary
between Asia and Africa was generally taken to be the Nile River. Herodotus in the 5th
century B.C., however, objected to the unity of Egypt being split into Asia and Africa
and took the boundary to lie along the western border of Egypt, regarding Egypt as part
of Asia. He also questioned the division into three of what is really a single landmass, a
debate that continues nearly two and a half millennia later.
Eratosthenes, in the 3rd century B.C., noted that some geographers divided the
continents by rivers (the Nile and the Don), thus considering them “islands”. Others
divided the continents by isthmuses, calling the continents “peninsulas”. These latter
geographers set the border between Europe and Asia at the isthmus between the Black
Sea and the Caspian Sea, and the border between Asia and Africa at the isthmus
between the Red Sea and the mouth of Lake Bardawil on the Mediterranean Sea.
In general terms, Asia is bounded on the east by the Pacific Ocean, on the south
by the Indian Ocean and on the north by the Arctic Ocean. The western boundary with
Europe is obviously a historical and cultural construct, as there is no clear natural
physical and geographical separation between them. Again, the most commonly
accepted boundaries in today’s geography place Asia to the east of the Suez Canal,
the Ural River, and the Ural Mountains, and south of the Caucasus Mountains and
the Caspian and Black Seas.
The original tri-fold division of the “Old World” into Europe, Asia and Africa,
therefore, has been in use since the 6th century B.C., due to Greek geographers such as
Anaximander and Hecataeus. The boundary between Europe and Asia is somewhat
unique among continental boundaries because of its largely mountain-and-river-based
characteristics north and east of the Black Sea. Europe and Asia can be considered more
of subcontinents within Eurasia in de facto terms, and it has sometimes been referred to
as such.
The Greek philosopher Anaximander (see monograph #107) placed the boundary
between Asia and Europe along the Phasis River (the modern Rioni River) in the
Caucasus (from its mouth by Poti on the Black Sea coast, through the Surami Pass and
along the Kura River to the Caspian Sea), a convention still followed by Herodotus in
the 5th century B.C. (see monograph #109). As geographic knowledge of the Greeks
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increased during the Hellenistic period, this archaic convention was revised, and the
boundary between Europe and Asia was now considered to be the Tanais (the modern
Don River). This is the convention used by Roman era authors such as Posidonius,
Strabo and Ptolemy (#114, #115, #119).
However, from the time of Herodotus a minority of geographers have rejected
the three-continent system (Europe, Africa, Asia) on the grounds that there is no or is no
substantial physical separation between them. For example, Sir Barry Cunliffe, the
emeritus professor of European archeology at Oxford, argues that Europe has been
geographically and culturally merely “the western excrescence of the continent of Asia”.
Geographically, Asia is the major eastern constituent of the continent
of Eurasia with Europe being a northwestern peninsula of the landmass. Asia, Europe
and Africa make up a single continuous landmass - Afro-Eurasia (except for the Suez
Canal) and share a common continental shelf. Almost all of Europe and the better part of
Asia sit atop the Eurasian Plate, adjoined on the south by the Arabian and Indian
Plate and with the easternmost part of Siberia (east of the Chersky Range) on the North
American Plate.
Latin “Asia” and Greek Ἀσία appear to be the same word. Roman authors
translated Ἀσία as Asia. The Romans named a province “Asia”, which roughly
corresponds with modern-day central-western Turkey. There was an “Asia Minor” and
an “Asia Major” located in modern-day Iraq. As the earliest evidence of the name is
Greek, it is likely circumstantially that Asia came from Ἀσία, but ancient transitions, due
to the lack of literary contexts, are difficult to rectify. The most likely vehicles were the
ancient geographers and historians, such as Herodotus, who were all Greek. Ancient
Greek certainly evidences early and rich uses of the name.
The first continental use of Asia is attributed to Herodotus (about 440 B.C.), not
because he innovated it, but because his Histories are the earliest surviving prose to
describe it in any detail. He defines it carefully, mentioning the previous geographers
whom he had read, but whose works are now missing. By it he means Anatolia and
the Persian Empire, in contrast to Greece and Egypt.
Herodotus comments that he is puzzled as to why three women’s names were
“given to a tract which is in reality one” (Europa, Asia, and Libya, referring to Africa),
stating that most Greeks assumed that Asia was named after the wife
of Prometheus (i.e. Hesione), but that the Lydians say it was named after Asies, son of
Cotys, who passed the name on to a tribe at Sardis. In Greek mythology, "Asia" (Ἀσία) or
“Asie” (Ἀσίη) was the name of a “Nymph or Titan goddess of Lydia.” In ancient Greek
religion, places were under the care of female divinities, parallel to guardian angels.
The name Asia is therefore obviously ancient, and its origin has been variously
explained. The Greeks used this name to designate the lands situated to the east of their
homeland. It is believed by some that the name may be derived from the Assyrian
word asu, meaning “east.” Another possible explanation is that it was originally a local
name given to the plains of Ephesus, which ancient Greeks and Romans extended to
refer first to Anatolia (contemporary Asia Minor, which is the western extreme of
mainland Asia), and then to the known world east of the Mediterranean Sea. When
Western explorers reached South and East Asia in early modern times, they extended
that label to the whole of the immense landmass.
Cartographically, the ancient Greeks attempted to describe their known
inhabited world. No actual maps on any durable material has survived from this period.
However, based upon the surviving textual writings of such luminaries as the Ionian
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Anaximenes of Miletus, Hecataeus, Herodotus, Strabo, Eratosthenes and Ptolemy,
modern historians have attempted to reconstruct their vision of the known world. The
following map reconstructions attempt to convey the early European perspective on the
area known as Asia. You may note that these geographical concepts are very vague and
generalized because very little was empirically known about Asia. Most of these
geographers’ knowledge of Asia were obtained from merchants and travelers who may
have interacted with people from the Far East directly or indirectly, and from the fabled
Alexander the Great’s travels and conquests in 320 B.C. In fact these reconstructed maps
display an Asia limited to the areas traversed by Alexander as shown below.

A map showing the extent of Alexander the Great’s purported travels and conquests. The area
covered coincides a lot with the extent of knowledge about Asia apparently available to the early
Greek geographers
Classical writers had encountered China through the ancient trading routes that snaked
beyond the Caspian Sea, over the Caucusus to the Orient - the so called Silk Road. It was
this commodity silk - in the Greek serikon, in the Latin sericum that gave an all
encompassing generic name to the region. The peoples inhabiting the regions along the
Silk Road came to be known as Seres and the region itself Sericum regia or Serica. A more
southerly trade route was also used to transport Chinese silk through India to
Mesopotamia and Egypt. Those who used this southern route called China, where the
silk was produced, Thin, possibly because of the name Ch'in, the empire of Shi Huang Ti
(246-210 B.C.) and the region generally became known on later maps as Sina or Sinarum
Regia. Another classical term for China was Tamus or Tame, one of its easternmost
peninsulas as described by first century Roman geographer, Pomponius Mela (#116).
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A map depicting Alexander the Great’s area of conquest by Abraham Ortelius, 1595
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Reconstruction of Hecatæus’ world map, 550-480 B.C.
based upon his geographic treatise Periodos (#108)
This interpretation of Hecatæus’ world view shows a circular flat earth, with Ocean
surrounding the landmasses and the Mediterranean Sea in the middle. The oikoumene
[known inhabited world] is depicted as tripartite: a strip of land lies to the north of the
Mediterranean Sea (Iberia, Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor); another to the south (Egypt,
Libya); and a third to the east (Palestine, Assyria, Persia, and Arabia). The lands to the
north are the cold countries where dwell the mythical Hyperboreans [literally, peoples
“of the far north”], separated from the rest of the world by the Rhipaean [gusty]
Mountains, whose location has always been a matter of debate. The lands to the south
are the hot countries inhabited by the Ethiopians [“burnt faced” because of their
proximity to the sun] and the crane-fighting pygmies. In short, this is a worldview that
relies heavily on mathematical and ethnographic symmetry and balance, and mixes fact
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and fiction. Hecataeus’ erroneous impression that the Hyrcanian [Caspian] Sea flowed
into the circumfluent Ocean long persisted, and he also believed that the Nile arose from
the southern Ocean. It is no surprise, by contrast, that he was particularly
knowledgeable about the Euxine [Black] Sea, an area colonized by Miletus and his
writing may have helped Herodotus on areas like Thrace. He mentioned various Scythian
peoples there, including the “black-cloaks”. He described the flora of the Caucasus,
including the thick forest cover and the native prickly artichokes, and he was aware of
the varying topography (plain and mountain) of the Chorasmians’ country in modern
Uzbekistan. Note that the map stops far short of the inclusion of the area east of the
Caspian Sea which he writes as emptying into the circumfluent ocean. A great part of
Hecataeus’ geographic treatise Periodos was taken
up with an account of places and districts bordering
on the sea, and it must have borne a considerable
resemblance to what was afterwards called a
Periplus, or Coasting Survey. Note also the greater
detail of the coastline in/around Greece and the
more generic, less detailed coast in areas further
from the central Mediterranean. It was evidently
the same symmetrical turn of mind that let
Hecatæus to divide the world into two great
continents or primary divisions of equal extent. But
this question of the division of the continents is not
free from difficulty. Herodotus, in the passage
already referred to, ridicules those who made Asia
of equal size with Europe, in terms which seem to
exclude all consideration of a third continent; and
Hecatæus, by including all Libya [Africa], as well as Egypt, under the head of Asia,
appears to have sanctioned this arrangement. On the other hand, it is clear that the
division into three continents was well established in the time of Herodotus, so that he
himself tells us that he continues to use the divisions and the names “because they are
sanctioned by custom,” though he thinks them unreasonable, and without good
foundation. And in another place he censures “the Ionians,” who divided the world into
the three portions of Europe, Asia, and Africa, but considered the last two as separated
by the Nile; thus as he points out, leaving the delta unaccounted for. It is difficult to
suppose that among these “Ionians” Herodotus did not mean to include Hecatæus - the
most recent as well as the most eminent of Ionic writers on geography - or that, if
Hecatæus had departed from the generally received doctrine on so important a subject
this would not have been noticed by Herodotus. It seems therefore probable that,
although Hecatæus undoubtedly divided his work into only two books or parts, the
second of which included the description of Libya as well as that of Asia, he nevertheless
recognized the established division of the three continents, regarding Asia and Africa
together as equal in size to Europe. This reconstructed map displays an Asia limited to
the areas traversed by Alexander – nothing east of the Caspian Sea, northern Eurasia is
missing, etc. (see monograph #108)
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Reconstruction of the world view by Herodotus, 450 B.C. from his treatise the Histories. (#109)
Herodotus was forthright in his advice for drawing maps. He declares, “In a few
words I will make clear the size [of Asia and Europe] and in what manner each should
be depicted.” He starts with Persia, delimited by the Persian Gulf and Arabia to the
south. From the Black Sea are two peninsulas separated by the Phasis River: one arcs
north to the Hellespont; the other extends south along the Red Sea to the Arabian Gulf
and west to include Egypt and Libya. The Caspian Sea and the Araxes River delimit the
extreme northeast, but east of India there is an uninhabitable desert whose topography
is unknown. Libya is circumnavigable except where it borders Asia (a fact not to be
generally accepted until 1498). But there is no certain knowledge of bodies of water
delimiting northern Europe. Herodotus finds fault with cartographers for dividing
Europe, Libya, and Asia into three roughly equal landmasses, “because the differences
between them are great.” He gives the length of Libya as 100,000 stadia and asserts that
Europe is “as broad as Asia and Libya together.” Altogether, with his preference for
empirically derived data, he rejects the philosophical paradigm of cartography and
aspires to some degree of topographical accuracy. Note again the vagueness of the
coastlines of southern Africa and Asia and the non-existent coastline of northern Europe
and Asia.
We shall have to believe that he was familiar with theories about the sphericity of
the earth, but even though he was often critical of other geographers, he nevertheless
seems to have accepted the old belief of the world as a flat disc. From this information,
he built up a picture of the world that is very near the truth. The area he knew was
small, but his knowledge of it was amazingly complete. Again, it should noted that the
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Greeks were particularly not interested in the uninhabited regions. Scattered throughout
his text is so much information about countries and rivers and seas and their relative
size and position that many have tried to draw maps of Herodotus’ world from it.
Herodotus writes:
And I laugh when I see that, though many before this have drawn maps of the
Earth, yet no one has set the matter forth in an intelligent way; seeing that they
draw Oceanus flowing around the Earth, which is circular exactly as if drawn
with compasses, and they make Asia equal in size to Europe . . . I wonder then at
those who have parted off and divided the world into Libya, Asia and Europe,
since the difference between these is not small; for in length Europe extends
along by both, while in breadth it is clear to me that it is beyond comparison
larger; for Libya furnishes proofs about itself that it is surrounded by sea, except
so much of it as borders upon Asia [Then follows the narrative of the Phoenician
voyage around Libya, and further on the story of the voyage made by Scylax] . . .
Thus Asia also, excepting the parts of it which are towards the rising sun, has
been found to be similar to Libya [i.e. surrounded by sea]. As to Europe,
however, it is clearly not known by any, either as regards the parts which are
towards the rising sun or those towards the north, whether it be surrounded by
sea . . .

Because his knowledge was limited, he described Europe as being as long as both Asia
and Africa put together. Of the areas to the north and east he knew little, mentioning
neither Britain nor Scandinavia, and confessing ignorance of eastern and northern Asia.
In the geography of India, Herodotus made a surprising mistake. Although he knew
that a Greek mariner called Scylax (dates unknown) had sailed down the Indus River
and around Arabia into the Red Sea, Herodotus maintained that the Indus River flowed
southeast.
The Persians inhabit Asia extending to the Southern Sea, which is called the
Erythræan [i.e. the ‘red’ sea. - the Indian Ocean was called the “red” sea during the entire
classical era; it was only during the Middle Ages that the denomination was referred to
the Red Sea proper] . . . This then [Asia Minor] is one of the peninsulas, and the other
beginning from the land of the Persians stretches along to the Erythræan Sea, including
Persia and next after it Assyria, and Arabic after Assyria; and this ends, or rather is
commonly supposed to end, at the Arabian Gulf [the Red Sea], into which Darius
conducted a canal from the Nile . . .
And Asia is inhabited as far as the Indian land; but from this onwards towards
the east it becomes desert, nor can anyone say what manner of land it is . . . Then again
Arabia is the furthest of inhabited lands in the direction of the midday [i.e., south]... As
one passes beyond the place of the midday, the Ethiopian land is that which extends
furthest of all inhabited lands towards the sunset [i.e. south-west] . . .
(see monograph #109)
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Reconstruction of the world view of Eratosthenes, 220 B.C. (#112)
This image shows a modern reconstruction of the worldview of Eratosthenes of
Cyrene (275-194 B.C.) since no original maps by Eratosthenes have survived. More
symmetrical than accurate, its partitions were the forerunners of parallels and meridians
after Dicæarchus (#111). Geographic information that was gathered by Alexander the
Great and his successors was the primary source used by Eratosthenes, a scholar with
vision large enough to put this information into a logical framework. These maps are
based upon the relevant works of Eratosthenes, neither of which have survived, were
On the Measurement of the Earth and Geographica of which Cleomedes summarized the
former, Strabo criticized the latter. In his Geographica Eratosthenes discussed the best
method of drawing a map of the inhabited area of the earth as known. The first task of
the geographer therefore, according to the notions then prevailing, was to determine the
limits and dimensions of the map of the world. The method and the accuracy of
Eratosthenes’ well-known measurement of the earth evoked the admiration of later
workers, and his calculation is regarded as one of the greatest achievements of Greek
science.
India he suggested drawing as a rhomboid; Ariana [the eastern part of the
Persian Empire] would be illustrated as approximating a parallelogram. We do not
know the total number of sphragides and have shapes recorded only for some.
Taprobana island, a misplaced Ceylon/Sri Lanka, and the short-cutting of Africa and
India in the south were the result of the misconception that the equatorial waters were
too hot to be navigated. Eratosthenes undoubtedly conceived, in accordance with the
prevalent belief in his day, that the Ocean was found immediately to the east of India,
and that the Ganges flowed directly into it. Just to the north of the Ganges the great
mountain chain of Imaus, which he regarded as the continuation of the Indian Caucasus
and the Taurus, descended (according to his ideas) to the shores of the Eastern Ocean;
and he appears to have given the name of Tarnarus to the headland which formed the
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termination of this great range. From that point he supposed the coast to trend away
towards the northwest, so as to surround the great unknown tracts of Scythia on the
north, but sending in a deep inlet to the south, which formed the Caspian Sea. Of the
northern shores of Asia or Europe he had really no more knowledge than Herodotus
(#109), but, unlike that historian, he assumed the fact that both continents were bounded
by the Ocean on the north; a fact which is undoubtedly true, but in a sense so widely
different from that supposed by Eratosthenes that it can hardly be held as justifying his
theory. In fact the conclusion of Eratosthenes was mainly based upon the erroneous
belief that the Caspian communicated with the Ocean to the north in the same manner
that the Persian Gulf did to the south; a view which was adopted by all geographers for
a period of three centuries, on the authority of Patrocles. It was doubtless from the same
authority that Eratosthenes derived his statement as to the dimensions of the Caspian
Sea, as well as that concerning the outflow into it of the rivers Oxus and Iaxartes, which
he asserts “... was well known to the Greeks”. Yet the erroneous idea of its
communication with the Ocean to the north sufficiently shows how questionable the
information possessed by the Greeks really was.
His ideas of the geographical position and configuration of India were also in
great measure erroneous. As mentioned above, he conceived it to be of a rhomboidal
form, which may be regarded as a rough approximation to the truth, and he even knew
that the two sides, which enclosed the southern extremity, were longer than the other
two. But as he supposed the range of Imaus that bounded the country to the north to
have its direction from west to east, while the Indus flowed from north to south, he was
obliged to shift around the position of his rhomb, so as to bring the other two sides
approximately parallel to the two thus assumed. Hence he conceived the projecting
angle of India to have a direction towards the southeast instead of the south, and even
supposed it to advance farther towards the east than the mouth of the Ganges. He
appears in fact to have obtained, probably from the information collected by Patrocles, a
correct general idea of the great projection of India in a southerly direction towards
Cape Comorin, but was unable to reconcile this with his previously conceived notions as
to its western and northern boundaries, and was thus constrained altogether to distort
its position in order to make it agree with what he regarded as established conclusions.
It was doubtless from the same source that he had learned the name of the Coniaci, as the
people inhabiting this southernmost point of India; a name that hence forward became
generally received, with slight modifications, by ancient geographers. In treating the
mountain chains of Asia as one continuous range, to which he applied the name of
Taurus, he may be regarded as having made a first attempt, however crude, at that
systematic description of mountain ranges to which we now give the name of
orography.
(see monograph #112 for additional interpretations of Eratosthenes world map)
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Reconstruction of Strabo’s world map, 18 A.D. (#115)
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The Greek philosopher Strabo wrote his famous 17-book Geographia at the
beginning of the Christian era and compiled his map from travelers’ reports and the
“writings” of ancients. The now lost map by Strabo represented the sum total of
European cartographic knowledge before the Christian era. Strabo claimed to have
traveled widely to bring together an enormous amount of geographical knowledge. It is
generally accepted, however, that he must have compiled much of this information in
the great library at Alexandria, where he had access to many earlier texts now lost. All
his writings were firmly set in, if not direct extensions of, the work of his predecessors.
The Geographia is of key importance to our whole knowledge of the history of Greek
cartography as well as to the history of science in general. The map historian Armando
Cortesão states that as a source it was “second to none in the history of geography and
cartography” of this period.
Strabo compares the shape of the northern part of Asia, east of the Caspian, to a
kitchen knife with the straight side along the Taurus mountain range and the curved
side along the northern coastline. India, with two adjacent sides (south and east) much
longer than the two others, he described as rhomboidal; Mesopotamia, between the
Tigris and Euphrates rivers, he saw as being like a boat drawn in profile, with the deck
on the Tigris side and the keel near the Euphrates. Note that the Taurus, Paropamisus,
Emodus and Imaus Mountains form a straight line bisecting Asia and the Casian Sea is
at the northernmost part of Asia and empties into the surrounding ocean. Strabo was
determined not to be led astray by the fables of the great size of India. Some had told
him it was a third of the whole habitable world, some that it took four months to walk
through the plain only. “Ceylon is said to be an island lying out at sea seven day’' sail
from the most southerly parts of India. Its length is about eight hundred miles. It
produces elephants.”
Again, as with all of these Greek writers, they were describing the oikoumene, or
known inhabited portion of the earth, and their knowledge of far away places like
northern Eurasia and the Far East was limited to traveler’s tales and merchants. (see
monograph #115)
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World map developed by Hartmann Schedel, 1493 based upon the writings of Claudius Ptolemy
No maps directly attributed to Ptolemy have survived. All of the existing Ptolemaic maps are
from the interpretation of his writings, particularly his Geographike Syntaxis
The early period of European cartography, from 4,000 B.C. to A.D.200 culminates
with the contributions of the famous Greek scholar named Claudius Ptolemy. Little is
known personally of this pivotal man aside from the general period during which he
was active ca. A.D. 90 to 168 (during the reigns of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius) and that
he lived in, or near, Alexandria Egypt. Note that Ptolemy encloses the Indian Ocean
with a land bridge from Africa to Asia and does not speculate on the northern extent of
Eurasia, nor on the far eastern extent of Asia. Ptolemy’s approach to geography was
strictly scientific and impersonal. He was interested in the earth, all of it, not just the
habitable part, and tried to fit it into a scheme of the universe where it belonged.
However, again, the emphasis in the map was always on the oikoumene. Ptolemy
provides a descriptive summary in his text in which he tells us that the habitable part of
the earth is bounded on the south by the unknown land which encloses the Indian Sea
and that it encompasses Ethiopia south of Libya, called Agisymba. On the west it is
bounded by the unknown land encircling the Ethiopian Gulf of Libya and by the Western
[Atlantic] Ocean which borders on the westernmost parts of Africa and Europe; on the
north, “by the continuous ocean called Ducalydonian and Sarmantian which
encompasses the British islands, the northernmost parts of Europe and by the unknown
land bordering on the northernmost parts of Greater Asia; that is to say, on Sarmatia,
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Scythia and Serica”. Ptolemy also included 12 separate “regional” maps of the area
known as Asia.
During the second century, Alexandria was not only the richest city in the world,
with regard to learned institutions and treasures of scholarship, but also the wealthiest
commercial place on the earth. It was a place where seafaring people and caravans from
all parts of the known world would use to congregate, thereby providing the
opportunity to collect knowledge of far away lands and seas. The ongoing silk trade
with China had produced rumors of vast regions east of the Pamir and Tian Shan,
hitherto the Greek limits of Asia. Ptolemy took very little stock in the seven-month’s
journey to Sera [China] and refused to follow Marinus who said the distance was 3,620
miles from the Stone Tower to Sera, but instead cut the distance in half without
presenting any critical evidence/argument. Ptolemy’s knowledge of the vast region
from Sarmatia to China was, however, better than that of previous map makers. He
shows, for the first time, a fairly clear idea of the great north-south dividing range of
mountains of Central Asia, which he called Imaus, but he placed it nearly 40° too far east
and made it divide Scythia into two parts: Scythia Intra Imaum and Scythia Extra Imaum
Montem [Within Imaus and Beyond Imaus]. Asia and Africa are extended considerably
to the east and south, far more so than on any previous maps, but not without cause.
These distortions represented an actual extension of geographical knowledge and are
doubtless based on exaggerated reports of distances traveled. All such information was
of doubtful origin, and in laying down the coastline of Eastern Asia, Ptolemy ran the line
roughly north and south. Instead of continuing it to the Land of the Linæ [seacoast of
China] he curved it around to the east and south, forming a great bay, Sinus Magnus
[roughly the Gulf of Siam]. Continuing it around to the south until it joined Terra
Incognita at the southern limit of the habitable world, he made a lake of the Indicum Mare
[Indian Ocean].
Ptolemy was apparently the first of the ancient geographers to have a fair
conception of the relations between the Tanais, usually considered the northern
boundary between Europe and Asia, and the Rha [Volga], which he said flowed into the
Caspian Sea. Ptolemy was also the first geographer, excepting Alexander the Great, to
return to the correct view advanced by Herodotus and Aristotle, that the Caspian was an
inland sea without communication with the ocean (the Christian medieval cartographers
were a long time in returning to this representation of the Caspian). Nevertheless the
extent of Ptolemy’s world is impressive, extending far beyond the Graeco-Roman
heartland, into India, China and Southeast Asia. Ptolemy plainly did not believe in the
circumnavigation of Africa, although he was surely aware of the legend: his depiction of
the Indian Ocean as an enclosed sea was pure theory. China is known as the source of
the silk trade (its Latin name Serica Regio meant simply “silken kingdom”), but Ptolemy
knows no sea east of the Malay peninsula: on the eastern ocean that bounds Eurasia, he
does not care to speculate. With all their imperfections Ptolemy’s maps of Asia are
remarkable testimony to the trade routes that linked east and west, for we have no
contemporary narrative accounts of them. They were not under Greek or Roman control,
and this geographical data must have come through many traders, mariners and
adventurers of whom we know nothing. Ptolemy’s world map represents a geographic
vision unmatched by any earlier civilization; and one that would not be superseded for
fourteen centuries. The presently known version of Ptolemy’s works began to surface
when the Byzantine monk Maximos Planudes (1260 - 1310) succeeded in finding and
purchasing a manuscript copy of the Geographia. (see monograph #119)
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The Greeks, of course, were not the only Europeans to contemplate the
geography of the earth and leave a record of their views during this period of time. The
Romans did engage in some cartographic efforts although, like the Greeks, none have
survived in tact. There are only scanty records of Roman maps of the Republic. The
earliest of which we hear, the Sardinia map of 174 B.C., clearly had a strong pictorial
element. But there is some evidence that, as we should expect from a land-based and, at
that time, well advanced agricultural people, subsequent mapping development before
Julius Caesar was dominated by land survey; the earliest recorded Roman survey map is
as early as 167-164 B.C.
What has come down to us is an early road map of the imperial highways of the
Roman world, covering the area roughly from southeast England to present day SriLanka. It is not a world ‘map’ in the true sense of the word, but a cartogram, or itineraria.
No copies of the original have survived but a copy of it, now in Vienna, was purportedly
made in 1265 by a monk at Colmar who fortunately contented himself with adding a
few scriptural names, and who seems to have omitted nothing important that appeared
in the original. The entire map was originally a long, narrow parchment roll and in its
present state measures 22 feet, 1.75 inches long by 13.25 inches wide (6.75 meters long
but only 34 centimeters wide). Only one of these ‘original’ twelve segments, or section, is
now lost. The fact that Britannia, Spain and the western part of Africa are missing, leads
scholars to suppose that part of the Tabula has been lost.

Tabula Peutingeriana, edited by Konrad Miller (1887/88).
The map depicts the region between England/Spain and the Middle East
In its design, the Peutinger Table makes no pretense of showing the whole world
or even its major parts in correct proportion. It is merely a graphic compendium of
mileages or basically an itinerary route map with the roads delineated predominantly by
straight lines, often with curious jogs. The routes are drawn in red, while the sea is
indicated by greenish-blue. The map does not conform to the rules of any projection, nor
is it possible to apply a constant scale to determine distances from place to place; for
these measurements we have to refer to the figures written in by the author. Also the
Table was not apparently designed for military use, but instead gives prominence to
trading centers, mineral springs, places of pilgrimage, mountain chains (in profile) and
in three great cities (Rome, Constantinople and Antioch) set three rulers, believed to
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represent the sons of Constantine enthroned as symbols of a tripartite empire. The use of
vignettes and/or medallions is also found depicting the city of Alexandria, while
smaller towns are illustrated by little houses; three forest districts, two in Germany and
one in Syria, are represented by sketches of trees.
The date of the archtype is likely to have been between A.D. 335 and 366.
Such dating is suggested by the three personifications placed on Rome, Constantinople
(labeled Constantinoplis, not Byzantium) and Antioch; and it fits in well enough with
biblical references on the map. The seventh Segment shows Cyprus, present-day Saudi
Arabia, a large allegorical representation of the Holy City, and the area southeast to
Mesopotamia. The last, or eighth Segment depicts Babylon to the Caspian Sea, the
Indian peninsula and, in the bottom right corner, the island of Taprobane, the Ptolemaic
name for Ceylon/Sri Lanka.
There is an area in central Asia labeled Hic Alexander responsum accepit usq[ue] quo
Alexander [Here Alexander was given the oracular reply: “How far, Alexander?”].
Perhaps these ample descriptions, whether Christian or pagan, were added on otherwise
empty space about the fifth or sixth century A.D. (see mongraph #120)

Tabula Peutingeriana: Mesopotamia (#120)
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Section 9: Pontus, Colchis, Iberia, Cappadocia, Cilicia, Syria, Judea (parts of Russia, Georgia,
Turkey, Cyprus, Lebanon, Syria, Israel and Jordan).

Section 11: Persia, Media, Bactria, Hyrcania, India, Taprobane, Sina (parts of Iran, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh and China).
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A “reconstruction” of the Orbis Terrarum, a Roman world map, oriented with East at the top
Shown here are three continents in more or less symmetrical arrangements with
Asia in the east at the top of the map (hence the term “orientation”). The emphasis upon
Rome is reflected in the stubby form of Italy, which made it possible to show the Italian
provinces on an enlarged scale. Moreover, about four-fifths of the area of the map is
devoted to the Roman Empire alone. India, Seres [China], and Scythia and Sarmatia
[Russia] are reduced to small outlying regions on the periphery, thus taking on some
features similar to the egocentric maps of the Chinese. Although copies of Agrippa’s
world map were supposedly taken to all of the great cities of the Roman Empire, not a
single copy has survived. The reconstructions shown here are based upon data in the
medieval world maps that were, in turn, derived from Roman originals, plus textual
descriptions by classical geographers such as Strabo, Pomponius Mela and Pliny. (see
monograph #118)
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PART II: The European Medieval Period
This period opens with the loss in the West of many of the writings of the ancient
Greek geographers, especially those of Ptolemy. Fortunately these writings were
preserved by Arab scholars for the next 1,000 years before being re-discovered by
Western Europe. This loss, plus the shift away from more empirical and scientific
thought, resulted in cartography with an emphasis on biblical teachings and historical
events during the early European medieval period. European maps during this period
can be classified as either Macrobian or T-O styled mappamundi (see monographs #201 and
#205).
Medieval European cartography reflected the arrest and decline in, or the
expression of, their knowledge of world or local geography following the collapse of the
Roman world. Claudius Ptolemy’s Geographia remained known only to Byzantine
scholars, and thence it came to influence the early students of Arabic geography, but not
European cartography for another one thousand years. Only in one type of medieval
Christian European map does there survive, in very simple form, some concept of Greek
geography. The hemispheric maps of Macrobius, drawn in Spain and later reproduced
in the works of the Venerable Bede, Lambert of St. Omer and others, show the habitable
world of the northern hemisphere and the uninhabited world of the southern, marked
with climatic-zones derived from Ptolemy’s clima, and, unlike many other European
medieval maps, they are oriented with North at the top instead of East.
In Antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the early Renaissance periods, the world was
thought to be divided into “climatic zones”: in the simplest form of this theory, there
was an uninhabitably hot Torrid Zone near the equator, habitable temperate zones to the
north and south of the Torrid Zone, and uninhabitable frigid zones near the North and
South Poles. These zones were often depicted on medieval maps, particularly on zonal
maps, the most common of which illustrate manuscripts of Macrobius’ Commentary on
the Dream of Scipio, 400A.D. (see monograph #201).
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A typical Macrobian mappamundi in a 16th century edition of Ambrosius Macrobius’ In
Somnium Scripionis, Lib II, Saturnaliorum, Lib. VII. Venetis: Ioan Gryphius Exudebat, ca. 1560
Here the world displayed is similar to one that appeared in manuscripts and printed works for
1200 years, the book contains the text of Cicero’s Dream of Scipio, with Macrobius’ commentary.
Note the northern orientation, the vague outline of the continents and the division of climates
T-O Mappaemundi. The vision of China and the Far East in medieval Europe
incorporated many elements derived directly from the Scriptures. First and foremost
was the division of the territories of the known world after the Biblical flood, amongst
the three sons of Noah - Shem, Ham & Japhet - as illustrated in the T-O maps. As a
whole, the European T-O map scheme also concisely and effectively represents the
world as medieval Europeans knew it. But at a certain level the scheme is disconcerting
to the modern eye, because it puts east at the top of the map. Today north would be the
natural choice, but that is an arbitrary convention, and in the early medieval period it
had yet to come into being. East, in fact, had primacy of place in medieval Europe which
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is why so many modern European languages still use a form of the word orient to
describe getting ones bearings.
As the direction from which the sun rose, East represented the origin of things.
(Oriens, the Latin root of orient, means “rising”) The Old Testament is built on this
foundation. God planted the Earthly Paradise and its four great rivers “eastward in
Eden”, the Book of Genesis explains, “and those waters nourished the world by flowing
from East to West.” “The glory of the God of Israel”, reads the Book of Ezekiel, “came
from the way of the east”. The New Testament develops this theme: a star in the east
announces the birth of Christ, who later dies on the Cross facing west. (Occidens, the
Latin root of occident, means “falling” or “dying”, and can refer to the setting sun.) The
symbolic meanings of east and west in early Christian theology were set out clearly by
the fourth-century church father Lactantius. God, he wrote:
established two parts of the earth itself, opposite to one another and of a different
character-namely, the east and the west; and of these the east is assigned to God,
because He Himself is the fountain of light, and the enlightener of all things, and
because He Himself makes us rise to eternal life. But the west is ascribed to that
disturbed and depraved mind, because it conceals the light, because it always
brings on darkness, and because it makes men die and perish in their sins.

The earliest surviving T-O maps, which appear in eighth century copies of
Isidore of Seville’s Etymologies, are not invested with any such Christian symbolism.
They are simple diagrams that seem based on a model that dates back at least to
imperial Roman times (although no examples survive). They were a way of signifying
the extent of not just the known world but also the world that the Romans aspired to
rule. But later medieval map-makers began to embellish the T-O scheme with biblical
content.
After Christianity became the official religion of Rome, in the fourth century, the
idea of Christendom came into being: a global Christian empire with Rome as its capital.
In the centuries that followed, Christian map makers in Europe invested their simple TO maps with increasingly complex layers of symbolism. Europe's Christian rulers, for
example, began to be depicted sitting on thrones and holding T-O globes in their hands:
an imperial pose that would fast become a Christian archetype, used for centuries to
represent not only political rulers but also Christ himself.
The very shape of the T-O map lent itself naturally to a specifically Christian
kind of symbolism: the O called to mind a Biblical description of God sitting “enthroned
above the circle of the earth”, and the T called to
mind the tau, a mystical Greek letter that,
according to Isidore, symbolized the cross.
Inevitably, given these overtones, Christian
mapmakers began to see the T in their T-O
maps as representing not just the bodies of
water that divided the three continents but also
the cross that Christ had died on to bring them
together. The symbolism was irresistible. What
better way to convey the idea of the Trinity-a
self-contained whole divided into three-than
with a T-O map?
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The topography of the world also began to take on a distinctly Christian aspect
on medieval world maps. “Paradise is a place lying in the eastern parts”, Isidore told his
readers. Most European geographical authorities gave the Earthly Paradise an actual
location in the world; if it was earthly, after all, it had to be
somewhere. Generally they placed it at the easternmost limits
of the East, at the very edge of their maps, the part of the
world where the sun rose and where time had begun.
Jerusalem, for its part, gradually became not only the spiritual
but geometrical center of the world, as dicated by the Bible.
“This is Jerusalem”, God declares in the Book of Ezekiel,
“which I have set in the center of the nations, with countries
all around her”. The city even became identified with the
Greek word omphalos, or “navel” - the geographical point on
the earth where the gods made contact with the world to provide humankind with
spiritual nourishment. This idea entered mainstream Christian thought in the fifth
century, when an influential Latin translation of the Bible known as the Vulgate
described the center of the world, in the Book of Ezekiel, as the umbilicus terrae: the navel
of the earth.
Medieval geographers also begin to fill out their T-O maps with topographical
and historical information, an elaborate and highly stylized kind of world map had
come into being. These maps are often described collectively as mappaemundi (Latin for
“maps of the world”).
Proceeding to a systematic description of the countries of the world, of Asia
Isidore says that it is bounded in the east by Lake Maeotis [Sea of Azov] and the river
Tanais [the river Don].
It contains many provinces and districts whose names and geographical
situations I will briefly describe, beginning from Paradise . . . Paradise is a place
lying in the eastern parts whose name is translated out of the Greek into Latin as
hortus [i.e., garden]. It is called in the Hebrew tongue Eden, which is translated
as Delicate [i.e., place of luxury or delight]. Uniting these two gives us Garden of
Delight; for it is planted with every kind of wood and fruit-bearing tree, having
also the tree of life. There is neither cold nor heat but a continual spring
temperature. From the middle of the Garden a spring gushes forth to water the
whole grove and, dividing up, it provides the source of four rivers. Approach to
this place was barred to man after his sin, for now it is hedged about on all sides
by a sword-like flame [romphaea flamma], that is to say that it is surrounded by a
wall of fire that reaches almost to the sky.

This obvious Biblical note coming so early in the topographical section of the treatise
might lead the reader to expect its continuance in subsequent chapters; but apart from
one or two entirely understandable references to Biblical lore - Scythia and Gothia also
are said to have been named by Magog, son of Japhet and the River Ganges which sacred
scripture calls Phison, flows down from Paradise to the realms of India - only the most
sparing use of this source is made. By far the greatest percentage of Isidore’s material is
culled from “pagan” (i.e., non-Christian) sources; indeed much of his geography might
have been written by late classical writers such as Mela and Solinus. His treatment of the
habitable earth enables one to arrive fairly easily at the scope of his knowledge.
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In the extreme east of Asia the country of Seres is rich in fine leaves, from which
are cut fleeces which the natives who decline the merchandise of other peoples
sell for use as garments . . . beyond there is only the Scythian Ocean flowing from
the Caspian Sea to the Eastern Sea. To the northward lies Scythia stretching from
the Seric [i.e., Eastern] Ocean in the east to the Caspian Sea in the west. Several of
the districts are rich in gold and precious stones but are rarely approached by
man owing to the ferocity of the Griffens . . . The Griffens [or ‘Gryphes’] are so
called because they are winged quadrapeds. This kind of wild beast is found in
the Hyperborean Mts. In every part of their body they are lions, and in wings
and head are like eagles, and they are fierce enemies of horses. Moreover they
tear men to pieces. . . The land of Hyrcania, bordering Scythia to the west, has
many tribes wandering far afield on account of the unfruitfulness of their lands.

The southeastern horizons of the world are circumscribed by the coasts of India
“containing many tribes and towns”, the island of Taprobane [Sri Lanka], Chryse [Malay
Peninsula?], Argyra [Cattigara?], and “Tyle, which is never without leaves on its trees”.
Isidore states that Taprobane stretches 875 miles in length and 625 miles in width. It is
separated from India by a river that flows between them. “It is rich in pearls and
precious stones; part of it is, however, infested with wild animals, but part is occupied
by men.292
In this island they say that there are two summers and two winters
one year
CHET VANin
DUZER
and that flowers bloom twice.”

The T-O mappamundi in a 12th century manuscript of Isidore’s Etymologiae, Aix-en-Provence,
Bibliotheque Mejanes MS 25 (914), fol. 293r. Oriented with East at the top, with Paradise, this map
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is more detailed than the average T-O map, and helpfully labels the parts of the “T” as the Tanais,
Nilus, and Mare magno (Mediterranean). In Asia the only religious connections of the map are the
Paradisus [Earthly Paradise], shown at the eastern edge of the world (top) under the cross appearing
inside the outer sea, Oceanus and cities of Jerusalem, Bethleem and Jericho. The four cardinal points
of the map are marked with red crosses.

On the mappamundi above, in Asia, the only religious connections of the map are
the Paradisus [Earthly Paradise], shown at the eastern edge of the world (top) under the
cross appearing inside the outer sea, Oceanus and cities of Jerusalem, Bethlehem and
Jericho. The four cardinal points of the map are marked with red crosses.
The area of Asia is filled with many toponyms, mostly being names of provinces
and towns, including Hyberia [Iberia], Albania and two Armenias, one being Greater
Armenia and the other, located at the southwest of the first one, near the area marked as
Cilicia, is the Cilician Kingdom of Armenia, which flourished at the time of the making
of the map and had close ties with Europe. These are located in relatively correct
positions.
At the eastern end of Asia the legends include India, Parthia, Assyria, Media and
Persida. In the area northeast of the map the legend of Armenia can be seen, below which
the provinces/towns of Mesopotamia, Edessa [city of Urfa], Damasc, Syria, Anthiocia,
Hyrcania and others are listed. Further south the second Armenia appears next to the
legend of Cilicia. To the west of this region is Capadocia, Frigia [Phrygia] and Asia
Minor, while the provinces of Albania and Hyberia [Iberia] are located further north of it.
The image of the map shown below of the Etymologiae of Sancha is not an
atypical T-O map but is notable for its coloring and its size (136 mm, and covering the
whole of one folio) compared to the paucity of decoration of this manuscript. Following
the description of the Etymologiae of Isidore, it shows the world in a circular shape,
surrounded by the encircling ocean and divided into three continents — ASYA,
EUROPA and LIBIA (i.e. Africa). The map is oriented to the East, as may be appreciated
by the positioning of Asia in the upper portion, and as stated in the bracketed captions,
outside the encircling ocean, which refer to the cardinal points: ORIENS, MERIDIES,
OCCIDENS, SEPTENDRIONE. Although it echoes some descriptive aspects in the
Etymologiae, the Sancha map displays a greater graphic and textual richness that does
not derive from the Isidorian work. This is the case, for example, with the captions in
which there is a mention of the number of provinces in each continent and of the ocean,
and the number of islands in the Mediterranean Sea. Similarly, this is true of the allusion
to the terra de pedes latos [land of [the people] of the wide feet], isolated in the form of an
island in the extreme north-west of Africa, and which perhaps we might link with the
fourth part of the world of the Beatus mappaemundi (#207) in which the sciopods lived,
such as in the map of El Burgo de Osma, or the pedem latum, in the Lorvao map. From the
cartographic viewpoint, the model from which they were derived was very possibly the
“Y in O” map, which was the subject of far greater geographic and iconographic
complexity. The Hispanic maps of the Isidorian Etymologiae inherited from the tripartite
maps the emphasis upon the division of the world between the three sons of Noah, and
hence, once again we find their names present in the respective continents (SEM in
ASYA, IAEET in EUROPA) although whilst copying the Sancha map, Ham was not
mentioned in LIBIA.
In the far east of the world appears the PARADISUS, inscribed in a red
semicircle, perhaps to allude to the barrier of fire of the “flaming sword”, which God put
there to make it inaccessible. Its surface is in yellow polychromy, thus differentiating it
from the rest of the world. In the center is the fons paradisi, that is, the fountain of
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Paradise, from which the four rivers emanate. Only one of them appears identified by its
name, Nilvs [the Nile], which traditionally, according to St Isidore in his Etymologiae
(XIIl, 21, 7-10) was associated with the Gihon of the biblical texts. This river crosses over
the borders of the Earthly Paradise in order to join up with the Nile that separates Asia
from Africa. The Red Sea features in the same color as its name suggests. The Hispanic
origin of these mappaemundi can be appreciated in the major dominance given to the
space reserved for the Iberian Peninsula, which covers more than half of the continent of
Europe. The IBERUS [Ebro River] separates Gallecia (Galicia) and Asturias from SPANIA,
which is construed in a triangular shape, perhaps echoing the shape given to it by
Orosius in his Seven Books of History Against the Pagans (1,2, 69). But, again, Asia
dominates the map visually and occupies half of the land area.

Map of the Etymologiae of Sancha and Sancho, 1047, Real Biblioteca of the Monasterio de El
Escorial, Madrid Ms. I.3, fol. 177v (#205)
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15th century Noahic T-O from Jean Mansel’s La fleur des histiores, (enlarged is the Asian portion
with Noah’s sone Shem, the Ark and Jerusalem)
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The Beatus Mappaemundi. It is in Spain, in the early days of Muslim rule and in the
heat of the Adoptionist controversy, that the original of the first important group or
school of Christian European maps is to be found. The eighth century Spanish priest
Beatus of Liébana has been identified as the draughtsman of that plan which is the
common source of the maps of St. Sever, Turin, Escalada, and eleven others of the earlier
Middle Ages, executed at various times between at least the 10th and 13th centuries, but
all depending on a Spanish-Arabic prototype of the eighth century. The following
mappaemundi are from this Beatus mappamundi schème. All were oriented with East at the
top and included a depiction of Paradise, often with Adam and Eve in the Garden of
Eden. (see monographs #207)
On the Escalada Beatus map below the western border of Asia is formed by the
series of rivers and narrow seas from the River Tanais [Don River] to the Nile. The only
rivers specifically depicted are the Nile, the Tanais and the Danube, which are
represented like inland seas; whereas the Persian and Arabian Gulfs and other seas are
represented by symbols resembling mountains. The Red Sea [Mare Rubrum and not
colored red but is colored ochre like the encircling ocean], it seems to be a generic name
covering the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, as parts of a single body of
water, are occasionally conflated in medieval maps. The Indian Ocean appears in the
form of a straight, narrow band of water extending the width of the map south of Africa
and Asia and connecting at either end with the earth-surrounding stream. The
Mediterranean Sea and the Nile River are also colored ochre; while the River Tanais and
Danube are colored blue; the River Tanais running straight from the Mediterranean Sea
to the encircling ocean. The only city represented is Jerusalem (in the Escalada map
Jerusalem is represented by a colored symbol designed with two towers, crowned by an
overhanging end-section, which flanks a facing split into two sections or stories). The
myth of the Phoenix Bird – Hic abe Fenix [Here [is found] the Phoenix Bird] to the west of
India. (see #207.2)
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The Escalada, a.k.a. Ashburnham, Morgan 644, New York I, and/or Magius,
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In the following Beatus codex of Fernando I & Sancha, which is so named due to it
was a work that was sponsored by these two monarchs in 1047, possibly in the Léon
scriptorium of the monastery of San Juan (later called San Isidoro) Asia is once again
prominent among the continents. Like the Escalada Beatus mappamundi above, the
Fernando I & Sancha mappa mundi also is oriented with East at the top, Jersusalem as the
only city represented and Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. The Earthly Paradise is
also isolated and access to it was impossible, and hence it was named hortus conclusus
[enclosed garden]. The maps of the Beatus codices solve the depiction of the barrier to
Paradise by means of a surrounding frame-like railing, which in turn is the mechanism
by which it acquires a square, rectangular or semicircular shape. We are seeing, then, a
stylized depiction of its enclosure by a simple gold rectangular frame. (#207.11)

Fernando I & Sancha, a.k.a Madrid or Facundus Beatus, 1047, oriented with East at the top
Again, in keeping with the emphasis on religious education in the early
European medieval period, the Beatus maps seem to have had a special objective of
portraying the spread of the Christian Faith over the known world through the efforts of
the twelve apostles. This religious theme is explicitly expressed most clearly on the El
Burgo de Osma mappa mundi in a series of pictures of the twelve apostles; each apostle is
located approximately in the locality where tradition fixed his preaching and his
diocese. A note in the accompanying The Commentary of the Apocalypse of St. John Beatus
tells us plainly that these vignettes were an essential feature of the map from the
beginning; that they illustrated the preaching or sowing of the Word ‘in the field of this
world’; and, by implication, that the apostolic portraits were placed in certain definite
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cities or regions to which their work had special reference. Further, this distribution
(Divisio Apostolorum) was conceived as follows: to Peter was given Rome; to Andrew,
Greece or Achaia; to Thomas, India; to James, Gallecia (Spain); to John, Assiria [Asia]; to
Matthew, Macedonia; to Philip, Gallia [France]; to Bartholemew, Licaonia [Lycaonia]; to
Simon Zelotes and Egypt; to Matthias, Judea; to James, the brother of the Lord a.k.a.
Alphaeus, Iherusalem [Jerusalem] was assigned; while for Paul there was no such definite
location, as his mission was to all the world.
Although the El Burgo de Osma map is devoid of the usually dominant
illustration of Adam and Eve, in their place the cartographer has represented Paradise
simply by a square with the ‘springs’ of the four sacred rivers. The Earthly Paradise is a
place that is built into the cartographic image of the world, because in the Middle Ages
there was still a theological tradition that it existed on earth, even though it was
inaccessible. One of the issues of major transcendence was its whereabouts. Paradise had
been positioned in many different places in the world, at the four cardinal points;
however, the most oft-repeated location was in the East, due to the symbolic value given
to it by the Christian mediaeval mentality, as explained when we referred to the division
of lands in the maps of the Beatus codices, and which the biblical texts placed as follows:
“And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden; and there he put the man whom he had
formed”. It is here, in the East, in the far east of Asia, where the Earthly Paradise is situated
in the mappae mundi of the Beatus codices. Given that the maps are oriented in the literal
sense of the word, the site of Paradise is found in the upper portion. The version of El
Burgo de Osma is the only one that makes reference to the biblical Eden as an Asiatic
region in proximity to Paradise. The Earthly Paradise is also isolated and access to it was
impossible, and hence it was named hortus conclusus [enclosed garden]. The mappae
mundi of the Beatus codices solve the depiction of the barrier to Paradise by means of a
surrounding frame-like railing, which in turn is the mechanism by which it acquires a
square, rectangular or semicircular shape. We are seeing, then, a stylized depiction of its
enclosure. The Earthly Paradise in the mappa mundi of El Burgo de Osma is identified in
writing (PARADISUS). Within this rectangle are drawn the four rivers by means of thick
wavy lines which, having parted from a central source, moved towards the four corners,
thus being arranged in the form of an “X”. The central spring is circular and there is a
written inscription inside, fons. The four rivers are identified by their names with the
flumen Fison moving towards the far northeast, the flumen Eufrates toward the southeast,
the flumen Geon to the southwest and the flumen Tigris toward the northeast. The X-form
of the rivers may have come from the idea that the gospels are to be disseminated to the
“four corners of the world” to which Beatus of Liébana refers to in his Commentary on the
Apocalypse. The vignettes of apostles Thomas, Johannes and Bartolomeus are located in
north Asia with Jacob and Mathias in south Asia. (#207.14)
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El Burgo de Osma Beatus mappamundi, 1086, oriented with East at the top
The Cottoniana/Anglo-Saxon Mappamundi. In the Cotton Tiberius, the richly
illuminated 11th century manuscript in the Cotton collection of the British Library, one of
the oldest and most excellent world maps is presented (see below). Called the Cottoniana
or Anglo-Saxon map (see #210), it dates from 995-1050, just before the Norman Conquest,
and does not appear to belong to any one of the identifiable “families” of medieval maps
(i.e., Macrobian or T-O). It is one of the most unique of all medieval world-pictures. In
the execution of this right-angled design there is all the difference between the narrow
perspective of an uncompromising symmetry found in most of the maps of its period
(such as the T-O designs), and a certain respectable, if not highly developed, knowledge
and scientific insight is reflected in this map. It portrays, with comparative fullness and
accuracy, various places, regions, and natural features elsewhere omitted, or
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misunderstood in cartography until a much later date. In fact there is hardly any map
from the European Middle Ages, before the appearance of the portolani, which can be
compared with the Cottoniana in its detailed delineation of various coastlines.
In geographical content, it does follow the medieval European convention of
orientation with East at the top and somewhat centered on Jerusalem. The bulbous
projection of land on the coast, north of Jerusalem, is perhaps meant for Carmel. Its
eastern limit is the Persian Gulf and Red Sea. Asia is shown at right angles to the coast
of North Africa, an inferior representation when compared with such earlier, though
uncirculated, renderings of Ptolemy. The Caspian Sea, inaccurately opening into the
Northern Ocean, is of unusual size. Biblical content is substantial, including territorial
boundaries (a real rarity) and names for nine of the twelve tribes of Israel, Noah’s Ark,
Mt. Sinai, the passage through the Red Sea, the lands of the Philistines, Amonites and
Moabites, Mt. Pisgah (here Fasgah), Galilee, Bethlehem and Jerusalem. It is sometimes
claimed that the association of Armenia with Mount Ararat and Noah’s Ark appeared
on maps only after the First Crusade. In this map, which was made in ca. 995, some 100
years before the First Crusade, Mont Ararat and Noah’s Ark are shown, firmly placed in
the territory of Armenia.
In Asia there is much more inland geography, chiefly connected with the Twelve
Tribes and Biblical history. To the west of the Caspian Sea can be found Gog and Magog,
adjoined by the Turchi; the Bulgari is placed between the Danube and the Arctic Ocean;
and Taprobane [Sri Lanka] occupies the place usually given to the Terrestrial Paradise. The
Cottonian map places Gog and Magog hard by the northern ocean, west of the Caspian
Sea and the Ten Lost Tribes appear in the Middle East. The map’s author had not yet
identified these peoples with one another. The two legends are treated separately, as in
patristic literature.
Indeed, it is obvious that here the design was not merely indebted to the
Scriptures for details that almost all medieval maps exhibit, but it was also, to a large
extent, devised for a special Biblical lesson - a picture of the settlement of the Twelve
Tribes of Israel. Other Biblical connections, traceable especially in the center of the map,
include (directly or indirectly) not only the nine of the twelve tribes of Israel and
Jerusalem, but also Bethlehem, Babylon, Tarsus, Caesarea Philippi, and the Ark of Noah
(among the vignettes), the Hebrews’ passage through the Red Sea, the lands of the
Philistines, Amonites and Moabites, Mount Pisgah (here Fasga), and Galilee. Paradise,
uncharacteristically, is not shown.
There are several names and features which show striking independence of any
other known map authority of the earlier Middle Ages. Among these are the Golden
Mountain of the Far East and the Boreani and abundant lions of the northeast of Asia. Along
with the historically massive Babylon, biblical lands occupy the center band of the map,
marked by straight, confident lines, holy waterways are distinctively colored in bright
red, and a paradisiacally described island occupies the top centre of the map.
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The Cottoniana or Anglo-Saxon Map, c. 995, 21.2 x 17.6 cm, oriented with East at the top
British Library, Cotton MS Tiberius BV, f.56v
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Asia in the Cottoniana map, oriented with East at the top
Note the lions in the upper left, Mount Ararat and Noah’s Ark (upper left), the Taurus Mountains,
Mount Sinai, India, Tabrobana and the Caspian Sea, Gog and Magog and the cities of Tarsus, Caecarea,
Bethlehem, Babylon, Constantinople, Alexandria and Jerusalem, but, surprisingly, no representation of
the Earthly Paradise
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An outline drawing of the Cottoniana map, detail of Asia
The Sawley Mappamundi. The very religiously oriented map shown below, known as
the The Sawley Map, a.k.a. World Map of Henry of Mainz, is to be found in the De imagine
mundi [Image of the World], a kind of European medieval encyclopedia attributed to a
certain Henry, probably the same person as Henry [Heinrich], a Canon of the Church of
St. Mary in Mayence [Mainz, Germany], who in 1111 A.D. appeared before the
Episcopal Court of Mainz. Much of the map’s nomenclature is classical, largely derived
from Orosius. The overall configuration of the map with its sinuous coastlines and
irregularly shaped bodies of water most recalls the Anglo Saxon/Cottoniana map (#210).
To call it a T-O map seems a perversion of the term or genus. The continents are not
named, nor is there any reference to the sons of Noah. As to this, we may compare the
varied outline of the coast, on the north of Europe and Asia, and the position and outline
of the Baltic Sea, of the Caspian, and of the lands of the Gog-Magog, the Hyperboreans and
the Dog-headed folk. The coastline near Paradise may also be compared, and the islands
adjoining this coast, such as Taraconta, likewise the position and outline of the Persian
Gulf, the Red Sea and the island of Taprobane, the same projecting horns to represent the
angles of the Levant, the same elongation of the Black and Azov Seas, the same
approximation of the last to the Northern Ocean. The rivers of Asia include the Hydaspes,
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Acesines and Hypanis (drawn as independent of the Indus); the Ganges, on the other side
of Paradise, towards the north, flowing due east; the Acheron and Oxus, flowing into the
Caspian; the two unnamed rivers on the west side of the Caspian; the Pactolus, flowing
into the Euxine; and the Cobar [Chebar?], flowing into the upper Euphrates.
There is a wall shutting off the peninsula of the Gog-Magog and the description of
the same people as unclean; of the Hyperboreans are depicted as untroubled by disease
and discord; the Gryphons, Griffons, or Griffins are shown as most wicked; and there are
the Dog-headed folk as adjoining the Arctic Ocean; also the notices of Amazonia, the
Golden Mountains (reference the Cottoniana map #210), the Port of Cotonare, Mount Sephar
on the Indian Ocean, and the Tower of Enos just outside Paradise.
As to islands, Taraconta, Rapharrica and Abalcia, on the north coast of Asia, are
from Aethicus; Ganzmir [for Scanza or Scandinavia] is a remarkable misreading, also in
the Hereford. Hister, Asia Minor, Galilea, Sinus Persicus and some other names, supplied by
the Sawley author, are probably from a lost original map. As usual, there is no definitive
boundary between Europe and Asia.
Mare Caspiuos [Caspian Sea] is shown (top left) as a gulf in the shape of a boot, as
an inlet from the northern ocean. Below it, from left to right, the provinces are named
Hircania, Amazones and Armenia. To the south (right) of Armenia the Taurus Mountains,
the red mountain range vertically stretching up to almost the eastern ocean. This range
is shown to be the source of the rivers Tigris and Eufrates. Two unnamed rivers, the Arax
and the Kura [Cyrus] flow from the Armenian mountains into the Caspian. Here the
mythical tribes of Gog and Magog are walled off but the enclosure has been shifted to the
eastern side of the Caspian. In this map the name Caspiu Porte has bean given to a pass
or a gorge located inland and far from the Caspian Sea. It cannot, therefore, be the
Derbend pass, but is more likely to be the Daryal Gorge. Colchis is situated between
southeast of the Black Sea and a range of mountains containing the Caspiu Porte, while
Albania has been shifted to the north of the Black Sea.
In Asia the map shows the cities of Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Jericho, Persepolis, Babel,
Damascus, Troy and others. Mount Sinai is shown in Southern Asia near the route taken
by the children of Israel through the parted Red Sea. Below it the three section tent-like
structure is named Joseph’s Barn, which is referring to the Egyptian Pyramids. Egyptus
Superior is located next to the Red Sea, with the monastery of St. Antonius across the
Nile. (see monograph #215)
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The Sawley Map (a.k.a. the World Map of Henry of Mainz), ca.1110 A.D.
oriented with East at the top
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Outline drawing of the Sawley map: detail Asia
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Lambert of St. Omer, Liber Floridus; Place of origin, date: Lille and Ninove; 1460;
Material: Vellum, ff. 225, 408 x 286 (304 x 215) mm. Made for Pierre de Goux et de Wedergraete
(d. 1471), oriented with East at the top; Asia is shown in the upper left. The four rivers are shown
streaming from Paradise. They are not named on the map, but they are discussed elsewhere in the
manuscript. The Jordan River, with its double source in the mountains of Lebanon, flowing
through the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea, is also plainly visible. In addition there are biblical
names (Judea, Galilea, Philistea, Palestina, Ydumea) used by Martianus, who was not a
Christian, but not in the context of the Bible. The biblical names Lambert has chosen to use are
significant ones. He shows Paradise as an island in the Far East with Enoch and Elijah, both of
whom were believed in the Middle Ages to have been transported to Paradise without the painful
expedient of dying. He also gives us Moab, Og, Basan to the east of the Holy Land, as reference to
Deut. 1.4-5 which describes the position of the Israelites in the 40th year of their wanderings.
They had recently defeated King Og of Bashan, and were at the time in the land of Moab.
Elsewhere, in the far northeast, are the 32 savage nations confined to an enclosure (identified
with Gog and Magog confined by Alexander the Great). See monograph #217
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The Ebstorf Mappamundi. The Ebstorf mappamundi of 1234, like the early medieval
maps known as Henry of Mainz/Sawley, Vercelli, and Hereford maps (#215, #220.3, #226) presumably all derived from a common original - sums up a medieval EuropeanChristian cartographic tradition that began with the illustrations by Cosmas
Indiopleutes in the sixth century A.D. (#202). Prominently displayed on the Ebstorf
mappamundi at the very heart of the map is Jerusalem, the place of man’s redemption,
showing Christ rising from the tomb; and from that point there stretches in an upward
direction - that is to say eastward, towards the rising sun and the Savior’s head - the
continent of Asia with all its marvels. Here, inaccessible behind a towering range of
mountains, lies the Garden of Eden with the Tree of Life, the four rivers of Paradise, and the
Tree of Knowledge. Below this the Ganges River, fed by eleven tributaries, flows through
a tropical landscape. To the left of Eden, and at a lower level, is the land of the Seres [the
Chinese], also hemmed in with mountains, though outside their circling ring two
Chinese are seen gathering silkworms for their most sought-after article of trade. In the
upper Ganges valley India displays one of its innumerable curiosities: a member of the
peaceable tribe of Apple Smellers who subsist entirely by inhaling the fragrance of that
fruit. To the right, close beside the head of Christ, stand two Trees of Prophecy beneath
which Alexander the Great, explorer of India, is consulting the Oracle of the Sun and
Moon. Below him is to be seen a member of
the Gymnosophists [a sun-gazer], whose eyes
are fixed, unblinking, on the radiant. Higher
up, to the right, is the land of the Prasii,
whose number is as the poppies of the field
that serve as their emblem.
An extensive area of northern Asia is
cut off by the sweeping curve of the
Caucasus. Its principal feature is a territory
that projects as a rectangle into the cosmic
ocean. This is the home of the dreaded maneaters Gog and Magog, symbols of all the
hordes of oppressors that might at any time
overwhelm peaceful humanity.
The
castellated lines indicate the walls that
Alexander the Great was reputed to have
built here for extra protection. Gog and Magog
are shown on the Ebstorf map as cannibals;
they are pictured in the midst of a
northeastern area walled-off by mountains
through which a passage, named Porte Caspie,
leads. The creatures are eating human body
parts (recognizable as feet and hands) and
drinking the blood flowing out of them; a
footless, handless victim is also depicted.
According to the caption, Alexander enclosed
two wild nations, Gog and Magog, who will be the companions of Antichrist. They eat human
flesh and drink human blood. The Turks (Islam) are also written into this hostile
ethnography: on the edge of the map, but in Europe, is the caption: The city and island of
Taraconta which is inhabited by Turks of the race of Gog and Magog, a barbarous and wild people
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who eat the flesh of young people and aborted fetuses. This is a traditional story taken from
Ethicus Ister. On the other hand, charges of cannibalism leveled against the Jews of
Fulda in 1235 provide a vivid backdrop to the cannibalism on the Ebstorf map suggesting
that the identification of Gog and Magog with Jews was not merely literary, but spilled
over into real life.
Wilma George describes, in what she labels the Oriental Region, the array of
zoological information to be found on this pictorial encyclopedia. There are snakes, a
parrot, an antelopes with long serrated horns, very difficult to approach, probably the
blackbuck Antilope ceruicapra, with long corkscrew horns, noted for its speed and still
occurring abundantly in Asia, obvious to travelers and hunters because of its diurnal
habits. The ant-dog, saiga and chameleon also come into this region, marginally. The
saiga, Saiga tatarica, once swarmed over central Asia and its horns were much prized by
the Chinese for medicinal purposes. It has the required proboscis-like upper lip: alce
mulo similis superius habens labrum tam prominens ut pasci nequeat si non post terga recedat as
the Ebstorf map states. An inscription also announces the presence of snakes, tortoises,
unicorns, Indian Bulls, ibexes and the manticora but there are no pictures of them.
Finally, there is an animal with one horn pointing forward and one backward. This is the
eale or yale. The yale which, according to the Ebstorf map itself, comes from India, has a
body like that of a horse, the jaws of a goat, the tail of an elephant, horns of a cubit in length, one
of which can be reflected backwards as the other is presented forwards in attack, and which can
move equally on water or on land. This description on the map follows closely the original
description of a yale by Pliny which was then copied by Solinus, about 250 A.D., through
to the near contemporaries of the Ebstorf and Hereford mapmakers: for example, the
author of Semeianca del Mundo about 1223 and the authors of 12th and 13th century
bestiaries.

Ebstorf mappamundi (facsimile), detail: the Garden of Eden (the East)
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The map shows a few fish in the eastern part of the circumfluent ocean, and an image of
a huge sea serpent eating a stag just northeast of Paradise (see the excerpt below).
According to Van Duzer, this sea serpent derives from Honorius Augustodunensis,
Imago mundi 1.12, who mentions huge serpents in India that can eat stags and swim
across the ocean. There is also a legend divided among three islands in the Persian Gulf
which reads: Tres insule, in quibus ydri marini vicinorum cubitorum existunt, that is, “Three
islands, in which there are sea serpents twenty cubits long,” but there is no
representation of the serpents. (see monograph #224)

The Ebstorf mappamundi, 1234, oriented with East at the top
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The Hereford Mappamundi. The last map representing the early European medieval
period is its most famous, the Hereford mappamundi of 1290 (#226). This map epitomizes
the European cartographic mindset during this period. The map’s content is highly
religious and reflects the history of Christianity.
The Asian “continent” forms the upper, eastern portion, of the map; actually
consuming more than half as it encompasses the ‘world-center’ Jerusalem. The letters A.
S. I. A., in red, are hard to locate being widely separated, placed vertically from the
Garden of Eden to Jerusalem. During the Middle Ages, when clerics were engaged in
rediscovering and annotating the writings of their predecessors, certain additions and
alterations were made to the then existent Roman maps. The practice of placing the East
at the top was acceptable to the Church, owing to the special sanctity attached to that
quarter, and, Paradise, shown here as an island, was inserted at this point. On the
Hereford map there is a drawing of Adam, Eve and the serpent, and below to the right,
their expulsion from the Garden. These same Churchmen, in accordance with scriptural
texts, placed Jerusalem in the center of the world: This is Jerusalem: I have set it in the midst
of the nations and countries that are around her (Ezekiel V:5).

Detail of the Hereford mappamundi showing Paradise and its four major rivers, Adam and Eve,
and a Skiapod (lower left)
They also wished to show as much detail in the Holy Land as possible,
consequently the area allotted to Palestine was disproportionately enlarged. Palestine
on this map, as well as other Asian parts of the map, have a number of Biblical places
and incidents inserted, i.e., a pictorial crucifixion outside a walled-Jerusalem; the track of
the people of Israel from Egypt across the Red Sea to Jericho; the Ark on Mt. Ararat in
the Armenian mountains; the granaries of Joseph (Joseph’s Barns) as the pyramids were
considered to be; the very conspicuous Tower of Babel; Moses on Mount Sinai receiving
the tablets; Lot’s wife; and the river Jordan flowing through to the Sea of Galilee to the
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Dead Sea, where Sodom and Gomorrah lie submerged. Some of these details of the
Holy Land were taken from itineraries made for the use of pilgrims.
On the right of Palestine is Egypt, which is included in ASIA. Here the Nile and
its delta are shown, along with the sphinx and the pyramids. Cairo is misnamed
Babylon, and Alexandria is depicted with its lighthouse. On the left of Palestine is Asia
Minor, between the Aegean Sea and the Black Sea, along with Troy, Laodicea, Antioch, and
Noah’s Ark.

Babylon stands conspicuously in the middle as a multi-storied city. An enigmatic
creature, perhaps the spirit of evil, protrudes from one side, the Tower of Babel is near at
hand, the Euphrates River flows into the city and out the other side. A long description
gives details of the origin of this city with mighty walls and 100 gates. Above Babylon is
India in gold letters, a country of mountains and rivers, dragons, giants and pygmies,
and strange beasts and birds. Above India is the Garden of Eden with four rivers flowing
from it which submerge (to prevent men from finding their way back to Paradise) to
reappear as the legendary sources of the rivers Tigris and Euphrates which are shown
flowing south to the Persian Gulf; and the river Ganges which is shown flowing east
forming a delta before reaching the ocean, and the Nile. To the left of India, in
northwest Asia, across mountain ranges that may represent the Himalayas, are the
Chinese, called Seres, with a reference to their silk as an article of export. To the right of
India are Arabia, the Red Sea and Persian Gulf extending to the ocean enclosing the
island of Sri Lanka at the base.
As mentioned earlier, in the Middle Ages scholars were also greatly interested in
the exploits of Alexander the Great who became legendary, therefore a number of
drawings and inscriptions in Asia are associated with him: i.e., five bell-tents, the central
one with a cross, rising from an altar-style base on the boundary between Asia and
Africa; a gateway with opened doors at the end of an eight-mile mountain pass,
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representing the Caspian Gates through which Alexander was said to have passed on his
way north; the city of Choolissima, conventionally drawn, capital of the land of Magog,
taken by Alexander after a long siege; two islands in the northern ocean, Miopar and
Mirabilis, appeased by presents and entreaties; the island of Terraconta inhabited by
intractable cannibalistic Turks “from the stock of Gog and Magog”; and finally the
battlemented wall with which he imprisoned “the accursed descendants of Cain”.
Below this area is the land of the Scythian races. Obviously knowledge of this part of the
world was very limited and the space was thus filled with dramatic pictures.

The Hereford Mappamundi. God dominates the world, with the Last Judgment below. The map is
an outstanding example of a map type that had evolved over the preceding eight centuries. This is
a facsimile (with the background of the map ‘cleaned up’).
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Outline map with some names in modern form, the labeling of AFRICA and EUROPE corrected
and void of all illustrations except the Tower of Babel.
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Around 1300, at the end of the European early medieval period, the European
cartographic perception of Asia can be summarized as follows. European mappaemundi,
or world maps, concentrated on the known inhabited world (except for the Earthly
Paradise and, occasionally, a “fourth”, uninhabited, southern continent). Regional maps
of smaller areas, such as single countries or even continents, were not known to be
produced. Most mappaemundi were oriented with Asia at the top with a land area equal
in size to Europe and Africa combined. Knowledge of the geography of Asia was limited
to the extent of Alexander the Great’s travels - as far east as India, meaning that there
was apparently little knowledge of China, Siberia, Japan, southeast Asia, etc., although
some references are made to Seres [China] in the Ebstorf and Hereford mappaemundi. The
purpose and emphasis of early European medieval mappaemundi was more religious
than geographic in content - biblical events, apostolic evangelists, emphasis on the Holy
Land, etc. dominated over geographic accuracy. Knowledge of the Far East was limited
due he insularity of European culture and the technology available for long distance
travel, i.e., ship design. After the collapse of the Roman Empire in the late 400’s, Europe
was divided into small kingdoms and other states. For about the next 600 to 800 years,
most Europeans had neither the means nor the desire to engage in exploration.
Contact/interaction with the Far East was almost totally controlled by the Middle
Eastern/Arab merchants who functioned as middlemen in terms of what little
commerce existed between Asian countries and the West. The Far East was perceived as
an enigma that contained exotic creatures (Gog and Magog, griffins, etc.), and the
Earthly Paradise/Garden of Eden and the four sacred rivers. Jerusalem was perceived as the
center of the known world.
But it was also in the beginning of the 13th century that new knowledge of Asia
began to trickle into the West because of the continuation and increase of travel and
commerce along the Silk Road and by the efforts of some intrepid travelers, merchants,
crusaders and sailors. Numerous European travelers’ accounts relating to the Far East
began to circulate in Europe from the 13th & 14th centuries onwards, for example the
chronicles of John of Plano Carpino, William of Rubruquis, Oderic of Pordenone, Sir
John de Mandeville and not least Marco Polo. Evidence of their impact is reflected in
surviving manuscript maps of the period. The Silk Road, also called the Silk Route, one of
the longest trade routes in the world, was an ancient trade route, linking China with the
West, that carried goods and ideas between the two great civilizations of Rome and
China. Silk went westward, and wools, gold, and silver went east. China also received
Nestorian Christianity and Buddhism (from India) via the Silk Road. This immense road
stretched 5,000 miles, from East Asia all the way to the Mediterranean Sea. For
thousands of years the Silk Road linked the peoples of the East with those of the West.
Many different types of goods traveled along the Silk Road. But the most famous
was the one that gave the route its name - silk. This precious material was made in
China and was prized by Europeans who traded gold and other valuable goods for it. To
trade for silk, Europeans endured dangerous journeys that lasted months or even years,
crossing burning deserts and icy mountains. Besides silk, Europeans were eager for
Chinese porcelain (fine dishes, or "china"), ornaments, jewelry, paper and other
products. Western nations that wanted these goods sent traders and missionaries (such
as Marco Polo) eastward, looking for land and sea routes that would facilitate trade.
The Silk Road was not used only by commercial traders. Because the Silk Road
passed through many different nations, armies often used it on campaigns. Priests and
religious travelers carried the ideas of Buddhism, an Indian religion, from India into
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China. And diplomats used the road to forge alliances between the different nations
along the route. The T'ang dynasty ruled China from A.D. 618 to 906. Under this
dynasty, China expanded its territory a great deal. The country was also somewhat more
open to foreigners. During this period the Silk Road was a major lifeline connecting
China with the other nations of the world. The Silk Road was used by scholars and
monks who wanted to study the ways of the East. At this time China was home to many
scholars, including Koreans, Tibetans, and Annamese (from today’s country of Vietnam)
and, occasionally, a European. Missionaries and religious refugees also found safety in
China. Many different religions were welcomed and protected there at this time.
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The Maps of Pietro Vesconte. The European late medieval period begins with the maps
of Pietro [Petrus] Vesconte (fl. 1306–1330). His were among the first maps in Christian
Europe to reveal a new character. He produced chiefly “sea-charts”, and his world maps
betray his experience in that field. Vesconte was one of the few people in Europe before
1400 to see the potential of cartography and to apply its techniques with imagination. As
can be seen in the world maps he drew around 1320 he introduced a heretofore unseen
accuracy in the outline of the lands surrounding the Mediterranean and Black Sea,
probably because they were taken from the portolan [nautical] charts.
A number of differences from the traditional European mappamundi are
immediately apparent in Vesconte’s world map. First, a network of rhumb lines covers
the map, radiating from sixteen points on the rim. The names of the winds are based on
the vernacular rather than the classical names, although an attempt has been made to
Latinize them (sirocus, magister). The Mediterranean and Black Seas took their shapes
from the sea charts. Africa curved to the south, with the Indian Ocean open to the east
and dotted with islands, which seem to represent the sites of the Indian spice trade (the
island of pepper, and sources of nutmeg, cassia, ginger). The Caspian Sea is shown as
landlocked, rather than as a gulf of the northern ocean, and there is an extra sea, labeled
Mare de Sara between the Black and Caspian Seas. This is usually understood as another
name for the Caspian Sea. The legends and place-names are a mix of classical and
modern. The mythical creatures Gog and Magog can still be found in the far north, and
the torrid and frigid zones are described as uninhabitable. However, there is no site
marked for the terrestrial Paradise, a staple of the medieval European mappaemundi. The
holy land is not enlarged, and so it has room for only a few places (Syria, Jerusalem).
Asian place-names include Cathay, the home of the Mongolia’s Great Khan, and many
places in Europe are included such as Cracovia, Estonia, Livonia, and Pomerania. On one
manuscript, a reader, overcome perhaps by all this novitas, has written Archae Noe in an
appropriate location in Armenia. In Africa and Egypt the place-names are classical (Libia
cirenensis, Pentapolis, Garamantia), possibly reflecting the author’s reluctance to use
Arabic names, which surely must have been known to him.
Surrounding the map is an anonymous geographical text of a conventional type,
describing the division of the world into regions, delineating their borders, and giving
the derivation of their names. The shape of the text, with Asia on top and twice the size
of the other continents, Europe to the left and Africa to the right, mirrors the
configuration of the map.
Speaking of Scythia and Hircania, the map reads: “Moderns have divided and
named [this area] differently, placing, where Scythia was, the kingdom of Cathay, which
has the Ocean to the east; to the south, the islands of the Ocean; to the west, the kingdom
of Tarsa [land of the Uighurs], to the north, the desert of Belina.” The source of this text
on Asia is the Armenian prince Hetoum’s description of the east in his account of the
Crusades, written just a few years before Sanudo’s work entitled Liber secretorem fidelum
Crucis, sive de Recuperatio Terrae Sancta [Secret book of the loyalty to the Cross or the
Recapture of the Holy Lands]. The text and map were meant to be complementary, as
there is a note at the bottom: “One must know that a mappamundi of this type is not
drawn so that it shows everything, since this would be impossible.” The reader is further
referred to the greater text, the Book of Secrets itself, for more information on the lands
overseas. This world map is a dramatic departure from the Christianized image of the
world on the Hereford mappamundi (see #226), where Christ presides in judgment over the
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entire world and the apostles’ missions reach out to all nations. The reality that most of
the world is not Christian is the message of this world map and a call for action.
In this map, the influence of the portolan charts can be seen at a glance: in contrast
with the amorphous forms of Asia and southern Africa (familiar in many other
medieval mappaemundi), the Mediterranean world is instantly recognizable and
proportionate, clearly copied directly from the outlines of a portolan chart.
The delineation of East Asia and of the northern regions, from China to
Denmark, show no noticeable inclusion of recent discoveries or modification from the
typical medieval design, so completely discarded in the Catalan Atlas (#235), half a
century later. Vesconte‘s world maps were circular in format and oriented with East to
the top, although most of the fabulous elements so common to early world maps have
been omitted, Prester John, the mythical Christian king occasionally located in Ethiopia,
does manage to appear on Vesconte’s map and has been “re-located” to India. On this
map we do not see mythical and Biblical creatures or other Christian features such as the
Earthly Paradise or the rivers of Paradise and here, for the first time in medieval world maps the
Red Sea is not colored red and does not standout. In fact the map has rather more Islamic
religious content, such as in Arabia the Islamic religious centers of Mecca [Mecha] and
Baghdad [Baldac], all shown red.
The flat-bottomed circular sea enveloped by mountains is named Mare Caspiu [the
Caspian Sea]. Situated between this and the Black Sea [Mare Pontos] there is another arrow-like
lake, which bears the legend “mare” only. This should in fact be the Caspian Sea, since to its south
the legends read Caspia and Yrcania, two provinces located south of the Caspian Sea. It
follows that the true identity of the flat-bottomed sea above should have been the Sea of Aral,
situated in western central Asia, with Bactria shown on its shores.
The unnamed mountain range running between the Black Sea and the arrow-like
Caspian Sea can only be the Caucasus Mountain range. At its intersection with the second
mountain range the vignette of a large gate reads Porte Forree [Iron Gates, the name given to
the Caspian Gates by the Persians, Turks, Armenians and others]. For the first time in medieval
western maps this passage, also known as the Caspian Gates, has been shown in as correct
position, namely on the western shore of the Caspian Sea.
To the left of the red inscription Asia there is a vertically standing rectangle resting on
the mountain range, bearing the label Archa Noe [Noah’s Ark]. The eastern end of this mountain
range is called Montes Caspii [Caspian Mountains] while towards its western extremity it is
identified as Taurisius or Taurus mountain range. Below Asia and the legend of Taurisius there
is the legend of Armenia Magna. Coicia [Cochis or Abkhazia] is located north of Armenia
Magna. For the first time in western medieval cartography, the region of Georgia appears
entitled as such. The region of Albania, which should have been near Georgia, is shifted to
the upper left corner of the map, near the surrounding ocean, which is outside the area
covered by the detail map.
To the west of Armenia, south of the Black Sea the region is divided into various strips
of land starting at the top with Persida, Asia Minor and followed by Bitia [Bithynia]. Calcedonia,
Licaonia, Galatia, Lidia and Frigia minor [Phrygia], Cilicia lies to the south of this region, over the
mountains and between the two vignettes of castles. Further south, at the foot of the Taurus
mountain range lies Capadocia. (see monograph #228)
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Pietro Vesconte’s World Maps, 1321, from Marino Sanudo’s Liber secretorum fidelium crusis
(oriented with East at the top) British Library, Additional MS. 27376*, ff.187v-188.
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World Map by Ranulf Higden, a.k.a The Ramsey Abbey map, 1342, 46 x 34 cm, British Library,
Royal MS. 14 C.IX, ff.1v-2. Oriented with East at the top. Note the amorphous coastlines, the
emphasis on Biblical events, the Caspian Sea is open to the circumfluent ocean, the presence of
the Earthly Paradise and Jerusalem at the center.
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The Catalan Atlas. Real change and innovation in the European perception of Asia
came with the publication of the famous Catalan Atlas of 1375. This ‘atlas’ was the work
of a family of Catalonian Jewish chart makers who worked in Majorca at the end of the
14th century and was commissioned by Charles V of France at a time when the
reputation of the Catalan chart makers was at its peak. The title of the Atlas shows
clearly the spirit in which it was executed and its content: Mappamundi, that is to say,
image of the world and of the regions which are on the earth and of the various kinds of peoples
which inhabit it. The sources of the Catalan Atlas fall into three groups: (1) elements
derived from the typical circular world map of medieval times; (2) the outlines of the
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Black Sea, Mediterranean, and the coasts of western Europe based upon the “normal”
portolan [nautical] chart; and (3) details drawn from the narratives of the 13th and 14th
century travelers in Asia, which transformed the cartographic representation of that
continent. The Catalan Atlas is actually a world map built up around a portolan [nautical]
chart, thus combining aspects of the nautical chart by employing loxodromes and coastal
detail with the medieval mappaemundi exemplified by its legends and illustrations. The
result is that the Atlas represents a transitionary step towards the world maps
developed later during the Renaissance, especially by its extensive application of
contemporary geographical knowledge and ambitious scope. The iconography and the
captions of the Catalan mappamundi offer a great wealth of historical information. Still
incorporating a religious theme, they include references to Biblical narratives, such as
the Flood, the Tower of Babel, the Crossing of the Red Sea, the giving of the Law to the
Israelites, and the destruction of Nineveh. Alexander the Great is represented
prominently. Elsewhere the map figures numerous Christian motifs, such as the Magi
on their journey to Bethlehem, Christian rulers in the East, and various sites of Christian
interest. Elements of Islamic relevance are also included, such as the image of a pious
Muslim praying in Mecca.
The remarkable cartographical advance of the Catalan Atlas is its expansion of
geographical scope with respect to Asia. Cresques extended his chart to include all that
was then known of Asia, notably from Marco Polo’s narrative. For the first time in
medieval cartography this continent assumed a recognizable form, with one or two
notable exceptions. Continental interiors are filled with detail, compass lines drawn, and
decorative items are added to enhance the nearly up-to-date picture. From the Mar del
Sarra [Caspian Sea] in the west, with a fairly accurate outline in the style of the portolan
charts, the Mongol domains stretch away eastwards to the coasts of Catayo [China]. This
country makes a sweep from east to south with an approach to its actual form, and
along it’s coast appear several of the great medieval ports and trading centers
frequented by Arab merchants. It should be noted, however, that these coastal outlines
of Asia take on a somewhat generalized appearance when compared with the relatively
more familiar European/North African contours found in the Atlas. The Mongol Empire
is approximately represented. From west to east, the main divisions of the Mongol
territory include the Empire of Sarra [the Kipchak Khanate], the Empire of Medeia [the
Chagtai Khanate of the middle], and the Suzerain Empire of the Great Khan, Catayo
[China]. Its capital at Cambaluc or Chanbaleth [Beijing, a.k.a. Khanbaliq or Dadu], the city
of the Great Khan which so intrigued the chroniclers of the 14th century, receives due
prominence, with a long legend describing its magnitude and grandeurs. In an account
once more based on Marco Polo’s text:
This town [Beijing] has an extent of 24 miles, is surrounded by a very thick outer
wall and has a square ground plan. Each side has a length of six miles, the wall is
20 paces high and 10 paces thick, has 12 gateways and a large tower, in which
hangs a great bell, which rings at the hour of first sleep or earlier. When it has
finished ringing, no one may pass through the town, and at each gate a thousand
men are on guard, not out of fear but in honor of the sovereign.

The description emphasizes the richness and urbanity of the Chinese capital at the edge
of the civilized world. This contrasts strongly with the people of the islands farther east
who are described as savages living naked, eating raw fish, and drinking sea water.
They are obviously to be identified with the Ichthyophagi, one of the fabulous races
traditionally placed in Asia or in Africa. The city stands near the apex of a triangle
formed by two rivers and the ocean; each of the two rivers divides into three before
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reaching the sea, a representation embodying a somewhat confused notion of the interlinked natural and artificial waterways of China. Another one of the legends on the map
that can be found in this region reads, in translation:
To the north is Catayo, the Great Khan and his capital of Chanbaleth; to the south
Manji, with its great cities of Zayton and Cansay. The vertical waterway is the
Grand Canal built by Kublai from Manji to Cambulac; below are the 7548 islands,
rich in all manner of spicery, placed by Marco in the Sea of Chin.

The supreme ruler of Catayo is identified as Kublai Khan, grandson of Genghis Khan:
The most powerful prince of all the Tartars is named Holubeim [i. e., Kublai
Khan], which means Chief Khan. The emperor is far wealthier than any other
monarch in the whole world. This emperor is guarded by 12,000 horsemen.

On the southern portion of the Cathay coast, the general uniformity of the coast is
broken by three bays, and it is significant that these are associated with three great ports,
Zayton [near Changchow], Cansay [Hangchow, better known in medieval records as
Quinsay] and Cincolam [Canton]. Of these, Canton is not mentioned by Marco Polo; it
was, however, much frequented by Arab navigators and traders, upon whose reports
the compiler was probably drawing. The attempt at representing the configuration of the
coast suggests at least that his informants were interested from a maritime point of view.
Some of the islands off Quinsay may stand for the Chusan archipelago, and further to the
south is the large island of Caynam, [Hainan].
Sir Henry Yule points out that Kao-li was the name given for Korea, and he
therefore considers that the island Cresques depicts here represents confused notions
about both the Korean peninsula and Japan; otherwise there is no obvious graphic
reference or hint of Zipangu [Japan].
Further south is the island of Trapobana already found on maps attributed to
Ptolemy. For Pliny and classical authors it was evidently Ceylon/Sri Lanka, but it was
later associated with Sumatra, as it is here, described as “the last island towards the
east” and is called by the Tartars Great Caulij. Altogether we are told there are 7,548
islands in the Indian Ocean; they are rich in gold, silver, spices, and precious stones, so
much so that “great ships of many different nations” trade in their waters. Here again the
information is from Marco Polo, who, however, spoke of 7,448 islands. There Cresques
placed some of the fabulous and monstrous races legendary in classical antiquity and
the Middle Ages: “On this island are people who are very different from the rest of mankind. In
some of the mountain ranges. . . are people of great size, as much as 12 ells, like giants, with very
dark skins and without intelligence. They eat white men and strangers, if they can catch them.”
The reference is to giants familiar from the medieval Alexander legend, specifically
defined here as Anthropophagi. To these far distant waters are also relegated mermaids,
some of them probably the traditional half-woman and half-fish, the others more sirenlike half-birds. The one illustrated has two fishtails, in accordance with one of the most
common medieval conventions.
The delineation of the coastline of southern Asia has one major defect and one
outstanding merit; the defect is the entire omission of the southeastern peninsula, the
Malay archipelago; the merit is the portrayal for the first time of the Indian subcontinent
in its peninsular form. The first is difficult to explain; to make up for it the cartographer
has inserted a great island of Jana [Java], which however was probably intended for
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Sumatra. For the Indian peninsula, other sources are intermingled with Polo’s account.
The kingdoms of India as enumerated by Polo are absent from the map, and
there are significant differences in the towns appearing in the two documents.
Conspicuous on the map is the Christian Kingdom and city of Columbo, placed on the east
coast. There is no doubt that this is Quilon, on the west coast. This form of the name (it is
rendered Coilum by Polo), and other details, suggest that the compiler drew upon the
writings of Friar Jordanus, who was a missionary in this area, and whose Book of Marvels
was completed and in circulation by 1340. In the area around the Gulf of Cambay,
several towns are shown which are mentioned by Jordanus but not by Polo, i.e., Baroche
and Gogo. There are still other names that are not found in Jordanus either; but the
commercial importance of Cambay (Canbetum, on the map) would account for the
relatively detailed information about this region. There is, surprisingly, no indication of
the river Indus, a striking omission also from Polo’s narrative. This oversight may have
arisen from confusion that often can be found between the Indus and the river Ganges.
The Indian powers are represented on the Catalan Atlas by the Sultan of Delhi and
the Hindu King of Vijayanagar, who is wrongly identified as a Christian. Farther north
appear the Three Wise Men on their way to Bethlehem and at the top (or bottom) of the
map a caravan; all of the latter figures are drawn upside down, as the map was probably
meant to be laid horizontally and viewed from both sides. Camels laden with goods are
followed by their drivers; behind them various people, one of them asleep, are riding
horses. Next to this group is a mass of fascinating information based once more on
Marco Polo’s travel account: “You must know that those who wish to cross this desert remain
and lodge for one whole week in a town named Lop, where they and their beasts can rest. Then
they lay in all the provisions they need for seven months.” Farther on we read that “when it
happens that a man falls asleep on his camel during a night-ride or wanders away and loses his
companions for some other reason, it often happens that he hears the voices of devils which are
like the voices of his companions and they call him by his name and lead him in all directions
through the desert, so that he can never find his companions again. A thousand tales are told
about this desert.” The scene thus clearly refers to the Silk Road, the overland route to
China. The caravan is crossing the Sinkiang desert through the Tarim Basin. The
province and town of Lop mentioned by Marco Polo can be connected with the modern
town of Ruoqiang (Charkhlik) south of Lop Nor.
Quite a number of harbors are indicated on the eastern coast of India, a few of
them still identifiable, while a sailing junk testifies to trading activity, especially with the
island of Iana (?), which is here associated with the legendary isle of the Amazons (regio
femarum [sic]) and symbolized by its queen. The text describes the richness of the area:
“on the island of Iana are many trees of aloe, camphor, sandalwood, fine spices, garenga, nutmeg,
cinnamon trees, from which the most precious spice of all India comes, and here are also mace and
leaves.” The mention of a regio femarum and of two of its cities, Malao and Semescra, seem
to refer to Marco Polo’s Malaiur and Semenat [Sumatra]. The location of this land “in
India” and its geographic position, however, suggest it is instead possibly Sri Lanka.
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In mainland India, King Stephen has been represented: the text beside him
indicates that this Christian ruler is “looking towards the town of Butifilis,” Marco Polo’s
kingdom of Mutifilis. The notion that there were Christian rulers east of the Islamic
world stems largely from the legend of Prester John; also important, however, were the
real Christian minorities in India and the fact that the tomb of Saint Thomas was thought
to be in Mailapore, a suburb of Madras, the Mirapore of the map. Farther north is the
realm of Kebek Khan, a historical figure who reigned from 1309 to 1326: “Here reigns King
Chabeh, ruler of the Kingdom of the Middle Horde. He resides in Emalech.” Next to him,
between India and the Chinese empire, is a group of pygmies fighting cranes: “Here are
born men who are so small that they do not grow to above five spans in height, and although they
are so short and incapable of hard work, they are strong enough and in a position to weave and
herd cattle. And know that these people marry at the age of about twelve years and generally live
to be 40 years old. But they are happy and defend themselves valiantly against the cranes, which
they hunt and eat.” The ancient writer Pliny had already described pygmies who lived in
the remotest mountains of Asia, and he commented on their antagonism to cranes; they
were later mentioned in the travel accounts of Odoric de Pordenone and Mandeville, but
Marco Polo doubted their existence. They are, however, also shown on the Ebstorf Map
of 1234 (#224).

The people of Gog and Magog following their monarch,
bearing banners with the emblem of the devil, detail of the map of Asia.
Above, “upside down”, is a curious scene of the cremation of an old man to the
accompaniment of music: “Know that the men and women of this region, when they are dead,
are carried away to be burnt, to the sound of instruments and in ecstasies of joy.... And it
sometimes happens though rarely, that the widow of the dead man throws herself into the flames,”
a practice that recalls widow-burning (sutti) of India. Here the text contains information
from Marco Polo’s account of how in the province of Malabar the death of criminals,
who are compelled to commit suicide, is celebrated by their relatives with his
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observation on the custom of widows immolating themselves on the pyres of their dead
husbands, mentioned a few lines later. Also upside down, as it is on the upper half of
the map, are people seeking diamonds. Their rather peculiar method of doing so is
explained at length: “As they cannot get between the mountains where the diamonds are, they
ingeniously throw lumps of meat to the place where the stones are lying, and the stones adhere to
the meat and come away from their original site: then the diamonds that are attached to the pieces
of meat are carried away by the birds and thus obtained by the men.” Alexander the Great, we
are told, was already familiar with this method: it is illustrated on the map by two men
cutting off pieces of meat and a bird flying over the mountains of Baldasia [Badakhstan],
from which flows the stream that marks the eastern border of India (finis indie).
Abraham Cresques has shown snakes in the crevices of the rock: Marco Polo, after all,
tells us that the diamonds are found in deep valleys with “so many serpents” that “he who
should go down there would be devoured immediately.”
Alexander the Great is shown in the upper right half of the map. There we are
told that Satan came to his aid and helped him to imprison the Tartars Gog and Magog.
Alexander then had two bronze figures made by
which to bind them with a spell. The reference is
to the gate that Alexander is supposed to have
built in the Caspian Mountains to exclude Gog and
Magog, who are here equated with various Central
Asian tribes. The text on the map specifically
refers to the “various tribes who have no scruples
about eating any kind of raw flesh..., the nation from
which the Antichrist will come forth,” but which will
ultimately be destroyed. There is a further allusion
to Alexander having erected two trumpet-blowing
figures in bronze; these, according to various
medieval legends, resounded with the wind and
frightened the Tartars until the instruments were
blocked up by various nesting birds and animals.
The text freely combines the medieval legend of
Alexander with biblical traditions. This applies
equally to the corresponding scene, where the
great lord and ruler over Gog and Magog is shown
with his men, the devil painted on their banners:
“He will march out with many followers at the time of
the Antichrist” but will ultimately be defeated as
predicted in the Book of Revelation (20: 7-10). To the
south are those who will be sent to declare his
glory among the Gentiles. The text here refers to
Alexander the Great accompanied by
Isaiah 66:19: “I shall send those who are saved to the
Satan, who helped him imprison the
peoples of the sea, to Africa and Lydia”; and further, “I
peoples of Gog and Magog, and the two
will send to the isles afar off, that have not heard my
bronze statues of trumpeters he ordered
fame, neither have seen my glory; and they shall declare
erected. Wind blowing through the
my glory among the Gentiles.” To this prophetic
trumpets frightens the Tartars,
inscription is added a text about the Antichrist.
detail of the map of Asia
Sources other than those embodied in Polo
have also been used for the portion of the Indian Ocean included in the map. The
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Persian Gulf, extending almost due west, has an outline similar to that on the Dulcert
map, but is otherwise superior to any earlier map. In the Gulf, the island of Ormis
[Hormuz] is shown, opposite the former settlement of the same name on the mainland.
The Southern Arabian coast has names differing from those given by Polo, and in one of
them, Adramant, we may recognize the modern Hadhramaut. The island of Scotra, an
important stage on the trade route from Aden to India, is misplaced to the east, and
appears to occupy the approximate position of the Kuria Muria Islands. For India and
the ocean to the west, therefore, we may conclude that charts were used which differed
in detail from Polo’s account, though similar in general features. That such charts existed
we know from Polo’s own statements. Possibly additions were also made so that the
map might serve as an illustration to his narrative.
If the map is
stripped of its legends
and drawings of the
older tradition, it is
apparent that the main
interest of the compiler
is concentrated in a
central strip across Asia.
Herein lies a succession
of physical features:
mountains, rivers, lakes
and towns with corrupt
but recognizable forms
of their medieval names
as
given
in
the
narratives of the great
travelers of the 13th
century.
These
are
Island of Trapobana [Sumatra] and
jumbled together in a
a two-tailed siren dwelling in the Indian Ocean
manner
sometimes
difficult to understand, but with the help of Marco Polo’s narrative, it is possible to
disentangle the itineraries that the map was evidently intended to set out.
In the west is the Organci [Oxus] river shown, as on most contemporary maps,
flowing into the Caspian, and alongside it the early stages of the traditionally used
overland route, from Urganj [the medieval Khiva] through Bokhara and Samarcand to
the sources of the river in the mountains of Amol, on the eastern limits of Persia. These
are the highlands of Badakshan where the route crossed the Pamirs. East of this lies the
lake, Yssikol [Issik Kul], and Emalech the seat of the Khan, the Armalec of other travelers,
in the Kuldja region. The delineation is then confused by the repetition of the Badakshan
uplands, the mountains of Baldassia, a mistake that probably arose from confusion over
the river system of southern Asia.
This description, with several omissions, was in outline the route followed by
Maffeo and Nicolo Polo (Marco Polo’s father and uncle) on their journey to the Great
Khan’s court. It is also possible to discern traces of their second journey, accompanied by
Marco, in which they employed the ‘south road’ of the silk route, and, except for a
detour through Ormis at the bottom of the Persian Gulf, ran from Trebizond through Eri
[Herat], Badakshan, and along the southern edge of the Tarim basin from Khotan to the
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city of Lop. The compiler, however, perhaps because he confused this desert area with
the Gobi, has transferred this stretch to the north of the Issik Kul. In fact the section
illustrated below is thought to actually represent Nicolo and Maffeo Polo, with their
Mongol envoys, crossing the Tien Shan Mountains on their way through what is now
China’s Sinkiang Province, to Beijing (south is at the top). The legend above them reads,
in translation: This caravan left the Empire of Sarra to go to Catayo, across a Great Desert
(Sarai, on the Edil [Volga], was the capital of the Kipchak Tartars, from which the Polos had set
out about 1262. A third route is indicated rather confusedly on the extreme northern edge
of the map. It is marked by a line of towns up the valley of the Edil from Agitarchan
[Astrakhan] through Sarra [Sarai], Borgar, and thence eastward through Pascherit
[probably representing the territory of the Bashkirs east of the middle Volga], and Sebur,
or Sibir, a medieval settlement whose site is unknown, but thought to be on the upper
Irtish. In this quarter, the information upon which the map is based was not drawn from
Marco Polo. To the south is a long east-west range, called the Mountains of Sebur,
representing the northwestern face of the Tien Shan and Altai Mountains. In the late 13th
and early 14th centuries there were Franciscan mission stations at these localities, and the
details no doubt came originally from the friars.

The Catalan Atlas detail: the Polo Caravan
In Asia the Red Sea stands out, being shown as red, a characteristic that derives,
we are told less from the color of the water than from that of the sea bed. It is cut in two
by a land passage, a conventional allusion to Moses’ miraculous crossing (Exodus,
14:2122). The port of Quseir is clearly marked, and the accompanying text specifies that it
is here that spices are taken on land and sent to Cairo and Alexandria. In Arabia,
between the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, is located the Kingdom of Sheba; the queen,
who came to visit King Solomon, is shown crowned and holding a golden disk as
symbol of her wealth. Today, we are told, the area “belongs to Saracen Arabs and produces
many aromatic substances, such as myrrh and frankincense; it has much gold, silver and many
precious stones and, moreover, it is said that a bird called Phoenix is found here.” This passage
is altogether typical of the approach of late 14th century cartographers, who freely mix
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biblical information with later accounts of foreign countries, in this case based on Isidore
of Seville’s Etymologiae (#205).
Mecca and Medina are clearly marked, although they are placed too close to the
coast. Between the Persian Gulf and the Caspian Sea appears the King of Tauris [Tabriz]
and north of him Jani-Beg, ruler of the kingdom of the Golden Horde, who died in 1357. The
importance of Baghdad as a center of the spice trade is emphasized; from there, precious
wares from India are sent throughout the Syrian land and especially to Damascus.
Navigational information is also recorded: “From the mouth of the river of Baghdad, the
Indian and Persian Oceans open out. Here they fish for pearls, which are supplied to the town of
Baghdad.” We learn that “before they dive to the bottom of the sea, pearl fishers recite magic
spells with which they frighten away the fish” a piece of information that comes straight
from Marco Polo, who mentions that the pearl fishers on the Malabar coast are protected
by the magic and spells of the Brahmins. Various trading stations are indicated on the
shore of the Indian Ocean from Hormus, “where India begins,” to Quilon in Kerala. There,
pearl fishers are mentioned again with reference to magic spells. So are boats (called
nichi) with a length of keel of sixty ells (a unit of measurement that in England was equal
to 45 inches) and a draft of thirtyfour, with “at least four but
sometimes as many as ten masts, and
sails made of bamboo and palm
leaves.” One of these boats is
illustrated next to the text and
another east of the Indian
peninsula: with their transom bow
and stern, rails on the stern galley,
portholes, and as many as five
masts with unmistakable mast and
batten sails, they are undoubtedly
Chinese junks such as Marco Polo
had described. (see monograph
#235)
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Outline drawing of the Asian portion of the Catalan Atlas
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The left panel displays the Khan of ‘the Empire of Media [Chaghadai], the ruler of Gog and Magog (on
horseback, top right), Lop, Tenduc, two men hunting for diamonds with eagles (center) and India (bottom).
At the top of the second panel is Khanbalikh extending for two miles and to its left (upside down) is the
Great Khan said to be guarded by 12,000 horsemen. One sees Quinsai, Fugu, Zaiton represented as a great
port. In the Sea of Chin are Java and 7,458 islands with the promise of ‘gold, silver, spices, precious
stones’. Tabrobana often taken in the West to be Sri Lanka [Ceylon], but here perhaps Java, has an
impressive ruler and an Indian elephant, and to the left a Siren.
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At the top of the left panel a representation of the Polo caravan (upside down) departing from the Empire of
Sareas (i.e., Sarai or the Kipchak Khanate). ‘This caravan has left the empire of Sareas to go to Cathay’.
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The Black Sea, Central Asia, Arabia, Caucasus, Queen of Sheba, caravan, the Magi, three ships
(one in the Caspian Sea, two in the Persian Gulf)

The value of the Catalan maps, as commentaries upon the state of contemporary
knowledge at once becomes apparent and we are hardly surprised to find that the
Catalan Atlas of 1375 has the finest delineation of Asia that Europe had seen up to that
time, or that, in its knowledge of Cathay [China] and the Sudan, the same map is
surpassed in the Middle Ages only by the 1459 Fra Mauro map (#249).
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Numerous European travelers’ accounts relating to the Far East began to
circulate in Europe from the 13th & 14th centuries onwards, for example the chronicles of
John of Plano Carpino, Oderic of Pordenone, Sir John de Mandeville and not least Marco
Polo. The expansion in geographic scope by the Catalan Atlas was the result of the
increase in available information about the Far East brought about by European travel
accounts such as those of Vincent of Beauvais (c. 1184/1194 – c. 1264), Giraldus
Cambrensis (c. 1146 – c. 1223), Hungarian missionary Friar Julian (1237), John of Plano
Carpini (1245), Franciscan Friar William of Rubruck (1255) and Niccolo, Maffeo and
Marco Polo (1270-1295). It was the reports brought back by these 13th century
missionaries traveling the Silk Road to evangelize the Mongols that infused new
geographic information into the European psyche resulting in the expansion of Asia in
European maps.
Missionaries and merchants alike shared an optimism about the harvest open to
them in the Far East, and during the first few decades of the 14th century they traveled
back and forth between Europe and Asia with some regularity- enough so that by 1340 a
merchant’s handbook could report that “according to what the merchants say who have
used it, the route from the shores of the Black Sea all the way to Cathay was perfectly
safe, whether by day or night.” Then, in the middle of the century, apparently in the
space of just a few years, contacts between Europe and Asia dried up. There were
several precipitating factors. One momentous but not often discussed-was the mingling
of Asian and European rats. Thanks to expanding trade and travel between East and
West under Mongol rule, plague-infected populations of Asian rats managed to reach
past the previously isolating expanses of the Central Asian steppe, and the result in
Europe was the Black Death, an epidemic that ravaged the continent, reducing its
interest in travel and its appetite for trade. The resurgence of Muslim power in the Holy
Land and the Near East was another factor. By 1291 the Muslims had expelled not only
the Mongols but also the Latins from the Middle East. The Mongol rulers who remained
in Persia began converting to Islam, and by the middle of the century they were actively
discouraging all travel between Europe and Asia. A third development, in 1368, was
perhaps the most significant of all: after decades of humiliating occupation, the Chinese
finally overthrew the Mongols and pushed them back out into the steppes. Expelled
along with the Mongols were the Western missionaries and merchants who had been
living in their midst. Europeans wouldn't return to the Far East until the 1500s. In the
interim, long after the Mongols had been pushed out of China and their empire had
dissolved, European Christians held on to the vision of the Far East that Marco Polo and
the early missionaries had set out in their writings. It was a domain of unimaginable
wealth and civilization, rich in natural resources and human industry, inhabited by not
only an almost limitless number of potential converts to Christianity but also large
communities of Eastern Christians who might easily be brought into the Latin fold. And
presiding over it all was an immensely powerful Great Khan, who, if only he could be
found, would welcome their return.
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Borgia map, 1410 detail: Asia (oriented with South at the top), see #237
One of the major attractions of the map are the myriad of miniature drawings reminiscent of
much earlier maps such as the Hereford and Ebstorf mappamundi (#224, #226), as well as the
Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235). The unknown author could not resist the temptation to tickle the
palate of his readers, for he fills the empty, unexplored continental spaces with all manner of
legendary and traditional characters
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World map by Albertinus de Virga, 1415 oriented with North at the top, #240
The deVirga Mappamundi. Oriented with North at the top, the de Virga world map
contains a wind rose with eight divisions, the center of which is situated on the western
shores of the Mar Capara [Caspian Sea] the northern division is marked with a star and
the eastern division is marked by a cross. The continental landmass is surrounded by a
large expanse of ocean which several times mentions Mari Oziano magno. The Holy
Land, marked with the names of Jordan and Gorlan [Jerusalem], does not, as with many
previous medieval maps, exactly occupy the center of the map. The three known
continents, Europa, Africa, and Axia, underlined on the map for emphasis, are
harmoniously placed (in part) around the Mediterranean Sea, drawn tolerably with
exactness like the European portolan [nautical] charts, and (on the other hand) around
the Indian Ocean, which is decorated with multi-colored archipelagos similar to the
Arab maps. According to its principle commentator Franz Von Wieser, the de Virga map
presents itself in some ways “like a compromise between the classical medieval world
maps and the map of seaports”.
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In Asia, most of the regional notations are consistent with Mongolian
domination, a crown with the notes Medru, Calcar, Monza sede di sedre [the Mangi of
northern China], and Bogar Tartarorum [the Great Bulgarian or Golden Horde]. There is
also a plan for fortifications marked simply M[on]gol [Caracorum, in Greater Asia]. On
the shores of the Indian Ocean there are the kingdoms of Mimdar and Madar [Malabar?],
along with many islands with the following note which, without a doubt, relates to Sri
Lanka: Ysola d alegro suczimcas magna. In the southeast, out in the middle of the Indian
Ocean, is a large island provided with the note: Caparu sive Java magna, which includes in
only one piece of land the distinct geographic features of Zipangu [Japan] and of Java,
gathered from Marco Polo. This map contains areas of Asia with names used in the
Mongol dynasty; some rivers and cities have similar names as those in The Travels of
Marco Polo, and it shows that before the map was drawn the cartographer had referred
to the maps made by Chinese Yuan scholars.

de Virga map detail: Asia
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Facsimile of Giovanni Leardo world map, 1448, 34.7 x 31.2 cm (oriented with East at the top)
“Mappemonde dresse en 1448 par Johanes Leardus de Venise, conservee a Vicenza dans la
Biblioteque Trento, publicee pour la premiere fois et donnee en facsimile”, in Vicomte de
Santarem, Atlas compose de Mappe-mondes, 1849, Oxford University, B1 a.10, map sheet 27.
The Giovanni Leardo Mappaemundi. During the late Middle Ages a Venetian by the
name of Giovanni Leardo compiled a series of wall-maps that were based, in their
general arrangements, upon earlier cartographic designs. All of the four world maps
attributed to Leardo have characteristic features of both the T-O diagrams of Isidore
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(#205), and the zonal maps of Macrobius (#201). However, Leardo’s use of a more precise
delineation of the Mediterranean area based upon contemporary nautical or portolano
charts and place names culled from the accounts of medieval travelers to the Far East,
combine to make these maps significant improvements over many of the more stylized
mappaemundi of the period.
In its orientation, with East and the Terrestrial Paradise at the top and with
Jerusalem at the center, the map follows the Christian tradition of the earlier European
medieval period, hence the long axis of the Mediterranean runs vertically up the
southern half of the disk. Other features reflecting the religious or scriptural influence
are Noah’s Ark resting on top of Mt. Ararat, Mt. Sinai, the exaggerated length of the
River Jordan and an inscription in the far northeast referring to Gog and Magog.
Later medieval contacts between Europe and remote lands are revealed in names
derived from Western travelers such as Marco Polo who had visited the Far East, as well
as in the Arabic names in Asia and Africa.
The Caspian Sea has much the same shape as the Black Sea, but it is correctly
shown as a closed sea and without the supposed communication with the Icy Ocean. The
Red Sea, as in all the older maps, makes an angle towards the east, but it is made to
begin east of Jerusalem, almost at the point of commencement of the Persian Gulf, and it
reaches to Cape Guardafui. No account is taken of the strait of Bab-el-Mandeb.
Almost under the Terrestrial Paradise are three inscriptions: Here they eat human
flesh; and to the left: Desert where there are many griffins; and on the right: The Thirty Days’
Desert [possibly the Gobi Desert]. Further north, near the line of the frozen region, is a
turreted temple with the legend: This is the sepulcher of the Great Khan and they do this:
when he is born to his burial, he comes accompanied by many armed men who kill those whom
they meet on the road and they say that the souls of these persons are blessed because they go with
the soul of the Great Khan to another life.
In Asia Korea, China and India are incorrectly shown and Japan and Formosa are
not displayed at all. On the far eastern coast a castle with two towers marks the site of
the Terrestrial Paradise. In southern Asia the Indian peninsula is less incorrect than in the
earlier maps but still lacks the triangular shape, and a noteworthy progress in
knowledge is the disappearance of the great gulf between India and an eastern
prolongation of Africa. With this gulf disappear also the traditional thousands of islands
of Marco Polo.
In the extreme north (left-hand side) there is a large structure that looks like an
Italian church with its campanile. The legend beneath, suggested ultimately by a
passage from Marco Polo, runs about thus: [This is] the sepulcher of the [Grand Khan] and
they do this when he comes to be carried for interment: he comes accompanied by many armed
men who kill those whom they find on the roads, and they say that the souls of these are blessed
because they accompany the soul of the Grand Khan to another life. Marco Polo adds that at
the time of the funeral of Mongol Khan 20,000 persons were thus slain. The actual place
of burial of the Mongol Khans was in Cathay, far away from northern Russia where
Leardo, following the model of Catalan maps, draws it. European cartographers of the
14th and 15th centuries seem to have known and cared little about the relative positions of
places in Asia; as Italian merchants by this time had established contacts with the
Mongols in southern Russia, what was more natural than to place the Mongol overlord’s
tomb in the hinterland of the Black Sea? Here there was more available space than in the
Far East, and here also, on the Leardo map, the Grand Khan’s tomb could be made
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symmetrically to provide balance for Prester John’s palace on the other side of the map
in Africa.
South of the sepulcher can be seen the River Volga flowing into the northwestern
corner of the Caspian Sea. A branch from the east, perhaps the Kama, joins the Volga
River where the latter bends at a right angle to the south. East of the lower Volga is a
desert of thirty days, Polo’s mysterious demon-haunted desert of Lop, where the traveler
hears ringing bells and other uncanny sounds (possibly ‘singing sands’). Like the Grand
Khan’s tomb, this desert is also woefully misplaced, since the actual desert of Lop lies in
eastern Chinese Turkestan.
Farther east, beyond a row of six castles representing towns on the borderlands
of China, we come to a gulf of the encircling ocean and to a great system of mountains.
The gulf, which contains three islands where there is a legend explaining that on the
islands griffons and falcons are found and that the natives are not allowed to kill them
without the permission of the Grand Khan of the Tatars. This is also from Marco Polo,
who writes that “the islands where these birds are bred lie so far north that the North Star is left
behind you in the south”. The mountains southeast of the gulf make an enclosure shaped
something like a ø. Inside the northern half of this ø a legend tells us that this is the
province of Gog and Magog, where many tribes of the Jews were shut in, referring to the
medieval tradition that Alexander the Great enclosed Gog and Magog, the terrible hordes
of the Anti-Christ, within the Caspian Mountains. On maps the mountains of Gog and
Magog in the Far East are named thus. Leardo, however, places M°Gaspio [Caspiae
Montes] north of the Caspian Sea somewhat nearer the position at which Ptolemy had
placed them. To the mountains of Gog and Magog he assigns names derived from
Ptolemy’s northeastern Asia. Running westward from the southern basin formed by
these mountains Leardo has added a river, the Oechardes of Ptolemy. Near the point
where this river emerges from the mountain rim there is a red spot labeled Iron Gate and,
immediately to the west, two short red marks, the Statues of Alexander. The Iron Gate was
built by Alexander in the wall enclosing Gog and Magog, and the statues represent
trumpeters set up to keep guard over these unclean hordes.
At the extreme eastern edge of the world disk lies the Terrestrial Paradise
surrounded by an enormous wall to keep out curious intruders. The Indus River flows
southwestward to a great delta near the entrance of the Persian Gulf. Many of the placenames in India correspond with those of the Catalan maps and in turn were derived
from Marco Polo. The scene of St. Thomas’ mission and of the early introduction of
Christianity into India is indicated by the inscription: Here preached St. Thomas.
In central Asia there are two rivers entering the eastern side of the Caspian Sea,
the Jaxartes and the Oxus. The Lake of Aral, in which these great streams actually have
their outlet, seems to have been wholly unknown to the geographers both of antiquity
and of medieval Europe. Moslem scholars, however, were aware of its existence. Leardo
places the castles of Organa and of Organzia [Urganj] at the mouth of the Jaxartes and his
place-name Orcania on the Oxus.
The Tigris and Euphrates Rivers join, reaching the Persian Gulf as a single stream
flowing between two large edifices that represent Susiana and Babylonia. To the east of
the Tigris a nameless river having its headwaters in a large lake also enters the Persian
Gulf. This same stream on the Catalan Atlas and on the Catalan-Estense (#246) map rises
in a double source, two bodies of water that have been identified with Lakes Van and
Urmia. Leardo connects the Euphrates with the Mediterranean through the Orontes and
with the Red Sea through the Jordan.
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The most prominent feature in Arabia is Mecca, a large domed and towered
building in good Italian Renaissance style and presumably representing a mosque.
Several corrupted Turkish place-names, along with classical names appear in Asia
Minor.
The Indian Ocean is filled with yellow and red islands. A legend asserting that
pepper and spice are found in these islands comes from Marco Polo’s description of the
East Indian archipelago. The largest of these islands, lying off the coast of India, is
marked Taprobana and probably represents Sumatra. (see monograph #242)

Detail of Asia in the 1448 Leardo world map oriented with East at the top
Below the Leardo map redrawn/re-oriented with North at the top
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Andreas Walsperger’s World Map, 1448, Biblioteca Apostalica Vaticana, Rome, Pal. Lat. 1362b
(oriented with South at the top), 57.5 cm diameter (#245)
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Catalan-Estense mappamundi, 1450,113 cm diameter, oriented with North at the top #246
The Catalan-Estense Mappamundi. This Catalan world map in the Biblioteca Estense,
(C.G.A.1) has no author or date. It is circular, on a sheet of vellum with a blue border
and is very well preserved. The language of the fifty-two legends, apart from the one in
Latin on the Canaries, is Catalan. The merit of the Catalan cartographers lay in the skill
with which they employed the best contemporary sources to modify the traditional
world picture, rarely proceeding further than the evidence warranted. In the same spirit
they removed from the map most of the traditional fables which had been accepted for
centuries, and preferred, for example, to omit the northern and southern regions
entirely, or to leave southern Africa a blank rather than to fill it with the Anthropagi and
other monsters which adorn so many medieval maps.
The northern portions of Asia and Europe on the Estense map, which lay outside
the limits of the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235), significantly, contain very little detail. On
the southern coastline of Asia there are some differences, generally slight, between the
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two maps. The peninsula of India is much less pronounced on the Catalan-Estense map,
and to the south is the large island of Salam or Silan [Ceylon/Sri Lanka] which also fell
outside the physical limits of the Catalan Atlas. A legend refers to its wealth in rubies and
other precious stones. There can be no doubt however that the two outlines are
fundamentally identical. To the east is the island of Java, as on the Catalan Atlas. The
island of Trapobana is much enlarged, and is placed on the southeastern margin of the
map. The surrounding ocean, the Mar deles indies is filled with numerous nameless and
featureless islands.
Most medieval maps include the Earthly Paradise with Adam and Eve and the
tree, located in the farthest reaches of Asia, but this Catalan map places it, along with the
legendary Prester John, in Abyssinia, between the eastern branch of the Nile and the Red
Sea, at a spring from which the four medieval rivers of Paradise flow. A legend of the
Genoese world map of 1457 (#248) in the Central National Library of Florence tells us that
some have put Paradise in this part of Africa, while others have said it is beyond India.
The Catalan-Estense map also gives a short caption on diamond mountains, said to be
guardians of the Earthly Paradise. The legend of the nefarious Gog and Magog enclosed
behind mountains, however, is still provided in far eastern Asia.
In the hinterland of Asia the most prominent feature is the Caspian Sea,
orientated northwest-southeast. Southern Asia, separated from Africa by a Red Sea
colored red, has a flattened and too northerly coastline. The Persian Gulf is rectangular
as in Ptolemy but does not narrow at the exit. A barcha seen from the stern is shown
nearby whose description and measurements are given in a legend (a barcha is a singlemasted ship descended from the Viking longship used by the Portuguese sailors in early
voyages of exploration along the African coast). The northern coast of the gulf continues
east almost straight, the whole coast of India being much foreshortened. There is
nothing corresponding to the Malay peninsula, only a gentle bend leading northwestwards to surrounding Ocean. What mountains are given are well north of the
Himalayas or in China.
Of the many islands in the Indian Ocean the largest, to the southeast, has the
shape of a rectangle surrounded by mountains with the legend, in translation: Island
called Trapobana [sic], where there are wild mountains, in which live people very different from
others: they are strong and as big as giants [1375 atlas: 12 cubits high, like giants], and are
black, and if they capture any people from the mainland, they eat them... This refers not to Sri
Lanka, which appears as Silan (so is not the Ptolemy Taprobane), but to Sumatra, called
by the Genoese world map of 1457 Taprobane and Ciamutera and by Fra Mauro Siomatra or
Taprobana. The description of its alleged cannibals comes from Marco Polo (III,10), as
does the similar description of Java, here named as Jana.
The account of China is also derived from Marco Polo, who mentions charts and
gives occasional bearings, and from whose voyages the map that existed in 1459 in the
Palace of the Doges, Venice, was drawn. The Catalan Atlas of 1375 is the earliest still
surviving to incorporate material from Marco Polo’s text. The Catalan-Estense map not
only incorporates no new material, but some omission and corruption have occurred.
Thus the capital of Cathay is said to be Cambalec and to have had an ancient city called
Garibalu nearby. What Marco Polo says (II.11) is that the capital was Camaluc and the
earlier town across the river was Taidu; hence Garibalu is probably a corruption of
Cambaluc. The circumference of the capital in Marco Polo is 24 miles, in the CatalanEstense map 24 leagues. (see monograph #246)
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Catalan-Estense detail: Asia, Indian Ocean
The Genoese World Map. With the development of Portuguese seafaring in the 15th
century and the subsequent widening if the southern horizon, the problem of
‘harmonizing’ or reconciling the traditional world views laid down by Pliny, Ptolemy,
Aristotle and Ambrose with that of the new discoveries became increasingly acute.
Each mapmaker tackled it de novo, so that scarcely any two world maps of this period
provided the same world-view. Compare, for instance, the Catalan-Estense map (above
#246), the Walsperger world map (above #245) and the Genoese world map (below #248),
all of approximately the same date, ca. 1450. The Genoese map is one of the first
European medieval mappamundi not to depict the location of the Earthly Paradise. Typical
of maps of the period, the anonymously compiled Genoese map is covered with legends
in Latin, castellated towns representing major population centers, princes on their
thrones, and loxodromes from the portolan tradition. It is noteworthy that the map
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appears to extend 225° by 87°, expanding the known extent of the habitable world. The
map is elliptical in shape, having a major axis measuring 81 cm and a minor axis
measuring 42 cm. It therefore indicates the longitude of the habitable world as about
twice that of the latitude.

Genoese map of 1457, oriented with North at the top

This abandonment of the more common circular form enabled the cartographer to show
features that were increasingly squeezed on 15th century mappaemundi. Jerusalem does
not appear in the center of the map but is considerably to the west of a center located
south of the Caspian Sea. The highly pictorial character of this well-preserved map leads
us to think of it as more traditional than it actually is. Oversized crowned or turbaned
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kings, monstrous and simply exotic animals, an elephant bearing an elaborate howdah,
and scary sea monsters associate with more scientific signs, such as flags and city
symbols. Inscriptions on the map, as well as recently discovered geographical features,
however, proclaim the map to be a document of cartographic thinking similar, if not as
large and ambitious, to that of Fra Mauro (#249 see below).
Ptolemy is cited by name in several inscriptions, and there is evidence of his
influence in the representation of Africa (Ethiopia, the source of the Nile), an enclosed
Caspian Sea (Mar de Sara), the southern coast of Asia, and the Golden Chersonese, not
named but identified by a legend noting that it is particularly rich in gold and precious
stones. As mentioned above, Paradise does not appear on the map, and an inscription in
southeastern Africa tells us why: “In this region some depict the earthly paradise. Others say
it is beyond the Indias to the east. But since this is a description of the cosmographers, who make
no mention of it, it is omitted from this narration.”
Of course, the European medieval cosmographers had no objection to monsters even Ptolemy mentions a few, although he did not put them on his maps. It is
interesting that the maker of the Genoese map mentions peculiar customs (cannibalism,
people who have no names) but no “monstrous races,” that is, people with aberrant
physical characteristics, other than the pygmies. On the other hand, he is happy to
include pictures of bizarre animals. In the Indian Ocean are shown a mermaid and a fish
with a devil’s head, while on land nearby is a snake with a human head. In northern
Asia is a very large griffin, while a couple of dragons appear in Ethiopia. These fantastic
creatures join other wonderful but real animals, such as a giraffe, a leopard, a crocodile,
two monkeys, and a swordfish.
Overall the Genoese map contains far less religious (Christian) content than
previous medieval mappaemundi. Some standard features of European medieval
mappaemundi are, however, also present in the Genoese map. Gog and Magog are found
(separated) in northeast Asia, Noah’s Ark rests on a mountain range in Armenia, and the
Red Sea is red, though there is no text about the passage of the Israelites through its
waters. We can also find Mount Sinai, and the tomb of Saint Thomas in India. Prester
John is represented behind a wall, protecting him from the future rampages of Gog and
Magog. As we might expect from a Genoese map, good use has been made of the
nautical chart as well. The Mediterranean, Black, and Atlantic coasts reflect the forms. A
partially finished network of rhumb lines appears on the map, and on the right are two
scale bars, though they are more a sign of intention than reality.
The outline, particularly in Asia, is largely Ptolemaic. After the Alexandrian, the
second main authority for the eastern portion is Nicolo Conti, the Venetian traveler,
who reached the East Indian islands and perhaps southern China, returned to Italy in
1439 and whose narrative was written down by Poggio Bracciolini shortly after 1447.
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The Indian Ocean on the Genoese map displaying various monsters, a mermaid and a sea hog, a
siren, a three-masted ship, etc.
The details from Conti’s narrative make a considerable showing: e.g., the large
lake in India between Indus and Ganges of a marvellous sauerie and pleasaunt water to
drink, and all those that dwell there about drink of it, and also farre off . . . the island Xilana
[Ceylon/Sri Lanka] to the east of the peninsula; the great city Biznigaria, representing the
Vijayanagar kingdom of southern India, which occurs in many late 15th century
accounts, but here sadly misplaced near the Ganges; the details of the nature of the
Ganges delta; the addition of Scyamutha [Sumatra] as an alternative name for Taprobana.
The name Sine, for China, was also probably taken from Conti. Longer legends take
material from Conti on the funeral practice of wife burning (“if they refuse out of fear, they
are forced to do it”), the cultivation of pepper, the collection of human heads in Sumatra,
the sea-tight compartments of Chinese junks, the practice of tattooing, and the
availability of spices and multicolored parrots.
But it is perhaps in respect to the islands of Southeast Asia that the map is of
greatest interest. In the extreme east are two large islands, Java major and Java minor, and
to the southeast two smaller islands Sanday et Bandam. All of these are taken from the
Conti narrative: Java major is thought to be Borneo, and Java minor the island now known
by that name. Though the names Sanday and Bandam have not been satisfactorily
explained, the reference in the legend to spices and cloves makes it fairly certain that
they are islands of the Moluccas group. Here a legend reads: These islands are called
Sanday and Bandan. Sanday sends saffron, nuts, muscatas, and maces to the Javas, Bandan an
abundance of cloves. The inhabitants of both are black. Bandan, moreover, has parrots of three
kinds: red ones, those of variegated color with yellow beaks, and white ones the size of hens. If
this is so, this is the first time that the much sought after spice islands appear clearly on a
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map. Conti describes them as lying on the extreme edge of the known world: beyond
them navigation was difficult or impossible owing to contrary winds. In the southern sea there
is a note: In this sea, they navigate by the southern pole (star), the northern having disappeared.
This also is taken straight from Conti. However, Conti did not himself visit these islands,
though he gives their position as fifteen days’ journey east of Java major and minor, to
which their products were brought for transportation to the west. Cloves at that time
came only from the small islands of the Moluccas lying west of Halmahera, which
perhaps the Genoese author has attempted here to represent. The name Sanday is
unknown, and Bandan is only a corruption, and should not be confounded with Banda,
as cloves do not come from that island. The negro populations of these islands are
those driven out by the Malays, that is, they are the original black inhabitants of the
Malay Archipelago, who in Conti’s account are referred to in European literature for the
first time, and who are now generally spoken of as the Asiatic Papuans, or Negritos. The
first European who actually visited the Moluccas was the Italian Varthena, about
seventy years after Conti’s expedition to the East. The islands were considered as lying
on the boundary of the habitable and known world, and as marking the limit of
navigation.
It is not easy to determine the significance of a gulf that extends far into the east
coast of Asia north of Borneo and Java. The gulf forms the boundary between China
(Sine) and the forest region of northern Asia. On the southern shore near the mouth of
the gulf lies the city Pauconia. If we have here an attempt at a representation of the Gulf
of Siam, the city Pauconia is probably Bangkok. We may have in this gulf one of the
earliest cartographical representations of the Yellow Sea and the Gulf of Petchili.
The name Sine, or Sina, which was never used in the Middle Ages, and which in
all probability the Genoese map-maker took from Ptolemy, suggests that the gulf is
likewise from Ptolemy, and in order to find space for the new discovery it has been
placed farther north.
The northeast coast of Asia is in part determined by the form of the map, and in
part is arbitrarily drawn, as are also the numerous islands, not one of which we are able
to identify. In the Indian Ocean there are legends and mythical animals. West of the
Golden Chersonese is an animal with the tail of a fish, a humanlike head and large horns
and ears, with outstretched arms so attached to the body as to make them serviceable in
flying or swimming. A legend gives the following information: This species of fish, recently
[caught?] in Candia, feeds upon the meadows of the shore like cows. It was captured and
exhibited to the Venetians. It was mounted and carried about to many parts of the country. The
reference appears to be to a marine animal, perhaps the dugong, which, resembling a
cow and accustomed to graze in the fields along the seashore, was captured in the East
and brought to Venice.
The Genoese map abandons the northeastern quarter of Asia to the apocalyptic
peoples: surrounded by impassible mountains and in the north and east by the ocean is
a large territory in which are placed trees and fortresses. In this enormous prison,
labeled Scythia ultra Ymaum montem [Scythia beyond Mount Ymaus], is the word
MAGOG in large letters (perhaps in Ezekiel’s sense as a country?). Heinrich Wuttke
(Karten der seefahrenden Volker) provides a transcription of the captions in the margins
and in the figure. The relevant ones here read (in the west): “From this people, that is from
the tribe of Dan, Antichrist or [...] will be born, who, opening up these mountains by means of
nefarious arts [...] will come to the mountain chain that encloses them”; in the north-west: “Up
to here live the ten enclosed tribes of the Hebrew race.” In the southwest corner is a tower and
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a wall, underneath which is the caption “The iron gates where Alexander enclosed the
Tartars”. The Jews and the Tatars are in the foreground here. Magog (Gog is located
elsewhere), the Tatars, the Ten Lost Tribes, the Antichrist and the Alexander story are
mixed as though they naturally belonged in the same place - as they by then did, at least
in the literature and exegesis directed to the literate but not learned.
The southern coast of the continent, from Arabia and the Persian Gulf to Further
India, exhibits the Ptolemaic influence in particular, though our Genoese map-maker
gives evidence of possessing a good knowledge of some of the most recent reports of
travelers. The remarkably strong ebb and flow of the waters in the Persian Gulf at the
mouth of the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers, observed by Conti, is thought by the Genoese
cartographer worthy of mention: Sinus persicus in quo mare fluit et refluit velut oceanus
[The Persian Gulf, in which the sea ebbs and flows as in the ocean]. Such a map record
seems to appear here for the first time.
The peninsula Guzerat is better drawn than by Ptolemy, and the Bay of Cambay
appears as a deep inlet of the ocean into which a broad river—perhaps the Mahi—
empties. This section of the coast could not well remain unknown to travelers coming
from the mouth of the Indus River. In the place of Ptolemy’s Taprobana two islands are
represented, the larger of which, though appearing in outline to be Taprobana, is rather to
be taken as a representation of Sumatra, while the smaller bears the name Ceylon. A
legend near this reads: The island of Ceylon, having a circumference of three thousand miles, is
rich in rubies, sapphires, and cat’s-eyes, and produces cinnamon from trees similar to our willow
tree. In this island there is a lake, in the middle of which is a noble city whose inhabitants, given
over to astrology, predict all future events. The position of Ceylon was now well known,
being here placed to the east of a peninsula that we can recognize as the southern point
of India. In this, as well as in other parts of extreme southern Asia, the Geonoese
cosmographer seems to exhibit an acquaintance with the record of the distinguished
Italian traveler Nicolo di Conti who referred to Ceylon as Zeilan.
The lake mentioned above in the interior of Ceylon may owe its origin to a
statement made by Pliny or maybe an attempt to represent some one or more of the
numerous artificial reservoirs or tanks for which the island is famous.
In their outlines there is a certain similarity between the islands Ceylon and
Sumatra as represented by our Genoese mapmaker and the same islands as they appear
on the maps of Ptolemy. The somewhat lengthy legend here reads as follows: Of the
islands which are known, Taprobana is said to have a circumference of more than sixteen hundred
miles, next to which is Anglia, then Java the Greater and Java the Less: after these islands Ceylon,
then Sicily, and after this Sardinia, and following in order, Corsica, Cyprus and Candia. The
inhabitants of this Taprobana, which in their language is called Ciamutera, are barbarians,
having large ears in which they wear ornaments, and they dress in linen clothes. They are all
idolaters. They have an abundance of pepper, camphor and much gold. The pepper tree when it
bears has seeds like the juniper. Cannibals inhabit a part of this island, who, continually waging
war with their neighbors, make a collection of human heads as treasures, and he who has the most
heads is the richest. This description of Taprobana appears clearly to have been taken from
Conti, and it is very interesting to observe that our cartographer, not in a very successful
manner, has attempted to bring the report of Conti into accord with Ptolemy. Ptolemy’s
Taprobana, by which we are to understand Ceylon/Sri Lanka, is to our author Sumatra,
as the legend above indicates, and near by he places his Ceylon, although Conti
expressly states that with favorable wind he traveled in twenty days from Ceylon to
Sumatra, leaving Andaman, inhabited by cannibals, on the left of his course.
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The name Sumatra, which our cosmographer, together with Conti, considers to
be the native name, seems first to have become a more or less familiar one in Europe in
the 14th century. In the story of Ibn Batuta it appears as the name of a city; Odorich of
Pordenome refers to it as the name of a locality; while in the story of Conti for the first
time it clearly appears as the name of an island. According to a conjecture of Yule, the
name Sumara, which appears in a manuscript of Marco Polo as the name of one of the
kingdoms of the island, is only a corruption of Sumatra. Marco Polo, the first traveler
from the west who seems to have brought definite word from Sumatra, called it Java the
Less, under which name, however, according to the Genoese cartographer, we are to
understand Java or Borneo. Conti gives to the island a circumference of about two
thousand miles, as does Marco Polo, which is very nearly correct. In its outlines Further
India, UltraIndia (Southeast Asia) is Ptolemaic, a fact which is especially noticeable in the
very prominent peninsular character. It stretches toward the south, terminating in a
prominent Golden Chersonese, a name which the legend suggests: Here gold is found in
abundance with jewels and precious stones.
The long southern coast which, according to Ptolemy, makes of the Indian Ocean
an enclosed sea, and which in part appears in the Idrisi and the Sanudo maps (#219,
#228), has been omitted here, and the great gulf of Ptolemy on the east of the peninsula
becomes in the Genoese map an open sea, corresponding to the account of Conti and
other travelers, which sea had been found difficult of navigation because of continually
unfavorable wind.
Concerning the two large islands lying off the east coast of Asia, a legend gives
the following information: These islands are called Java, of which the greater in circumference
is three, and the other two thousand miles. They are one month’s journey from the continent, and
are one hundred miles apart. Ignorant and wicked men inhabit these islands, who think it sport to
kill a man. They have as many wives as they wish.
Of particular importance are the other legends in the Indian Ocean apparently
also derived from Conti. One of these reads: In the South Polar Sea they navigate with the
North Pole not in sight. The other legend, near the picture of a three-masted ship, reads:
The Indian Sea is filled with many islands, rocks and sand-banks. Their ships, therefore, are
constructed with many compartments, to the end that if they are broken in any part, the
remaining parts may be sufficiently strong to complete the course. These, moreover, are supplied
with several masts, from three to ten, and having sails made of reeds and palm-leaves joined
together, they pursue their courses with great rapidity. And these [ships], loaded in particular
with spices and other aromatics, sailing rather often to Mecca in Arabia, trade with the Western
merchants through an exchange of their goods.
We find on other European world maps similar information concerning the
construction of ships which sailed the Indian Ocean, as well as information concerning
trade routes, such as the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235). The legend on the Genoese map
relates in part to the Chinese junks, in part to the trade with India, which in the 15th
century was in the hands of the Arabians, from whom the Portuguese seized it. Chinese
junks, after an interval of five hundred years, again sailed the Indian Ocean at the end of
the 13th century. Marco Polo, who, on his homeward journey, sailed in one of them as far
as Malabar, gives us a detailed picture of these boats.
The river and the mountain systems of Asia on the Genoese map have many
peculiarities. Near the Persian Gulf in Arabia a mountain is represented, out of which
flows a river, emptying north of Mecca, which doubtless is the Betius of Ptolemy.
Diagonally across the northern part of the peninsula stretches a mountain range. Mons
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Synai, near the northern border of the Red Sea, is represented, on the summit of which is
the Convent of St. Catherine; and we also find here the highlands of Armenia, out of
which flow the Euphrates and Tigris, these highlands being especially distinguished by
a representation of Noah’s Ark. In Syria, to the south of Damascus, Mare Tiberiadis
appears as a large lake. In the Gulf of Iskanderun a river empties, flowing out of the
northeast, recognizable as the Dschihan, on which lies the city Antioch. The Caucasus
stretches across the isthmus between the Black and the Caspian seas, and as numerous
rivers rising in the Caucasus empty into the former, the mountain range had to be
drawn nearer the Caspian Sea in order that there might be sufficient space for the range
and the representation of the Iron Gate near Derbent. This city is distinguished by a
strong tower and the legend: This is Derbent, which in their language [means] a gate of iron.
The Iron Gate, usually associated with Alexander the Great and the apocalyptic people,
Gog and Magog, has an important place on the European world maps of the Middle
Ages. Doubtless it was the medieval wall stretching from the mountains to the sea near
Derbent, closing the road along the Caspian Sea to the peoples of the steppes on the
north, that called forth the legend of the Iron Gate. The city itself, Derbent, was founded
in the Middle Ages by the Persian Sassanids, for the purpose of guarding this pass. The
word is Persian, signifying gate or narrow pass, and is a name often met with in Persia.
In Arabic the city is called Bab-el-Khadid, in Turkish Demir Khapussu, that is, Iron Gate.
The wall stretching landward along the mountain ridge is yet, in part, well preserved,
and one can follow its ruins for a distance of many miles. According to popular
tradition, it extends along the entire ridge of the Caucasus, and so it appears on this map
extending from the second iron door, or pass, across Asia. A legend on the map of the
Pizigani makes it clear that the wall from Derbent was originally constructed to protect
the Persian territory from the people of the steppe region. One of the castles on this map
is distinguished by the legend, “Hic est custodia husbeci [Khan Usbech]” [here is a
guard husbeci]; the other by the legend, “Caiob est custodia bunsa [Khan Bunsay of
Persia]” [the custody of the Buns]. This narrow pass between the steppes on the north
and the cultivable regions on the south has been especially significant in all periods and
is probably recognizable as the Sarmatian Gate of Ptolemy.
As has been said, the Caspian Sea is drawn according to Ptolemy. It is rich in
islands and is called Mar de Sara, after the principal city of the Kipchak. Marco Polo
called it the Sea of Ghel, or Ghelan, since Gilan, the city whence silks came, was to the
Italians the best-known city on its shores. Aside from the Volga and the Ural, two other
rivers are here represented, rising in a range of mountains that extends in an east-west
direction. One of these is perhaps the Emba, the other the Jaxartes of Ptolemy. South of
the Caspian Sea we find a quadrangle framed by mountains that appears to be Parthia,
according to the representation of Ptolemy.
A river taking its rise on the east side of this mountain quadrangle, and
emptying through two mouths into the Indian Ocean, cannot be identified, as the chart
here contains numerous errors. It may be a representation of the Hilmend. A mountain
range farther eastward, and stretching in a northeast-southwest direction, is the east
Iranian mountain range, along which flows the Indus. This river forms through its four
outlets a conspicuous delta, and receives from the neighboring mountain range two
tributaries. From the mountain range on the northern border of Parthia, a great range
stretches diagonally across the entire Asiatic continent, to the gulf indicated on the east,
to which gulf reference has been made. It divides the great forest region of northern Asia
from southern Asia. These mountains clearly are the Taurus, Paropamisus and the Emodas
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of Ptolemy, the continental axis of Asia, that is, the Hindu Kush, the Quen Lun, the Nan
Schan, and the other border mountains of eastern central Asia today, which in their
spurs reach almost to the Gulf of Petchili. The Ptolemaic Imaus, which divides Scythia
into Hither and Further Scythia—Scithia citra ymaum montem and Scithia ultra ymaum
montes—is very prominently represented on the Genoese map. It branches in diagonal
directions westward of the sources of the Indus, that is, nearly twenty degrees farther
westward from the continental axis than it is represented by Ptolemy.
It is of special interest that in a region so significant by reason of its physical
features, where the Pamir Highlands, the Hindu Kush, the Himalaya and the Quen Lun
unite, the Genoese cosmographer represents a second Iron Gate where Alexander
imprisoned the Tartars, or a wall with a strong gateway. This is doubtless one of the
passes lying somewhat to the west, where Scythia on the north joins with the highlands
of Iran, and is probably the Khyber Pass. Here was a national highway over which,
immediately preceding this period, the wild people of central Asia so frequently came
into southern Asia. Indeed, from the most ancient times this important highway was the
connecting link between northern and southern Asia, and its architectural ruins —the
fortifications erected by the different peoples at different times—point to its significance.
Very properly, the name of Alexander is associated with it, since through his founding
of Alexandria ad Caucasum the southern region was secured against the attack of the
northern barbarians, the Scythians, who, in the language of the Middle Ages, were called
Tartars. The Genoese cosmographer must have had information concerning the
numerous towers scattered here and there over this pass.
As in questions relating to the Nile, Ptolemy showed himself to be better
informed than were geographers of later date, even to very recent times, so it also
appears that his representation of the mountain systems of Asia was remarkably well
done in the larger general features. Herein in particular does the value of the Genoese
map appear in a comparison with the larger map by Fra Mauro (#249), although the
latter is richer in details. In the representation of the Indus, for example, with its five
branches, our author follows Ptolemy. In the region at the foot of the mountain between
the Indus and the Ganges we find the Indian desert represented. In contrast, the Ganges
is represented according to recent information that is apparently from the record of
Conti. It receives its water through three tributaries from the great watershed. Two of
these tributaries on the left seem to be the Brahmaputra and the Barak, though the larger
one on the north may be intended as the Irawadi, since on this lies Ava, and above it is a
legend taken from Conti: Rather the Ganges which otherwise is called the Dava. Though our
cosmographer makes certain mistakes in relation to the chief stream of India, yet his
representation of the hydrography of Asia is near the truth, and, as stated, is much
better than that given by Fra Mauro. As the Indus and its delta received special
consideration, so also did the Ganges, the mouth of which is marked by the following
legend: The mouth of the Ganges River, the width of which is fifteen miles, on whose banks grow
canes so large that they exceed [the size of] the arm, and the islands grow nuts which we call
Indian. This legend is also taken from Conti with some modification.
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Detail of the Genoese World Map: Region enclosed by Alexander (Magog)

In the interior of Southeast Asia there is a large lake with the legend: The waters of
this lake are very pleasant and sweet for drinking. This lake, mentioned in the fabulous
stories concerning India in the Middle Ages, is, again, derived from Conti. In these
rather remarkable sketches we probably have a reference to the lakes of Udaipur and
Dbar on the southern highlands of Mewar, which lakes in fact lie between the Indus and
the Ganges. As lakes are rare in central and northern India, these enjoy a considerable
reputation. They owe their origin in part to artificial dams, and serve the purpose of
reservoirs for artificial irrigation. They are remarkable for their natural surroundings,
and for the palaces of the rulers of Mewar erected on their banks. This statement
concerning the lakes as represented on our map is supported by the fact that a mountain
appears to the southwest, from which a river flows to the south, at the mouth of which
lies Cambay. The river is probably the Mahi, and the mountain the Salamber range. The
river Ava, as well as the southern parallel tributary of the Ganges, and the two Chinese
rivers, the one flowing to the southeast and the other to the northeast, come from a
mountain which is further explained by the legend: In this mountain carbuncles are found.
Judging from the rivers that spring there from, and from this legend, we are led to
conclude that the mountain-land is eastern Tibet. These representations are here very
erroneous, and the errors may perhaps be attributed to Conti and Poggio, since one is
led to conclude by a careful study of the Conti narrative that it is not simply the story of
a practical merchant traveler, but a story often adorned by the additions of a learned
copyist. The Carbuncle Mountains and the art of obtaining these valuable stones play an
important role in the records of all cosmographers of the Middle Ages. On the Catalan
world map of 1375 (#235) appears a legend with an interesting pictorial representation.
A mountain is indicated with a deep valley out of which a bird flies, having a piece of
meat in its beak, and out of the same valley a river flows which in its course forms the
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boundary between India and China. These mountains are often represented on early
maps with legends referring to carbuncles or to diamonds. From Maharatia, Conti states
that he made a thirteen days’ journey eastward to the Carbuncle Mountains, that is, to
the border mountains of Burma, which the Genoese mapmaker attempts to represent.
Marco Polo relates a similar story, but adds, as does Conti, the simple facts that
he himself observed, that is, that diamonds are obtained in India through mining and
through the washing and the sifting of the sands. The legend referred to is very old and
is known in many different countries.
No rivers are represented by the Genoese cosmographer in Northeast Asia, but
we find twice inscribed the legend Inaccessible mountains. In the extreme northwest, in
genuine medieval fashion, a leopard and a griffin have been sketched. In Turkestan is
the legend King Cambellannas, son of the great Khan, by which legend is probably meant
Timur, who reunited the numerous small kingdoms into which, about 1350, Dschagati
had fallen. King Cambalech, that is, the Great Khan, is represented in a picture as ruling
Cathay, and the King of India is represented on horseback with sword in hand. Northern
Asia is properly made to appear as a region covered with pine forests, a representation
which is to be found on no other early world map, and which seems to suggest that the
Genoese mapmaker was in possession of somewhat detailed information concerning the
character of the region. In the extreme north appears the figure of a man casting himself
into the sea, whose act is explained in the following legend: It is the custom of these people,
as old age comes on, to cast themselves from the steep precipices into the sea. This information
seems to be derived from Pliny. Even today in northeast Asia, there may be found a
people among whom suicide is common, the result of a belief that should one depart
this life before the feebleness of old age comes on, a life of happiness in the hereafter is
secured. Two legends are here inscribed, the one relating to the medieval geographical
myth concerning the ten lost tribes of Israel, and the other to Antichrist. The one to the
east of Inaccessible mountains, designated here as Ymaus mons, reads: From this race, that is,
from the tribe of Dan, Antichrist is to be born, who, opening these mountains by magic art, will
come to overthrow the worshipers of Christ. The other reads: Here dwell the ten lost tribes of the
Hebrew race with the half tribe of Benjamin, who, unrestrained by their law and being
degenerates, pass an epicurean existence.

Genoese World Map: Mongols north of the Caspian Sea, note wagon and oxen
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On their appearance, the Mongols were thought to be the descendants of the Ten
Tribes who had departed from the Mosaic law; and even in the Islamic world their
coming was regarded as a sign of the approaching end of the world. In this part of Asia
the cosmographer places the land of Magog, whence Jews, Muslims, and also Christians
of the Middle Ages, expected the coming of the destructive races at the last day. On
most of the early maps of the Middle Ages this land of Gog and Magog is represented,
but with the advance of knowledge of Asia the names were given to lands further
northward. Here the Genoese cosmographer seems to rely in the main on Arabic
sources, and especially on Idrisi (#219). He separates the two by placing Magog north of
the mountain range stretching entirely across Asia, and Gog south of the same. On the
border range several towers are indicated. The Gog people appear as a group of dwarfs
covered with a shield, who are attacked by two cranes. A legend gives the following
explanation: These are of the generation of Gog, who do not exceed the height of a cubit, who do
not attain the age of nine years, and who are continually molested by cranes. Idrisi (#219) also
represents the people of Gog as dwarfs, and our cosmographer identifies them as the
pygmies of Pliny, who placed them in the mountains of the north of India, exactly as
does the Genoese cosmographer, in a beautiful valley protected from the cold winds,
where they are molested only by the attacks of the cranes. This identification of Gog with
the pygmies of classical antiquity is peculiar to this map. The towers referred to above
are explained in the following legend: King Prester John built these towers in order that those
shut therein might not have access to him. These towers stretch along the crest of the
mountains, as if intended to protect the more highly civilized parts of China from the
wild people of north and central Asia. It seems probable that we have here an early
reference to the Great Wall of China, which appears on no other European medieval
map. Abulfeda and Raschiduddin, his contemporary, refer to the great wall as the Wall of
Gog and Magog. As the builder of this wall, the Genoese mapmaker in his legend names
Prester John who appeared on the Catalan map of 1375 in the Nubian and the Abyssinian
regions, and from that time on the name seems to have been connected with the lastnamed region, though, as the Genoese map shows, it did not completely disappear from
central Asia. There is support for the belief that in the letter of Alexander III, the ruler of
Abyssinia is to be understood, although the great majority of the allusions to him seem
to support the idea that the original Prester John was a central Asiatic ruler.
The geographical nomenclature in the interior of Asia is very numerous,
including the names of cities, countries and topographical features. In Asia Minor we
find the names Asia Minor, Pontus, but more conspicuous the name Turchia. Of the cities
which are here most distinguished is one named Sinope, which is adorned with a
Genoese banner. East of this, Simisso, Patinissa, Chrizonda, Trapezonda, Sormene. West of
Sinope lies Castelle, also Ponteraquia and Carpi. On the Sea of Marmora is Palolimen and
Diascinolo which on English charts is represented as Eskel Bay, a semicircular harbor
with a very good anchorage twelve kilometers east of the mouth of Susurulu Tschai.
Farther to the west is Spiga, that is, Karabuga Bay, into which the Granicus empties. On
the west coast only the name Altoluogo appears, which name one finds on almost all sea
charts. This was located near the site of Ephesus and was a prosperous city in the 15th
century. On the south coast we find Atalea and Candelor, the ancient Alaja and Korakesion.
Farther southward, Antioceta, a fortification on the coast often referred to in the 15th
century; also corocho, the ancient Corycus, northeast of the mouth of the Selefke. This is
Strabo’s Cape Korykos with the Koryken Cave, where in Greek, in Roman, in Byzantine,
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and also in Armenian times stood a fortification. Here we find Tarsso and Layazo, which
in the Middle Ages was a harbor of Lesser Armenia, and an important terminal on the
commercial route to India.
The cities represented on the frontier of Asia Minor are probably Angora, Burssa
and Philadelphia. In Armenia appears Azerum, and to the southeast of this, in an incorrect
position, Sauasto.
In Syria the following are found along the coast from north to south: Alexandretta,
Tortosa, Sur, Acre, Cesarea, Arzufo, now in ruins, but in the time of the crusades and for a
long period thereafter in the possession of the Genoese, who had conquered it; also Jaffa
and Ascalon. In the interior, Jerusalem, Damascus, placed far to the north; Antioch and, less
accurately placed, Tiberias. Palestine is especially distinguished from Seria as Judea sine.
In Arabia Arabia Deserta is distinguished from Arabia Felix, and the extreme
southeast part of the peninsula, that is, Oman, is called Fenicea et Sabba, suggesting that
the Phoenicians once occupied the basin of the Persian Gulf. Among the cities Media
Arabie appears most conspicuous, and the tower decorated with a flag, and lying on the
coast, is undoubtedly Dschidda, Conti’s Zidem. The large city on the south coast is Aden,
at which point Conti landed. In Mesopotamia appear the names babilone, a regional
name; Babilo and Baldac, or Bagdad; and in the Caucasus region are the territorial names
Zichia, by which name in the Middle Ages the region northwest of the Caucasus was
designated, and Albania, Georgia and Iberia. In the highlands of Iran appear the names
Media, Zilan, Parthia, Aria, Aracosa, Gedrosia, Cormania and Persis. The land to the east of
Aria, that is, southern Afghanistan, is represented as a desert.
Among the cities referred to on the Caspian Sea appears a name no longer
legible, but which is probably Axum, being at the time of Montecorvino a winter
residence of the Persian ruler; Ungro, the best harbor of Gilan; Zilan and Cavo Zilan, by
which perhaps is meant Sari, which in the middle of the 15th century was the most
important commercial city on the south coast of the Caspian Sea. In the interior are
Tauria, a center of trade with remote Asia and India; and Ragis, the ancient Rhagas, a
residence of Islamic princes, and, since the destruction by the Mongolians, a vast ruin,
out of which in part the neighboring city of Teheran is built. Of the cities of Parthia only
the name Yier appears, by which perhaps Dschordschan is meant. On the Persian Gulf lies
Ragan, by which Arragan is probably to be understood, whose ruins are found in the
vicinity of the present Babahan, with Fars on the Ab Ergum. This place, incorrectly
located on the coast, is not referred to by Conti, nor is it to be found on any other map.
The Genoese cartographer must have had for this some special source. The city lying to
the east must be Ormuz. The city Calacia, lying in the interior, seems more difficult to
distinguish, which city is referred to by Conti, but is not definitely located. There may
have been a Persian maritime city by this name on the coast of Oman, since by reason of
favorable winds and gulf currents the two coasts of the Persian Gulf stood in such close
relations that again and again in their history Persian rule controlled the Arabic coast,
and Arabic rule the Persian coast. In the time of Ibn Batuta the coast of Oman was
Persian, and was ruled from Ormuz. It was the Portuguese who first overthrew the
Persian authority. Calacia, or Calacatia, according to Batuta, is Kalahat, Kalhat, Kilat or
Kilhat, in Oman southeast of Muskat, where its ruins may yet be seen near a small
fishing village of the same name. The Genoese cartographer very naturally was inclined
to place a trading center in Persia. Kalhat, from the time of Idrisi to the arrival of the
Portuguese, was the most important harbor and port of departure from Oman and the
entire Persian Gulf to India, as was earlier Sohar and later Muskat. It appears that at the
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time the Genoese map was drawn the shipping from the Persian Gulf and from Ormuz
followed the coast from Oman almost to Ras-el-Hadd, and from that point with the
monsoons direct to India.
On the east side of the Caspian Sea, in Turkestan, there are only two cities
represented, Testango and Organzin. Testango, which Pizigani calls Trestago, is Tyschkandy on the Mertwyi-Kultuk Bay, whence the commercial highway led from the
Caspian Sea over the Ust-Urt plateau to Organzin, the ancient capital city
Chowaresmiens on the Darjalyk. Organzin is erroneously placed on the Caspian Sea.
Destroyed first by Genghis Khan in 1221, and again by Timur, this great Asiatic frontier
commercial city in the time of Conti was in ruins. The new city, Urgendsch, lies far to
the east of the ancient city.
Conti, as before stated, divided India into three parts, but the Genoese
cartographer, following the ancients, refers to two only, representing therein numerous
cities and legends, most of which apparently he has taken from Conti. One of these
legends, referring to India as a land whence ginger is obtained, reads: Here much ginger is
gathered; the other, telling us of the practice of burning widows, reads: Here the wives
living mount the funeral pyre of their husbands, but if any refuse through fear, they are forced to
this.
Of the several regions only Maabar is especially designated in a legend reading:
This province is called Mahabaria. By this we are to understand Coromandel, lying on the
east coast, since it appears evident the legend refers to Meliapur. Maabar, it should be
noted, is not to be confounded with Malabar, or Melibar of Marco Polo.
Among the cities, Cambay is especially distinguished, which at that time was the
most important commercial city of India, and which the Genoese cartographer calls
Combayta, making use of the Spanish term instead of the Italian Camcaia or the Latin
Combahita. Meliapur is distinguished by a Christian church with a cross and the legend,
Here lies the body of the apostle Saint Thomas. There was scarcely a Christian traveler from
the time of Montecorvino and Marco Polo, returning with information concerning the
so-called “Thomas Christians”, who had failed to visit Meliapur near Madras, since the
place of Saint Thomas’ burial was a sacred spot not only to Christians but also to Muslim
pilgrims. The tradition that the holy Thomas preached Christianity in India, suffered
martyrdom, and was buried in a mountain had its origin in very early times. Meliapur
on the Genoese map lies on a strait that separates Ceylon/Sri Lanka from the mainland.
On the same strait, but farther to the southeast, lies a second city near which is the
legend, Caila, where they use the leaves of trees instead of papyrus. Caila is Conti’s Cahila on
the Gulf of Manaar, Marco Polo’s Cail, and Ptolemy’s Colchi. For centuries, even into the
16th, Caila was the central point of commerce between China, Further India, and the
archipelago of the east and the trade centers of the Mediterranean. In the account of his
voyage Vasco da Gama gives information concerning the city and kingdom of Cael. The
tree whose leaves, it is stated, are used for paper is not the paper-mulberry tree, but the
fan-palm. The fanlike leaves, about two hundred square feet in size, the Singhalese are
said to use in the place of paper. The ancient Pusk olay manuscripts in the Buddhist
monasteries were all written with an iron stylus on such paper, that is, on the leaves of
the talipot palm, prepared by cooking and drying.
West of the Ganges delta, on a mountain, lies the large city Bizungalia, which
Conti called Bizenegalia, and which seems to have remained a city of importance well
into the 16th century. To its importance perhaps the legend Major de mundo refers. The
Arnona Civitas of the Genoese cartographer seems to lie in about the position of Conti’s
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Cernove, reached by him in a fifteen days’ journey from the mouth of the river. Conti
gives a vivid description of this part of the Ganges River, up which river, as he states, he
sailed for the space of three months; and from his description one might conclude that
he had passed entirely through Hindustan, and that after he had made the desired
commercial observations he turned about to make a long sojourn in Maharatia, perhaps
one of the four important cities to which he refers.
The land north of the Ava River (Irawadi) as far as a great parallel mountain
range, including apparently the entire Irawadi region, the Genoese cosmographer calls
Macina, inscribing the legend: This province of Macina produces elephants. Its inhabitants
subsist on serpents, regarding them as great delicacies. They tattoo their faces with various
punctures and colors and with an iron stylus. They are contented with one wife. The name
Machin seems clearly to be a modification of the Sanskrit Maha Chin, that is, Great China,
a name which the Persian and the Arabic writers frequently used for Manzi, the southern
part of China. Including in part Indo-China, the name Machin may also include
Southeast Asia, for which there is support in certain 15th century references, as there are
people of Southeast Asia among whom the custom of tattooing prevails; this being
particularly true of the Laos and the Burmese. The Genoese cartographer clearly
considers Burma a part of Machin, which since the 13th century had belonged to China.
Conti’s name Macinus can hardly be thought of as Mangi, which is suggested by Fischer,
who follows Ramusio, but more probably refers to Siam/Thailand. Though the
geography of India as here laid down presents difficulties, there are difficulties which
are equally great along the east coast. The eastern border of Asia, toward the south, is
represented as Cathay, and that toward the north as Sine. This last name, as stated before,
was not employed at all in the Middle Ages, and may be considered a survival from
Ptolemy. Cathay is made to include the entire peninsula of Southeast Asia. Near the
picture of the Grand Khan enthroned, and his capital city with its four square towers, is
the legend, apparently taken from Conti: The Great Khan rules this region, which is called
Cathay, or, in their language, Cambalec. Cathay was the European name for northern China,
while to the southern region, which was reached by water, the name China was given. It
does not appear from his travels that Conti reached China, and what he has to say may
rest in part on rumors which came to him and in part on the accounts of Marco Polo. The
title Khan had long since been given up by the Mongolian dynasty. (see monograph #248)
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Fra Mauro's Mappamundi, 1459
(oriented with South at the top)
The Fra Mauro Mappamundi. The most famous of the medieval is the Fra Mauro
mappamundi of 1459. This large circular planisphere (6 feet 4 inches in diameter), drawn
on parchment and mounted on wood in a square frame, is preserved in the Biblioteca
Nazionale Marciana, Venice. Unusual for medieval European maps, it is oriented with
South at the top (Indian Ocean, top left; Mediterranean, right center) and so
meticulously drawn and full of detail and legends that it has been described as a
“medieval cosmography of no small extent, a conspectus of 15th century geographical knowledge
cast in medieval form.” Though the coasts are drawn in a style recalling that of the portolan
[nautical] charts, loxodromes and compass roses are absent, and the effect is definitely
that of a mappamundi, not a nautical chart. Fra Mauro’s map was in many ways a more
up-to-date map than the printed versions of Ptolemy which succeeded it two decades
later. Ptolemy’s Geographia was ‘rediscovered’ in Western Europe and had been
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circulating in Latin manuscript form since 1406, coming to Italy fresh from the Byzantine
conquests. It is clear from numerous legends on his map that Fra Mauro was very much
aware of the great deference then paid to the cosmographical conceptions of Ptolemy,
and the likelihood of severe criticism for any map which ignored them. Nevertheless, in
general, Mauro stands by contemporary ideas and forestalls criticism by stating the
following:
I do not think it derogatory to Ptolemy if I do not follow his Cosmografia, because,
to have observed his meridians or parallels or degrees, it would be necessary in
respect to the setting out of the known parts of this circumference, to leave out
many provinces not mentioned by Ptolemy. But principally in latitude, that is
from south to north, he has much ‘terra incognita’, because in his time it was
unknown.

Therefore, Mauro did not use Ptolemy’s framework of longitude and latitude
and he also opened up the Sea of India, which in editions of Ptolemy is traditionally
landlocked, but was generally left open to the circumfluent ocean by Mauro’s
contemporaries. Mauro did, however, take account of Ptolemy’s geography and
travelers’ reports concerning the great extent of the East, and as a result, moved
Jerusalem away from the position as the world’s center, a marked departure from
medieval custom to its true position, west of center in the Eurasian continent. Like the
Greek geographers before Ptolemy and like the Arab cartographers, Fra Mauro shows
all of the continents as being surrounded on all sides by the great ocean. He did not see
the earth as simply a disk, the circular form of the map was his way of depicting a
sphere. However he had not been able to arrive at an opinion on the overall size of the
globe.
Fra Mauro’s map was called by Giovanni Battista Ramusio (1485–1557, an Italian
geographer and travel writer), who saw the original, “an improved copy of the one brought
from Cathay by Marco Polo”. Indeed, Fra Mauro’s representation of the Far East is derived
from Marco Polo. His illuminator has conceived the cities and places of Cathay, as
described by Polo, in the architectural styles of the Venetian Renaissance. In spaces
between rivers and place-names he drew cities with walls and towers, i.e., Chambalech
[Beijing], the capital city of Chataio or Cathay [Northern China]. In a footnote Mauro says
that he drew the cities of Asia so large because there was simply more room on the map
there than in Europe. According to some critics, having enlarged Asia in relation to
Europe, our cosmographer has not put the additional space to very good use. It is, for
instance, extremely difficult to comprehend Mauro’s representation of southern Asia.
From the Persian Gulf eastwards, he appears to have taken the Ptolemaic outline, but
exaggerated the principal gulfs and capes, and to this outline he has fitted the
contemporary nomenclature. The great Gulf of Cambay recalls the similar feature of the
14th century charts, with the addition of the island of Diu, an important trading center. It
is noticeable here that the order of the names from Goga to Tarna is reversed, probably
an error in compilation due to the unusual orientation of the map. Beyond Tarna, India is
broken into two very stumpy peninsulas, resulting in the confusion of relative positions
in the interior, and in the placing of C. de Eli at the same latitude as C. Chomari [Cape
Comorin]. Saylam [Sri Lanka/Ceylon] appears more or less correctly related to Chomari,
with a note that Ptolemy had confused this island with Taprobana, and a representation
of Adam’s Peak.
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An inscription appears near Chambalec [Beijing], and is very close to Marco Polo’s
description of the season’s hunting undertaken by Kubilai and his court.
This most excellent and mighty emperor has sixty crowned kings under his
dominion. When he travels, he sits in a carriage of gold and ivory decorated with
gemstones of inestimable price. And this carriage is drawn by a white elephant.
The four most noble kings of his dominions stand one at each corner of this
carriage to escort it; and all the others walk ahead, with a large number of armed
men both before and behind. And here are all the genteel pleasures and customs
of the world.

To the east there is a more or less recognizable Bay of Bengal, confined on the
further side by the great island of Sumatra. Into this bay flows in the north a great river
here named Indus, the repetition of a mistake which seems to go back at least as far as
the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235). There is nothing corresponding to the Golden Chersonesus
or the Malay Peninsula, but to the east again, rather surprisingly, is placed the Sinus
Gangeticus, with the Ganges entering on the north: that river is therefore brought into
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close relationship with southern China. A conspicuous feature in the Indian Ocean is
the Maldive Islands, shown with their characteristic linear extension. Instead, however,
of running north and south, they extend approximately from northwest to southeast,
and this direction is emphasized in an inscription. The position in which the Andaman
Islands are shown in relation to Sumatra also suggests that there is a general tilting of
the map in this area of about 45° west of north.
In the southeast, close to the border of the map, is an island with the inscription
Isola Colombo, which has abundance of gold and much merchandise, and produces pepper in
quantity . . . The people of this island are of diverse faiths, Jews, Mahomedans and idolaters . . .
This refers to the district of Quilon (the Colombo of the Catalan Atlas) south of the Indian
peninsula. Arab topographers were accustomed on occasion to refer rather loosely to
districts approached by sea as ‘islands’ [gezira] and this often led to confusion, as in the
present instance. This error suggests that portions of the map were probably based on
written descriptions or sailing directions by Arab merchants or pilots. Fra Mauro, or the
draftsman of his prototype, clearly misunderstood the passage referring to Colombo. The
notes attached to some of the islands, giving their direction in relation to others, as in the
case of the Maldives already quoted, support this probability. Certainly the whole
southern outline of the continent as depicted here could scarcely have been taken
directly from a chart drawn by a practical navigator.
A redrawing of the fra Mauro
mappamundi, re-oriented with North
at the top showing Asia
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Chataio/Cathay [China], oriented with the South at the top
To the east of the Bay of Bengal is a very large island, Sumatra [Taprobana over Siometra],
the first time that name appears unequivocally on a map. To the north of it, and
somewhat squeezed together by the limit of the map, are many islands. As Fra Mauro
states that in this region lack of space had compelled him to omit many islands, it no
doubt also obliged him to alter their orientation drastically. A long legend here gives
some illuminating details on the traffic in spices and pepper.
Giava minor, a very fertile island, in which there are eight kingdoms, is
surrounded by eight islands in which grow the ‘sotil specie’. And in the said
Giava grows ginger and other fine spices in great quantities, and all the crop from
this and the other [islands] is carried to Giava Major, where it is divided into three
parts, one for Zaiton [Changchow] and Cathay, the other by the sea of India for
Ormuz, Jidda, and Mecca, and the third northwards by the Sea of Cathay. In this
island according to the testimony of those who sail this sea, the Antarctic Pole
star is seen elevated at the height of un brazo [?].

Giava Major is said to be especially associated with Cathay:
Giava Major, a very noble island, placed in the east in the furthest part of the
world in the direction of Cin, belonging to Cathay, and of the gulf or port of
Zaiton, is 3,000 miles in circumference and has 1,111 kingdoms; the people are
idolatrous, sorcerers, and evil. But the island is all delightful and very fertile,
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producing many things such as gold in great quantities, aloes, wood, spices, and
other marvels. And from the Cavo del ver southwards there is a port called
Randan, fine, large, and safe: in the vicinity is the very noble city Giava, of which
many wonders are told.

The islands south of Giava minor doubtless represent the Moluccas, as on the 1457
Genoese map (#248). There is one tantalizing point: just to the north of Giava Major is a
small island labeled isola de Zimpagu. Could this be Zipangu [Japan] and thus be the first
appearance of the name on a map? It is certainly far from its correct position, but, as the
cartographer has had to omit many islands for lack of room and doubtless pressed
others together, this name may easily have been misplaced. If Giava Major is not Java,
but another island closer to Zaiton, the possibility is greater. All of this information on
the spice islands and their trade is taken from both a document by, and conversations
with Niccolo de Conti, a Venetian merchant who visited the East from 1419 to 1444.
Additionally from Conti there are the cities Mauro places in Burma, i.e., Perhe [the
correct Burmese form], Pochang [Pagan, the ancient capital] and Moquan [Mogoung]; and
in the upper course of the Irrawaddy there is a note testifying to knowledge of
commercial routes: Here goods are transferred from river to river, and so go on into Cathay.

Fra Mauro mappamundi detail: India and Taprobana
For the representation of China, a great deal has been extracted from Marco
Polo’s narrative, as in the Catalan Atlas (#235). Fra Mauro’s delineation, however, differs
from that of the latter in two respects: the coast of China is broken by several long and
narrow gulfs, which upon inspection are seen to be merely over-emphasized estuaries or
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important ports such as Zaiton. Of more interest is the improved hydrographic system.
Instead of the rivers radiating from a point near Chambalech [Beijing], the two principal
rivers are shown with some approach to reality. The upper course of the Quiam [the
Yangtse Kiang], the greatest river in the world, is brought too far south; but the Hwang ho
has its great upper bend clearly drawn. (There is no question, of course, of these rivers
being drawn ‘true to scale’.)
The towns, and the numerous annotations, are taken directly it would appear,
from Polo’s narrative. Most of those, for instance, which occur in his itinerary from
Chambalech to Zaiton, are to be found on the map, though in no very comprehensible
order, often accompanied by a drawing of a feature mentioned by Polo, or his
comments, e.g., on the gold and silk of this city, or the porcelain of that; the sugar for
which this district is noted or the gigantic reeds which grow in another.
Xandu is Polo’s Chandu, the ‘city of peace’ of Kublai, and Coleridge’s Xanadu. The
mythical figures of Gog and Magog are represented behind Alexander’s Wall in northeast
Asia and Termes [Sarmatia] is shown as a town near Bokhara, on the Amu Dorya
[Iaxartes]. Mauro displays a critical spirit when he inserts in the northeast of Asia, near
the enclosed tribes I do not think it possible for Alexander to have reached so far and expresses
his doubts about these mountains being the Caspian range (this piece of Alexandrian
romance was a common feature on many mappaemundi from medieval Europe, see #207,
#210, #223, #224, #226).
With respect to the infamous Gog and Magog, Fra Mauro provides the following
long legend on his map.
Some write that on the slopes of Mount Caspian, or not far from there, live those
peoples who, as one reads, were shut in by Alexander the Macedonian. But this
opinion is certainly and clearly mistaken and cannot be upheld in any way
because the diversity of the peoples who live around that mountain would
certainly have been noticed; it is not possible that such a large number of peoples
should remain unknown given that these regions are fairly well known to us:
they have been frequented not only by our own peoples but also by the likes of
the Georgians, the Mingrelians, the Armenians, the Circassians, the Tartars and
many other populations that continually travel along this route. Hence, if those
peoples had been enclosed there, I think that others would have had notice of it,
and the fact would be known to us. But given that those peoples are at the limit
of the earth - something of which I have information that is certain - this explains
why all the peoples I listed above know no more about them than we do. Hence I
conclude that these peoples are very far from Mount Caspian and are, as I said,
at the extreme limit of the world, between the north-east and the north, and they
are enclosed by craggy mountains and ocean on three sides. They are to the north
of the kingdom of Tenduch and are called the Ung and the Mongul, which
people know as Gog and Magog and believe that they will emerge at the time of
the Antichrist. But certainly this mistake is due to the way some force the Sacred
Scriptures to mean what they want them to mean. So, I am not differing here
from the authority of St. Augustine, who in his De Civitate Dei rejects all the
opinions of those who claim that Gog and Magog are the peoples that will
support the Antichrist. And Nicholas of Lyra agrees with this claim, explaining
the two names by their Hebrew origin. But elsewhere one can speak more fully
of this matter and of how it is to be understood.

Here Fra Mauro is opposing the literary and cartographical tradition that took Mount
Caspian [the Caucasus mountains] as defining the territories occupied by the easternmost populations of the world - in particular, such legendary figures as the giants Gog
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and Magog, whom Alexander the Great was said to have enclosed within the valley of
the Eurus. Fra Mauro states that these regions are inhabited and travelled by numerous
well-known peoples, and that if there were such extraordinary figures in the area of the
Caucasus then we would certainly have heard of it. He then continues that the less wellknown peoples must necessarily be located in the more distant regions, which are bound
on three sides by high mountains and on the fourth by the ocean - hence at a great
distance from Mount Caspian. Taking up information given by Marco Polo, he says such
peoples are those of the kingdom of Tenduch and surrounding territories, which are
inhabited by the legendary Gog and Magog. However, for himself, Fra Mauro says that
he does not believe in the real existence of these figures because the biblical tradition on
which such belief is based results from a misreading of the relevant passage from the
Book of Revelations (20, 7-9): “And when the thousand years are expired, Satan shall be
loosed out of his prison, And shall go out to deceive the nations which are in the four
quarters of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them together to battle: the number of
whom is as the sand of the sea. And they went up on the breadth of the earth, and
compassed the camp of the saints about, and the beloved city”. He follows the
interpretation given by St. Augustine in De Civitate Dei: “For these nations which he
names Gog and Magog are not to be understood of some barbarous nations in some part
of the world, whether the Getae and Massagetae, as some conclude from the initial
letters, or some other foreign nations not under the Roman government. For John marks
that they are spread over the whole earth, when he says, ‘The nations which are in the
four corners of the earth,’ and he added that these are Gog and Magog”, and by Nicholas
of Lyra in his Postillae sive Commentaria brevia in omnia Biblia.

In the western regions of Asia, the picture is confused owing again to the
inadequate space allotted to them. Fra Mauro seems to have been interested in Persia
and Mesopotamia and to have drawn maps of these countries before beginning his
world map. This may explain why they figure so conspicuously on the latter, at the
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expense of the features of eastern Asia. Thus the location of L. Insicol [Issik Kul],
approximately in its correct relative position on the Catalan Atlas nearly a century earlier,
is shown almost neighboring on Chambalech; and other places, Armalec and Hamil, for
instance, have been similarly displaced. As on the Catalan Atlas, the kingdom of Tenduc
has been relegated to the north, in proximity to the ‘enclosed tribes’. On the whole,
however, a fair knowledge of China is displayed; the mid-19th century certainly knew
less of the interior of Central Africa than 15th century Europe did of the interior of China.
With respect to Central Asia, Fra Mauro provides the following map legend.
Some write that Sithia extends on the near and far side of Mount Imao. But
certainly if they had seen with their own eyes, they would have laid it out
differently and enlarged its borders, because one can say that within Sithia are
most of the peoples who live between the North-East and the East, between the
North-East and the North. These peoples are innumerable and their kingdoms
and empires of great power. I do not think, however, that the Ancients were in a
position to judge their names appropriately, as their interpreters made many
errors in reporting them. That is why I am not very convinced that one can find
the real names: it is not possible to establish agreement between such a variety of
languages, which change and confuse names in accordance with their own
idioms. These names are now necessarily changed and in corrupt form due to the
variety of languages, the long time that has passed and the errors made by
copyists.

These alguni [some] mentioned by Fra Mauro include, first and foremost, Ptolemy
himself. The Alexandrine’s description and depiction of Central Asia showed Mount
Imaus - the Himalayan range, in the widest sense of the term - in the center, with the
territories of Scythia intra Imaum to the west, Scythia extra Imaum to the east. In fact, Fra
Mauro underlines, the name of Scythia applies to a much larger territory, which is
inhabited by innumerable different peoples. The names for these populations are,
however, not very useful because they change from language to language, from period
to period and from interpreter to interpreter - as well as being subject to the mistakes
made by copyists. Such a note reveals Fra Mauro’s sharp awareness of problems relating
to the communication - and communicability - of knowledge from one period to another
or from one culture to another. It is worth underlining that it is the very logic of
‘modern’ cartography within which Fra Mauro is working that requires him to consult
and compare sources, and thus develop a critical approach that was certainly not the
norm in the mappaemundi produced before this date. This passage is also very clear on
the importance of knowledge regarding the transformation of toponyms if one is to
preserve and transmit correct geographical information; such an awareness would only
find full expression more than a century later, when Giacomo Gastaldi drew up his
concordance tables of place-names for his editions of Ptolemy and his three large maps
of the different areas of the world.
Fra Mauro was one of the first mapmakers to make extensive use of the writings
of Marco Polo and Niccolo de Conti for his portrayal of the Asian interior and the
islands of the Indian Ocean. He also tried as far as he could, for instance in his depiction
of India which was not to be reached by the Portuguese until 1498, to include
information from Claudius Ptolemy’s Geographia. However, as Fra Mauro noted, modern
discoveries had shown some of Ptolemy’s information to be incorrect and had
uncovered important places completely unknown to him. Though often acclaimed as
representing the culmination of medieval mapmaking through its synthesis of the
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traditional, portolan and Ptolemaic, the Fra Mauro map in truth represents the first great
map of a new tradition.

The Middle East [Asia Minor] of the Fra Mauro map (oriented with South at the top)

India, Saylam, Persian Gulf (the large city is Deli), oriented with South at the top
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The Wieder-Woldan Map. On the Wieder-Woldan map of 1485, the correct upper course
of the Euphrates in Asia, an imaginary river taking its sources in the Elbrooz and flowing
in the direction of the Euphrates, mountains in India and two mountains in easternmost
Asia, from the northernmost of which the Oxus flows to the Caspian Sea and another
river runs southwards and reaches the Fison [Ganges]; the Lake of Paradise gives birth to
four rivers of Paradise. The inclusion of an earthly Paradise at the easternmost limit of the
explored world and the four rivers taking their sources there conform to the medieval
Christian conception of the world and is encountered in nearly all manuscript maps
from Cosmas Indicopleustes (sixth century, #202) to Andrea Bianco (1436, #241), as well
as in map-incunabula of the monastic type. Regarding the sources of the Nile, the author
tries to connect Ptolemy’s point of view with the medieval one based on a certain
interpretation of the Bible (the four rivers of Paradise: the Pison [Fison = Ganges] the
Gihon [Nile], the Hiddekce [Tigris] and the Euphrates), and shows one of them, flowing
from the Lake of Paradise, running through the whole length of Africa and uniting the
other sources coming from the mountains only in the middle of the continent. The
representation of the south coast of Asia differs considerably from that in most
contemporary medieval maps, especially in Ptolemaic maps; in this respect the author
approaches the Arab Idrisi’s conception (#219), that of the 1450 Catalan-Estense world
map (#246), and that of Fra Mauro’s map (#249), for he represents only the smaller Indian
peninsulas and not the big Ptolemaic Aurea Chersonesus.
The map-picture presents the eastern hemisphere of the world as it was then
known in Europe, in our present-day conception (i.e., North at the top). Its basis is the
representation of Ptolemy’s world map. An interesting feature is that the Caspian Sea is
shown for the first time in its correct north-south orientation. The other characteristics of
the map are resolutely traditional. From Paradise in the Far East stream the four rivers,
the Nile following a southern course through an eastward extension of the African
continent, to flow through its delta into the Mediterranean. The river is joined by
tributaries, which flow, Ptolemy-style, from mountains in central Africa. Places in Asia
(in larger type) include the following::
a) on the continent: Hyperborei M., Rha Fl., Sarmatia Asiae, Iberia, Colchias, Albania,
Ilircanum Mare, Sogdiana, Margiana, Hircania, Pontus,Asia [as a Roman Province in
western Asia Minor], Licia, Paphilia, Cilicia, Capadocia [the name is divided in four
parts], Armenia, Armenia Maior, Syria, Juda, Hierusalem [as a town], Arabia Petrea,
Arabia Felix, Arabia Deserta, Assiria, Babylonia, Susiana, Persia, Media, Aria,
Carmania, India [named twice], Fison Fl., Eufrates Fl., Tigris Fl., Paradisus;
b) Seas and Islands: Persicum Mare; Cyprus, Taprobana Insula.
An obvious and retrograde feature of the map, when compared to earlier maps, is that
no consideration is given to the discoveries made in East Asia by medieval Italian
explorers. In the representation of Africa the author was evidently guided by two
leading principles: on the one hand, adherence to Ptolemy’s viewpoint as regards the
land connection of South Africa and East Asia. (see monograph #255)
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Wieder-Woldan map, 1485, 17.5 cm diameter , oriented with North at the top
The 1489 Martellus World Map. Henricus Martellus was the one mapmaker who
linked the late medieval cartography, just emerging from social, religious, academic
and technological constraints, to mapping that reflected the Renaissance and the new
discoveries. The Martellus world maps from 1489-90 were constructed on the
projection of Claudius Ptolemy. The Martellus delineation included some Ptolemaic
dogma in its continental contours and projection but significantly modified and
improved upon the ancient model with regards to its contents. However, Martellus,
like Far Mauro and others, revised the Ptolemaic world map based on Marco Polo’s
information on Asia, and he incorporated the recent Portuguese voyages to Africa. No
one at that time had any knowledge of the true position and outlines of East Asia, yet
the representation of East Asia is identical on both the Martellus maps and the Behaim
globe (#258). One was obviously copied from the other for in each the coasts were
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hypothetical (i.e., invented), unless they had both copied from a common prototype
which first revealed such hypothetical coasts.
The 1489 Martellus map in the British Library’s manuscript Insularium illustratum
(Add MS. 15760, fols. 68~69r) measures 46.5 x 30 cm/18.3”x11.8” and displays a
geography that extends from the Canaries to the east coast of China. No meridians,
parallels or scales of longitude are given, but estimates based on measurements of the
map indicate about 230° from Lisbon to the coast of China, or 240° from the Canaries.
These agree with the distances on the Behaim globe. The coast of Cathay is approximately
130° west of Lisbon on the Martellus map, the Behaim globe and in the ColumbusToscanelli concept (#252). The minor differences in location between these three must be
seen against the enormous exaggeration of the extent of Eurasia which they exhibit in
comparison with all previous estimates. The Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235) made it 116°
east from the Canaries to the coast of China; the Genoese map of 1457 (#248) made it 136°;
and the Fra Mauro map of 1459 (#249), about 125°. It is actually 141° from the Canaries to
Shanghai.
The representation of East Asia, from the Arctic to 35° S of the equator is new; it
extends far to the east of the Ptolemaic limit of 180°; its nomenclature is completely new
and based on Marco Polo. The Indian Ocean is open to the south, as in the Fra Mauro
planisphere. Due south of the Malay peninsula, at 28° S, there appears an enormous
peninsula which widens and turns north to join China again with the largely circular
concept of the Fra Mauro map.

Martellus World Map, 1489, from his Insularium illustratum
British Library, Add MS. 15760, fols. 68~69r,London, England; 46.5 x 30 cm/18.3”x11.8”
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A very peculiar feature of the Martellus map is the enormous peninsula
commencing due south of Aureus Chersonesus [the Malay peninsula] at 28° S, thereafter
widening to reach China. It is a relic of the continuous coastline that linked Southeast
Asia to South Africa in Ptolemaic world maps that displayed a land-locked Indian
Ocean, and it needs a name to identify it in argument. It bears a rough resemblance to
the hind leg and huge paw of a tiger which is facing west. It was obvious to Martellus
upon reading the account of Marco Polo’s voyage from China to the Persian Gulf that
Ptolemy’s Indian Ocean needed to be opened up also in the east in order to give China
an east coast. He then turned Ptolemy’s SINARVM SITVS into a feature some times
referred to as the Dragon’s Tail or Tiger-leg peninsula, allowing it to extend to the Tropic
of Capricorn on three small world maps. (Arthur Davies, in his discussion of this map
refers to it as the Tiger-leg peninsula; in others it is referred to as the Dragon’s Tail, or
Cattigara). On its west coast, flowing into the SINUS / MAGNVS, are two Ptolemaic
rivers which are, as yet, not reliably identified. In accordance with the erroneous latitude
information south of them at 8.5° S is the port of Cattigara; farther south are two Marco
Polo-derived inscriptions, hic ƒ to/mas occidit [here St. Thomas died] and c[ivitas] S thome
[St. Thomas City], both of which should belong in India.
This Tiger-leg did not exist in fact but, on the prototype map of Bartholomew
Columbus and on the Martellus map, it served an important purpose. It seems to render
impossible voyages of Arab ships or Chinese junks between Sri Lanka/Ceylon and
China. Although the Columbus brothers knew that Marco Polo had returned from China
by this sea route, they inserted this great obstruction of the Tiger-leg by 1485. It would
show King John that even if the Portuguese reached India they could not reach the Spice
Islands (which were on the equator east of the Tiger-leg) without having to make long
voyages into the southern stormy seas. For King John and for the Catholic Sovereigns it
showed that Spain could easily reach Cathay and then the Spice Islands, secure from all
interference from Arabs or Portuguese in the Indian Ocean. Columbus may have
deceived himself regarding the existence of the Tiger-leg but, since it suited his plans so
admirably, one suspects that he asserted its existence just as he later made the Cape of
Good Hope to be at 45° S. It is not so well known that this very same peninsula existed
already under the name of India Meridionalis on earlier maps, drawn before the arrival in
the western hemisphere of Christopher Columbus. This is the India that Columbus was
looking for, because it was marked in the right place on his maps.
The identity of Cattigara was for centuries a mystery, as its astonishingly varying
locations on 16th century maps demonstrate. It was only in the 20th century that
researchers finally established that, by SINVS MAGNVS (the Great Gulf), east of AVREA
CHERSONESVS (the Malay Peninsula), Ptolemy had quite logically meant the gulf
immediately east of the latter, today known as the Gulf of Siam (Thailand) instead of
anywhere else. Some scholars have even suggested that it was the Pacific Ocean.
In Ptolemy’s time, Cattigara was a flourishing port somewhere on the eastern
shore of the gulf, on what is now the southwestern coast of Vietnam, near the head of
Vinh Rach Gia at the southwest base of the Mekong delta. It is believed to have been in
the vicinity of the archaeological site Oc Eo, in the then-kingdom of Funan, which
flourished between the first and sixth centuries A.D. At some stage in the transmission
of Ptolemy’s Geographia, the latitude of Cattigara in what was almost certainly its original
Ptolemaic latitude, 8.5° N, was evidently changed to 8.5° S. The impact of this error
lasted for several decades on 16th century maps, mainly those of non-Iberian origin.
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Detail on the 1489 Martellus map of the infamous “Tiger Leg”
Due to the confusion caused by the Ptolemaic 8.5° error, as well as ignorance
concerning the proper locations of several places mentioned by Marco Polo, the interior
of the peninsula on these Martellus maps is identified by other names derived from his
Travels. From north to south these erroneous toponyms include: quian [Yangtse Kiang],
prouincia /Varr, regnum/Varr, prouincia boec/ath [from Marco Polo’s Locac[h], an area in the
vicinity of Nakhon Si Thammarat in peninsular Thailand, provincia moabar [the
Coromandel coast of southeast India], regnu lac [a duplicate version of locach?], and
regnu coylu [Quilon or Kollam in modern Kerala, located on the southwest coast of
India]. The east coast, and the triangular head of the peninsula, with what some referred
to as the Cape of Cattigara at its southern end were invented. At the northeastern base of
the peninsula is Prouincia Ciamba [Champa province] which was then a kingdom in
central and southern Vietnam. Names farther north on these Martellus maps indicate
China and, off the eastern coast, there are a number of small unidentified islands.
This Martellus world map is utterly without the amount of adornment typical of
earlier European maps of this period, i.e., princes, castles, animals, biblical events, etc.
(the only remnants are some castellated towns in Asia). The mountains are shown using
a standardized symbol colored in brown, the oceans and rivers are painted blue, and
there is very little labeling of land areas except along the northern and western coast of
Africa where there is an inordinate number of places identified compared to the
remainder of the world’s land areas.
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The 1490 Martellus World Map. There is also the largest of the Martellus world maps at
Yale University (43” x 76”). The east-west extent from the Canaries to the coast of China
is about 235°, which agrees with the Toscanelli-Columbus concept and with the 1489
Martellus map in the British Library. The two maps are nearly identical but there are
major differences. The ‘Yale’ map has Cipangu [Japan] in the ocean 30° east of Cathay. It
extends from 7°N to 31°N of the equator. Its shape, outline and position are identical
with the representation of Cipangu on the Behaim globe (#258), which is not shown on the
1489 British Library Martellus map.
Martellus retains other Ptolemaic features, such as the appearance of the
northern coast of the Indian Ocean with a flattened India and a huge Taprobana.
These two world maps by Martellus represent, along with Martin Behaim’s
famous globe of 1492, the last view of the old pre-Columbian world as perceived by
Western Europe before the great expansion of the world picture during the subsequent
twenty years. The huge Martellus manuscript world map at Yale University is
supremely important because it shows the division of latitude and longitude into
degrees. This enables scholars to trace Columbus’s thinking with some measure of
certainty; he used this map to confirm his idea that Japan was only 90° west of Lisbon,
when it was actually more than twice that far. The Yale map by Martellus does not show
the western ocean as did Toscanelli (#252), being bounded in the east by Cipangu and in
the west by the Canary Islands; but its graduation in longitude admits an interval of 90°
between the Canaries and Cipangu (Toscanelli allowed 85°; and the corresponding figure
on the Behaim globe is 110°).
The Yale example shows more of the Ocean Sea in the Far East than does the
British Library manuscript. Among the thousands of islands Marco Polo reported off the
coast of Asia, an enormous Sumatra and Java are found in the south, while to the
northeast is the huge island of Cipangu. In the Indian Ocean, the islands of Madagascar
and Zanzibar, rather poorly drawn, add an intriguing aspect. Some historians claim that
their presence indicates the map cannot be dated before 1498, when Vasco da Gama
returned with news of his voyage to India. Others, pointing out how crudely these
islands are portrayed, assert that since this represents more Marco Polo information
there is no conflict with the map’s accepted date.
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Martellus World Map, 1490, 79 x 48 inches/201 x 122 cm,
Yale University Beinecke Library, New Haven, Connecticut
At the close of the European medieval period, cartographically we see an
emerging Asia that is expanding geographically as the result of increased knowledge
brought by the reports from missionaries, traders and crusaders and by the rapidly
changing cultural, political and technological elements throughout Europe. With the
publication of the Martellus world map and the Behaim globe the transition to the
enlighted age of the European Renaissance begins. Suddenley we wee a more realistic
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eastern coast of Asia that includes Zipangu [Japan]. The subcontinent of India is still
represented poorly, but the movement cartographically is away from the emphasis on
Biblical events and Christian history and towards a more “scientific” approach to map
content. Emply spaces (unknown areas) are still filled in with exotic creatures and
legends, but the coastal areas are becoming better defined. This period also introduced
one of the significant affects on cartography and the spread of information about Asia –
the invetion of the printing press in Europe.
The initial impetus that led to the 15th/16th century European Age of Exploration
and Discovery was their desire to find an efficient way to reach the treasures of the
Orient described by Marco Polo and others in the 13th century. While there was an onagain/off-again trade between Europe and the Far East for centuries through a long and
arduous land route (controlled by the Mongols and/or Arab middle men) and the
Portuguese in the 15th century were beginning their exclusive exploration of a sea route
around Africa, the rest of Europe looked for ways to compete for these treasures. But the
impetus to find alternate routes to these treasures begins with in the 13th century by
Roger Bacon and Albertus Magnus, in the 14th century by Paolo Toscanelli and Pierre
d’Ailly, in the 15th century by Martin Behaim, Henricus Martellus and the Laon globe
(#259) and finally executed by initially Christopher Columbus in 1492.
The Behaim Globe. The main features of interest in the 1492 Behaim globe (#258) are
first the fact that it is a globe and that the maker was therefore obliged to consider
directly the width of the ocean between Europe and Asia; second, the strong probability
that the outlines adopted on the globe, with the exception of the African coast, were
taken from a printed map already fairly widely circulated; third, the persistency with
which these outlines were adhered to by later cartographers and their determined efforts
to force the new discoveries into this framework. The globe has also great importance in
the perennial controversy over the initiation of Columbus’ great design and the
subsequent evolution of his ideas on the nature of his discoveries.
The longitudinal extent of the old world accepted by Ptolemy was approximately
177 degrees to the eastern shore of the Magnus Sinus (the Great Gulf that lay to the East
of the Golden Chersonese (Malay Peninsula)), plus an unspecified number of degrees for
the remaining extent of China. Behaim accepted more or less Ptolemy’s 177° and added
57° to embrace the eastern shores of China. He thus arrived at a total of 234° for the
extent of Eurasia, the correct figure being 131°. The effect of this was to reduce the
distance from Western Europe westwards to the Asiatic shores to 126°, in place of the
correct figure of 229°. There is no indication on the globe of what Behaim considered the
length of a degree to be, but even if he did not go as far as Columbus in adopting the
figure of 562 miles for a degree, he presented a very misleading impression of the
distance to be covered in reaching the east from the west. Since in addition, Zipangu
[Japan], in accordance with Marco Polo’s report, is placed some 25° off the coast of
China on the tropic of Cancer, and the Cape Verde Islands are shown as extending to 30°
west of the Lisbon meridian, the distance between them remaining to be navigated is
virtually annihilated.
A comparison of the Martellus world map with Behaim’s globe, or indeed with
other maps of the period, even including Schöner’s globe of 1520 (#328), shows clearly
that a much nearer approach to a correct representation to the actual countries of Eastern
Asia could have been secured had these early cartographers taken the trouble to consult
the account which Marco Polo gave of his travels. India would have stood out distinctly
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as a large peninsula. Sri Lanka though unduly magnified would have occupied its
correct position, and the huge peninsula beyond Ptolemy’s “Furthest,” a duplicated or
bogus India, would have disappeared, and place names in that peninsula, and even
beyond it, such as Murfuli, Maabar, Lac or Lar, Cael, Var, Coulam, Cumari, Dely, Cambaia,
Servenath, Chesmakoran and Bangala would have occupied approximately correct sites in
Polo’s India maior. According to Marco Polo’s records, the longitudinal extent of the Old
World, from Lisbon to the east coast of China, is approximately 142°. According to the
Catalan Atlas of 1375 this extent amounts to 116°, according to the Fra Mauro map of
1457-59 to 125°, according to the Genoese map of the same date to 136°, Behaim,
accepting Ptolemy’s calculations cited 234°; the actual extent according to modern maps
being 131°.
Paolo Toscanelli in 1474, on the other hand, gives the old world a longitudinal
extension of 230° thus narrowing the width of the Atlantic to 130°. This encouraged
Columbus to sail to the west in the confident hope of being able to reach the wealthy
cities of Zipangu and Cathay. The author of the Laon globe went even further, for he
reduced the width of the Atlantic to 110°. An intermediate position between these
extremes is occupied by Henricus Martellus, 1489, who gives the Old World a
longitudinal extent of 196°.
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PART III: The Renaissance Period
Post-Columbian Maps. One cannot claim that Europe indeed “discovered America” in

1492, when it was already occupied for thousands of years and when its actual
perception of it at the time was that of a few islands off the shores of China. In order for
Europeans fully to “discover” America, they first had to realize that what Columbus had
in fact discovered beyond the Atlantic was a previously unknown fourth continent that
was absolutely distinct and separate from the other three, a “New World,” so to speak.
Part of the reason it took Europe so long to fully discover America as a separate
continent was the fact that Columbus’ first encounter with it in 1492 actually revealed to
his contemporaries only a fractional part of this continent and was evidently insufficient
for determining its actual cosmographic status. The full picture of America that we now
have could not have possibly been available to anyone back then, as it presupposes, for
example, the subsequent discoveries of Vespucci and Magellan in South America,
Balboa and Pineda in Central America, Corte-Real and Verrazano in the North Atlantic,
and Bering and Cook in the North Pacific. Yet part of the delay was also a result of the
fact that the process of discovery presupposes a certain readiness to accept that what one
discovers may require changing the way one sees the world. This kind of readiness to
challenge the classical tri-continental image of the world (Europe/Africa/Asia) was
something Columbus and many of his contemporaries obviously did not have.
For several decades after Magellan’s 1520 voyage, Europeans continued to map
the Pacific as a relatively narrow expanse, to fill it with imaginary islands or a
hypothetical landmass to the south, or to keep the Americas linked to Asia across the
northern hemisphere. To do otherwise would have been to accept any or all of a number
of ideas that contradicted the prevailing wisdom, such as the fact that Ptolemy had
underestimated the circumference of the Earth, or that Ptolemy and Scripture were
wrong in their belief that land predominated over water on the surface of the globe, or
that the New World was indeed best understood as ‘America,’ the ‘fourth part of the
world.’ All of these ideas, of course, would eventually be accepted, but not quickly, and
not without a period of anxious effort to jam Magellan’s discovery, and its implications,
into existing intellectual frameworks.
Outside of Spain, the European culture of denial was rampant. To some extent,
this was due to the paucity of accurate information. Neither the logbook of the Victoria’s
pilot, with its latitudes and distances, or the maps their cosmographers constructed from
that data, was allowed to circulate throughout Europe in print. The printed sources,
meanwhile, were either vague or inaccurate when it came to the necessary numbers. For
example, although the first edition of Antonio Pigafetta’s eye-witness chronicle of the
Magellan expedition (Paris 1525) included lurid details about the horrors of the Pacific
crossing, and even suggested that this was a voyage to ‘never again be made,’ it also
contained a printer’s error that fudged the longitudes in a way that allowed readers to
hold onto their view that the Pacific as a narrow oceanic basin.
Vagaries of this kind, moreover, had to be assessed in light of new knowledge
arriving from other places. One of these was Mexico, which was conquered by Hernan
Cortes during the same years that the Victoria was making its way around the world.
While Magellan’s Pacific suggested that South America was separate from Asia, the
glittering cities of the Mexico recalled the East Asian civilizations of Marco Polo,
suggesting that the opposite was true. Reconciling what seemed to be competing
information proved to be no small task. The solution proposed tended to favor
established ideas about the world’s geography over the potentially revolutionary
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implications of Magellan’s discovery. During the second quarter of the 16th century, it
actually became more rather than less common, among European mapmakers, to depict
the New World as a part of Asia rather than as a separate continent.
It actually took another 271 years before the absolute separateness of North
America from Asia was conclusively demonstrated by the explorer James Cook.
However, many European cartographers even during the early part of the 16th century
already envisioned the two as indisputably detached from each other. Despite the total
lack of any empirical evidence, they nevertheless preserved on their maps and globes,
beginning with Martin Waldseemüller’s original image of North America as absolutely
distinct and separate from northeast Asia and an Asia that is very similar to Martllus’
outline. Consider, for instance, the maps, globes, and gores of Johannes Schöner (1515,
1520), Simon Grynaeus (1532), Joachim von Watte (1534), Gerardus Mercator (1538),
Batista Agnese (1542), Sebastian Münster (1544), Gemma Frisius. (1544), and Michele
Tramazzino (1554) world maps, as well as the ca. 1515 Paris globe and the Georg
Hartmann (1535) and Francois Demongenet (1552) globe gores. All of these cartographic
efforts portray America as fully detached from Asia even in the far north - an absolutely
insular fourth continent totally surrounded on all sides by the ocean just as Martin
Waldseemüller first envisioned it back in 1507.
Despite Waldseemüller’s tremendous influence on the way Europe came to view
the Americas, not until the late 18th century did it have any conclusive evidence that they
were indeed fully detached from Asia even in the far north. For nearly three centuries
European cartographers were basically promulgating on their globes and world maps
an audacious cosmographic theory which, given the actual geographical information
that was available to them, had no basis whatsoever in reality!
It is not easy for 21st century readers to appreciate the challenges faced by 16th
century cartographers, especially when trying to depict little-known parts of the world.
They had to rely on a number of sometimes fictional, sometimes faulty, and often
speculative and contradictory sources for their information. Some material was obtained
by word of mouth, but most sources reached them via manuscript copies, sometimes in
unreliable translations, or in printed versions based on manuscript originals. The
misreading and miscopying of place-names was frequent. It is vital when investigating
problems on early maps and charts to compare as many variant depictions of the areas
concerned as possible, especially their varying inscriptions, as recorded by previous,
contemporary, and later cartographers alongside their sources when identified.
The practical annihilation of classical cosmography by ideas such as Vespucci’s
and Waldseemüller’s clearly threatened many Europeans, as it left them without the
security offered by familiar structures. The best way to avoid that, of course, was to
deny the idea that the newly discovered lands beyond the Atlantic could possibly be
anything other than Asia. And indeed, long after 1492 many Europeans still kept
insisting that the New World was either totally identical with, or at least somehow
attached to, the Orient.
Thus, for example, when Vicente Yanez Pinzón first landed in Brazil in 1500, he
thought he was “beyond the citie of Cathay and the coastes of Easte India beyonde the ryver of
Ganges”. In fact, on his first voyage to South America a year earlier, even Vespucci
himself kept searching in the Amazon Delta for Catigara (Cattigara), the southeasternmost point of the Asian mainland on Ptolemaic maps.
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To enhance the cosmographic credibility of his claim that Central America and
Southeast Asia were one and the same, Columbus also invoked in his letter to the
Spanish MOILUCKS the authority of Marinus of Tyre, the second century geographer
whose estimate of the distance separating western Europe from eastern Asia was fortyfive degrees shorter than Ptolemy’s (in favoring Marinus’ estimate over that of his
famous contemporary, Columbus was actually reiterating an opinion voiced some
ninety years earlier by the French theologian Cardinal Pierre d’Ailly Imago Mundi, the
most extensively annotated book he owned). “The world is small,” he thus announced to
his royal sponsors, with only one seventh of its surface actually covered by water. That,
of course, would help explain how he could have reached the Orient in such a short time
(the very same year, incidentally, the canon of Seville, Rodrigo de Sartaella, correctly
placed the West Indies on the opposite side of the globe from India).
The most explicit visual expression of Columbus’ own image of America after his
fourth and final voyage are three sketch-maps made in 1506 by Alessandro Zorzi to
embellish an Italian translation of Columbus’ 1503 letter from Jamaica (the Lettra
Rarissima) to Ferdinand and Isabella, which his brother Bartholomew brought to Rome
to present to Pope Julius H. Though ultimately drawn by Zorzi, possibly with
Bartholomew’s help, the maps were most probably based on drawings made by
Columbus himself.

First of the three maplets, or map sketches, attributed to Alessandro Zorzi/Bartholomew (#304)
Columbus showing the new discoveries “attached to Asia”,
also shown is western Africa and the Straits of Gibraltar
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A re-drawing of all three map sketches illustrating Columbus’ view of the world
The early Portuguese world maps from 1502-1505 (Cantino #306, Kunstmann II
(#309), King-Hamy (#307.1), Caveri (#307), Oliveriana [Pesaro]) helped promote the
separateness of the New World from the Orient in Europe’s mind by featuring America
on their left side and eastern Asia an their right. By contrast, following the cartographic
precedes set by Zorzi in his 1506 sketch-map, early 16th century cartographers like
Contarini, Ruysch, and Rosselli all placed eastern Asia on the left side of their world
maps thereby allowing for a visual blending of East and West.
Thus essentially denying the uniqueness of the New World, all three explicitly
portrayed the newly discovered lands beyond the Atlantic as part of Asia. Like Zorzi,
Rosselli basically placed Central America in Southeast Asia (west of Indonesia), filling
present-day Vietnam with Honduran, Costa Rica, and Panamanian place-names taken
from Columbus’ 1503 letter— Cabo Gracias a Dios, Bastimentos, Belpuerto, and Retrete.
Contarini too, noted on one of the legends on his map that on his voyage to Central
America, Columbus had in fact reached the southern Chinese province of Ciamba.
The three also portrayed the two great oceans lying west of Europe and east of
Asia as practically one and the same. Accordingly, they put Zipangu [Japan] in the
Caribbean, along with the other “Indies” discovered by Columbus. Contarini (#308) thus
placed Zipangu right next to Cuba while Ruysch went even further, claiming on one of
the legends on his map that Marco Polo’s Cipango was in fact Hispaniola.
The total blending of America and Asia becomes even mare pronounced as we
proceed northward. As we shall see later, in cutting northeastern Asia off at the edge of
their maps, both the producer of the Cantino map and Caveri basically still left open the
possibility that it might in fact be connected to North America. Contarini, Ruysch (#313),
and Rosselli (#315) made that possibility a reality by explicitly placing the recent
Portuguese discoveries in Canada and the northeastern tip of Tartiary, (as did Vesconte
Maggiolo in his 1511 world map, #316), thus literally portraying North America as an
Asian promontory.
Such a fanciful blending of East and West, first expressed visually in a small map
of the Western Hemisphere made in 1529 by Franciscus Monachus (#337), is quite
glaringly featured on the ca. 1528 Paris Gilt globe (#344), Oronce Fine’s 1534 cordiform
world map (#356), the ca. 1535 Nuremberg globe gores, and Giovanni Vavassore’s 1558
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copy of Caspar Vopel’s 1545 world map, all of which portray Mexico and China as
essentially one and the same. These and similar maps, globes, and globe gores—the ca.
1530 Nancy globe (#363), Fine’s 1531 world map, an anonymous map from ca. 1535,
Vopel’s 1543 globe (#371.2), Haggi Ahmed’s 1559 world map (#396), Giovanni
Cimerlino’s 1566 world map, Bernard van den Putte’s 1510 copy of Vopel’s 1545 map
New Spain, Georg Braun’s 1574 world map, Mario Cartaro’s 1579 astronomical
diagrams, Giacomo Franco’s 1586 world map—all feature Hispania Nova [New Spain]
right next to the provinces of Mangi and Cathay, practically interspersing distinctively
Chinese place-names such as Marco Polo’s Zaiton and Quinsay with unmistakably
Mexican ones like Messigo, Temixtitan, Aculuacan, and Teniscumatan. As Orient and
Occident literally intermingle, we also see Chinese rivers flowing into the Gulf of
Mexico, occasionally identified in fact as the Mare Cathayum [China Sea].

Chart for the navigation of the islands lately discovered in the parts of India, known as the
“Cantino World Map”, 1502, 218 x 102 cm (#306). Note that the eastern coast of Asia is subject
to interpretation with the left side of the map.
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Note India is becoming better defined and unknown areas of Asia are left blank. This outline of
Asia will continue to be displayed in many early 16th century European world maps
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The Contarini/Roselli World Map, 1506, by Giovanni Matteo Contarini & Francesco Roselli,
42 x 63 cm. (#308)
Th Contarini map, on a conical projection with Ptolemy’s prime meridian as the central
meridian and the equator truly drawn, has the eastern coasts of Asia in the west and
Ptolemy’s Magnus Sinus and the islands of the medieval travelers in the east. In one of
the inscriptions the cartographer says: if by folding together the two sets of degrees [i.e. on the
eastern and western margins] you form them into a circle, you will perceive the whole spherical
world combined into 360 degrees. This world map represents the earliest attempt to bring
the Far East and Far West into relationship to one another. Most maps of the period such
as those of Caveri and Waldseemüller show the eastern and western discoveries at the
extreme right and extreme left and make no attempt to indicate their connection with
respect to a spherical earth. While the Contarini map seems puzzling at first, a closer look
reveals the shape of the world as widely imagined by Europeans at the time of its
publication. The three active European maritime nations: Spain, Portugal and England,
represented by Columbus, the Corte-Reals (Gaspar and Miguel) and Cabot, all
presumed that the new lands discovered in the West Indies and North America were in
and around an extreme easterly promontory of the Asian continent, the province of
Tangut, another place-name from Marco Polo. This is just how these lands appear on
Contarini’s map. Perhaps its most charming feature is the legend off the east coast of
Asia indicating that Contarini, along with Columbus in 1506, the year of the Admiral’s
death, believed that the great explorer had reached the coast of Asia. It reads:
“Christopher Columbus, Viceroy of Spain, sailing westward reached the Spanish
islands after many hardships and dangers. Weighing anchor thence he sailed to
the province called Ciamba [the “Champa” of Marco Polo, known today as
Vietnam]. Afterwards he betook himself to this place which, as Christopher
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himself, that most diligent investigator of maritime things, asserts, holds great
store of gold.”

Fifty degrees of longitude east of Asia, and on the Tropic of Cancer, appears Zipangu,
[Japan] which is stated to be identical with Hispaniola. Between Zipangu and the west
African coast, the discoveries of Columbus and the Spaniards are inserted, the group of
islands, Terra de Cuba, Insula Hispaniola, etc., with no suggestion of a North American
continent. In its cordiform projection and the extension of Asia to the northeast, the map
resembles that of the Ruysch map published two years later. It was evidently based on
that by Claudius Ptolemy. There is the same large peninsula (i.e., the Tiger-leg or
Dragon’s Tail) to the southeast of Asia without the latter’s Terra Incognita to the south.
Zipangu, or Japan, is described thus: “This island lies 1,500 miles eastward from the coast of
Mangi. It has gold in abundance, but this is not easily allowed to be removed. They are idolaters.
This island appears a mere 20° of longitude west of Cuba; and Marco Polo’s Cathay is displayed
only 60° west of the new discoveries”.

The Contarini map and the following one by Johannes Ruysch display the
European concept of Asia integrated with the new discoveries. Zipangu [Japan], which
was shown prominently in mid-Pacific on the Contarini map is omitted completely by
Ruysch. He refers in an inscription to Marco Polo’s account of Zipangu but admits he is
puzzled as to its true position and concludes that Spagnola [Haiti/Dominican Republic]
must be the island in question. Ruysch has produced the first printed map on which the
delineation of the interior and eastern parts of Asia is no longer based exclusively on the
material collected by Marinus of Tyre and Ptolemy more than a millennium previously,
but on more modern reports, especially those of Marco Polo. Various new names are
here added in Scytia intra Imaum, such as Tartaria Magna and Wolha [Volga], and an
immense, quite new territory, an Asia extra Ptolemaeum, or Asia Alarci Pauli Veneti, is
added beyond the eastern limits of Ptolemy’s oikumene [known world]. Here the Chinese
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river-system is given in a manner indicating other sources for the geography of eastern
Asia, than Marco Polo’s written words. In its main features the delineation of eastern
Asia, to the south of latitude 60° N, on the map of Ruysch, so nearly resembles Behaim’s
globe, that a common original might have served for both.
Ruysch seems to have had no doubt that Gruenlant was a part of Asia and not of
Europe as usually represented on maps of this period. Inland from North America, into
Ruysch’s “Asia” proper, the influence of the medieval imagination is found in the
dreaded realm of Gog and Magog from which the Antichrist would spring at
Armageddon. Originally a Biblical saga, the story of these two malevolent creatures
developed a rich mythology through medieval lore. Gog and Magog were traditionally
imprisoned behind the Caspian gates by Alexander the Great; belief in the menace was
so great that the level-headed Roger Bacon hoped that the study of geography might
predict when, and from what direction, their onslaught might come in the days of the
Antichrist so as better to prepare to defend against them. This threat was quite real to
Columbus, who figured himself prominently into the events, believed by him to be close
at hand, leading to the end of the world. In the gulf formed by North America and the
ominous land of Gog and Magog lies the Spanish Main, the Caribbean, which in Ruysch’s
mind was really the China Sea. Here the influence of Columbus is profound. Some of
Ruysch’s inland Asian data was extrapolated from Polo’s description of his trip from
Peking to Bengal, which he says he made as an emissary for Kublai Khan. Ruysch judges
Polo’s TOLMA[N], a region later reincarnated in the New World as part of the
Northwest Coast, to lie just south of the realm of Gog and Magog. South of TOLMA lies
the mountainous country of TEBET [Tibet, but actually in present-day Sze-ch’wan and
Yün-nan], which “is terribly devastated, for it was ravaged in a campaign by Mongu Khan . . .
many towns and villages and hamlets lying ruined and desolate.” Polo did, however, “renew
his stock of provisions” at a region with many populated hamlets, some of which are
“perched on precipitous crags.”
The scroll upon the west coast of this unnamed land is the inscription: “As far as
this the ships of Ferdinand have come”. To the southwest of the supposed island of Cuba is
this striking statement: M. Polo says that 1400 miles to the east of the port of Zaiton there is a
very large island called Sipango, whose inhabitants worship idols and have their own king and
are tributary to none. They have a great abundance of gold and all kinds of gems. But as the
islands discovered by the Spaniards occupy this spot, we do not dare to locate this island here,
being of the opinion that what the Spaniards call Spagnola is really Cipango, since the things that
are described as of Cipango are also found in Spagnola, besides the idolatry”. The considerable
distance from the eastern coast of China adopted for Zipangu [Japan] by the geographers
of the first part of the 16th century depends, according to Peschel, on the distance being
given by Marco Polo in Chinese Li of which there are 250 per one degree of latitude. This
Chinese Li was by the European cartographers confounded with the Italian mile (60 = 1
degree). Most of Ruysch’s Asian data comes from Polo’s description of his return to the
West from China. Marco, Maffeo, and Niccolo Polo, long detained at the pleasure of
Kublai Khan, were allowed to return to Europe when sent as the personal escorts of a
bride for Arghun, khan of the Levant [Persia]. They departed China from Zaiton, seen as
a coastal city on the Asian peninsula opposite Ruysch’s “Cuba.”
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Universalior Cogniti Orbis Tabula, Ex recentibus confecta observationibus, by Johannes Ruysch,
1507-08, 40.5 x 53.5 cm (#313)
From Zaiton they travelled “1500 miles” across a gulf to a country called Chamba,
[Vietnam] which is plotted here slightly inland as CIAMBA. Ruysch designates its coast
as SILVA ALOE [aloe forest] for the valuable plant which Polo said the king of Chamba
offered as part of his annual tribute to the Kublai Khan. Groves of trees yielding a black
wood, which Polo said was used for making chessmen and pen-cases, are noted by
Ruysch as SILVA EBANI [ebony forest]. To the west of these forests lies LOAC
[Thailand/Malaya]. Sailing seven hundred miles south-southwest from Chamba the
traveler, says Polo, passes two uninhabited islands, Ruysch’s SODVR and CANDVR.
Among the Polean islands lying further to the south on Ruysch’s map is AGAMA, which
like TOLMA would later be transposed to the New World as a region of the Northwest
Coast. Mixing Polean, Portuguese, and Ptolemaic data, Ruysch charts a JAVA MAJOR
and JAVA MINOR, Polo’s Java and Sumatra respectively. He creates a “modern” Sri
Lanka [PRILAM] from Portuguese sources but exiles the old TAPROBANA, the Sri
Lanka or Ceylon of Ptolemy, to the east, giving it both the old and new names
(TAPROBANA ALIAS ZOILON), and mistakenly notes the 1507 Portuguese landfall in
Sri Lanka by it rather than by Prilam. Further east is yet another Sri Lanka [SEYLAN
INSULAE], spanning the edges of the map. South of JAVA MINOR [Sumatra] an
inscription refers to an archipelago of precisely 7,448 islands reported by Polo, probably
the Philippines but here suggesting Indonesia.
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World map by Francesco Rosselli, 1508, 14.5 X 28.5 cm (#315)
This world map is an essential source for Christopher Columbus’s fourth voyage (1502–
1504), since Rosselli has located the New World discoveries made by the explorer during
that voyage on the eastern coast of Asia, in accordance with Columbus’ belief that he
had been on the coast of Asia. Having determined to show the entire globe in one image,
Rosselli had to determine the relationship between the lands described by Columbus,
Vespucci and Cabot, and the traditional image of Asia. Rosselli improved the
configuration of North America while still displaying its attachment to Asia.
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Hoc orbis Hemisphærium cedit regi Lusitaniæ/Hispaniæ by Franciscus Monachus [ Francois Le
Moyne/Francis the Monk], 1526-30 (#337)
Small and incomplete as the map is, it presents considerable interest as being one of the
earliest maps now existing that shows North America, south of the parallel of
Newfoundland, represented as a mere prolongation of Asia and where the northeast
coast, according to true geographical conceptions, exhibits an unbroken coastline from
Labrador to Florida.
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A drawing of the Western Hemisphere on the Noua et integri universi orbis descriptio,
known as the Paris Gilt or De Bure globe, 1528, 23 cm diameter (#344). Note the joining of the New
World discoveries with Cathay [China] (near the Gulf of Mexico) and Japan and the Yucatan are
considered one and the same. Also displayed is Magellan’s historic circumnavigation route.

A feature to be noted particularly in this globe is the joining of the New World
discoveries with Asia, north of the equator, precisely as they appear on the diminutive
hemispheres of Franciscus Monachus. These new geographical ideas were limited to the
regions south of the Tropic of Cancer, and in the west, where he thought that America
was joined to Asia; thus making the two worlds only one continental landmass.
There is a striking resemblance of the land configurations, and of geographical
nomenclature of the Nancy globe of 1530 (#363) to that of the Paris Gilt globe, of the Paris
Wooden globe (#357), and of the world map of Orontius Finaeus of 1534. The New World
is represented as a part of the Asiatic continent, and the central section of that region, to
which we may refer as North America, is designated Asia Orientalis and Asia Major. To
the east of these names are numerous regional names, conspicuous among which are
Terra Francesca, Hispania Major, and Terra Florida. Mexico bears the name Hispania Nova,
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while the sea to the west is named Mare Indicum Australe. While the globe honors
Vespucci, whose name is given to the New World, it is drawn in accordance with the
Columbian idea as respects those features that are false. Northern and Central America
are represented as parts of Asia, while the rivers of India empty into the Gulf of Mexico,
called Mare Cathayvm.

A drawing of the Nancy globe, 1530, (#363), 16 cm diameter,
showing the northern new discoveries as part of Asia.

Carta Marina Nova Tabula [A new sea chart {of the world], Venice, from Giacomo Gastaldi’s
edition of Ptolemy’s Geographia, 1548, 13.5 x 17.5 cm (#383)
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The sea chart of the world shown above depicts the entirety of the continental
northern landmasses as an unbroken ring around the globe. North America and Asia
form a single mammoth continent, which in turn connects to northern Europe via
Greenland. The Asia-America connection, began by Christopher Columbus, was a
standard concept, and one of which Gastaldi was a particularly strong endorser
(although he completed changed his position 20 years later and separated North
America from Asia). This map’s linking of North America and Europe is highly unusual,
however, but was a natural consequence of two errors: on the east, Gastaldi depicts
Greenland as an elongated east-west outgrowth of Scandinavia, a peculiar pattern used
by Waldseemüller earlier in the century; on the west, he adopts the Verrazanian model
for North America which had been sanctioned by Sebastian Münster in 1540 and many
others before and subsequently. In combination, these two flawed elements stretched
out over the North Atlantic and, quite logically, joined.
At the far end of this journey, crossing the “China Sea,” Gastaldi shows Tangut,
the place in China where the messengers of the Kublai Khan had met Marco Polo. At the
bottom of the isthmus, the junction between perceived Asia and perceived America,
Gastaldi has marked montagna verde, an early reference to the Appalachian Mountains.
While the influence of Marco Polo is evident in the parts of Asia which join North
America, the old Polean bonds have finally been severed in Southeast Asia and the
Australasian islands. A “modern,” if still inaccurate, Sumatra and Java have replaced
Polo’s Java Minor and Java Major, and the “true” Singapore and Malacca Straits now
appear, unnamed on the present map because of space constraints but with an early
reference to Singapore (Cinea Pura) found on the regional map from the same atlas. On
the north of the Malay Peninsula, Burma (or, for the moment, Myanmar) appears by its
more modern name (berma). Above berma is an extremely early appearance in print of
the term LA CHINA [China], with the old Cathay (CATAYO R) retained but relegated to
the approximate region of Tibet.
The following maps and globes, created under conditions of limited available
information, perpetuated the tri-continent world concept for nearly 300 years after
Columbus’ initial 1492 voyage by creating maps and globes that overtly, explicitly
displayed an integrated America and Asia:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alessandro Zorzi’s three sketch maps (1506)
Giovanni Matteo Contarini’s world map (1506)
Johannes Ruysch’s world map (1507)
Francesco Rosselli’s marine chart of the world (1508)
Martin Waldseemüller world map (1516)
Franciscus Monachus, 1529
Lopo Homem and Antonio de Holanda Atlas Miller planisphere (1519)
Paris Gilt globe (ca. 1528)
Nancy globe (ca. 1530)
Oronce Fine’s world map (1531)
Oronce Fine’s cordiform world map (1534/1548)
Nuremberg globe gores (ca. 1535)
an anonymous map from ca. 1535
Paris Wooden Globe (1535)
Caspar Vopel’s globe gores (1536/1543)
Giacomo Gastaldi* Carta Marina Nova Tabula [A new sea chart {of the world] (1548)
Giacomo Gastaldi/Matteo Pagano’s Dell Universale world map (1550)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Francesco Ghisolfi Portolan Atlas: World (1550)
Giorgio Calapoda, Florentine Goldsmith’s map (1555)
Giovanni Vavassore’s 1558 copy of Caspar Vopel’s 1545 world map
Haggi Ahmed’s world map (1559)
Paolo Forlani* (1560, 1562, 1565)
Girolamo Roscelli’s Orbis Descriptio (1561)
Benito Arias (1571)
Giovanni Cimerlino’s world map (1566) copy of Oronce Fine’s 1534/48 map
Tommaso Porcacchi world map (1572)
Georg Braun’s world map (1574)
Mario Cartaro* globe and globe gores (1579)
Giacomo Franco’s cordiform world map (1586) copy of Oronce Fine’s 1534/48 map
Matheus De Chiara, Portolan Atlas, world map (1599)

The following map is a very attractive, dark-impressioned example of the first
printed Western map to focus on China and Japan; often called “The First Printed Map
of the Far East”, however, obviously in Europe, but the Chinese had printed maps of this
area since at least the 12th century. Albeit in rudimentary form, the map shows all of
China, Tartary, Japan and much of Southeast Asia, including Cambodia (Bocat) and
Tibet. The latter is both shown and named in the very center of the map. Some
provincial divisions are indicated for China, and Japan appears as a single, large, northsouth-oriented island. The first issue of this engraving with minor titular amendments
appeared in the 1522 Strasbourg edition of Ptolemy’s Geography with subsequent
editions in 1525, 1535 and 1541. The map draws from information derived from Marco
Polo including Tibet, Cianba, Bangal (Bengal), Mangi (Manchu) Tangut and Cathai
(Cathay) shown in present-day Manchuria. A conical-shaped Japan taken from the
earlier outlines of Martellus (#256), Contarini (#308) and Waldseemüller (#310) appears off
the coasts of China, a note indicating that its people are idolatrous and totally
independent, not playing the customary tributes to the Chinese Emperor. There is a
woodcut of the Great Khan seated before a thick cluster of tents reminding the reader
that while the East may contain riches, it was also the source of the infamous Tartar
hordes.
Although the map was based on the 1507 Waldseemüller world map (#310), as a
separate work of this region, its first appearance was in the Fries edition of Ptolemy’s
Geographia; there is no direct analogue to this map in Waldseemüller’s 1513 edition of the
same work.
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China, 1522 by L. Fries and Martin Waldseemuller #368.1

Pierre Desceliers’ Planisphere, 1550, 4 ft. 5 in. x 7 ft. 1 in.,
British Library Add. MS 24065, London #378
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Detail: Northern Asia and Zipangri [Japan], in Desceliers’ Planisphere 1550, displaying miners,
idolaters, an elephant, a griffin, along with a variety of settlements.
Oriented with South at the top
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Detail: Eastern Hemisphere, with Southern Continent, in a 1553 edition of in Desceliers’
Planisphere from the the Dieppe School
The maps shown above from various editions of Pierre Desceliers’ Planisphere
demonstrate the rapidly expanding knowledge Asia, with early depictions of Australia.
The 1546 map has depictions of a wide range of monstrous peoples in Asia - blemmyae
(men with their faces in their chests), hippopodes (men with the feet of a horse), a centaur,
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cynocephali (dog-headed men), panotii (men with huge ears), lip-plated men (who should
be in Africa), and pygmies - but these same creatures do not appear in Asia on his other
maps. There are also striking differences in geographical features such as mountain
ranges and rivers. It is important to remember that in the nautical chart tradition of
portolans, to which Desceliers’ maps belong, the cartographic emphasis was on the
coastlines, while the hinterlands were thought of largely as areas for decoration. There is
some logic to the presence of the monstrous peoples in Asia on the 1546 map, as India
had been regarded since classical antiquity as a locus of monsters and marvels. But the
presence of the plate-lipped Africans in Asia and of the turkey (a New World creature)
in Africa, for example, indicates that there was considerable looseness in the location of
elements in the hinterland.
Many of the map’s texts dwell on the potential wealth in jewels and spices of the
world beyond Europe, and on the barbarity of the native peoples, illustrated by dogheaded cannibals and sun worshippers. These had first been described as dwelling in
India by the ancient Greeks. Following the arrival of Europeans in India after 1500 they
were pushed further eastwards and Desceliers shows them as natives of the legendary
great southern continent Terre Australle that was eventually to give its name to Australia.

China, Japan and part of Southeast Asia in Fernão Vaz Dourado’s 1571 Universal Atlas
The space in the map shown above, based on the equator, extends from Ceylon
to Japan and to the Moluccas, in other words up to the Treaty of Tordesillas semi-
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meridian, which, even though it is not drawn, was substituted by the scale of latitudes,
near the right margin of the folio. Thus, the map meticulously portrays the coasts
(Malaysia, Indo-China, Borneo, China), the archipelagos and the numerous islands of
the Eastern Indian Ocean and the South China and East China seas, as well as the
entrance to the Pacific Ocean. The location of points (ports and islands) which, when
viewed together, show the configuration of the coasts was based on nautical itineraries
and hence often have a rectilinear and sequential aspect. This also explains the lack of
information about coasts that were peripheral to these itineraries, as is the case with the
coasts of the Gulf of Thailand and the Gulf of Tonkin, and the better information about
coasts that were commercially more attractive, such as the region between Canton and
Shanghai. The Portuguese emporium of Macao, established during the 1550s, which
ensured the link between the great maritime routes and Canton through the Pearl River,
is shown for the first time in Vaz Dourado’s maps. Three Portuguese flags are implanted
in specific places and territories: Ceylon, Malacca, and the Moluccas. In terms of Muslim
power there is only one large shield with crescents dominating the Bay of Bengal; all of
East Asia (China, Thailand, Indo-China) is illustrated, apart from the names of the main
kingdoms, with eight large pagodas, which indicate another religion not yet mentioned
in the atlas, i.e. Buddhism. This is probably the best-known folio in Vaz Dourado’s
atlases, not just because it includes many of the geographic novelties of the Far East, but
also due to its iconography and rich colors.

Japan and Korea in Fernão Vaz Dourado’s 1571 Universal Atlas #409.1
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Chinae olim Sinarum regionis, nova descriptio, 1584 Abraham Ortelius/ Ludovico Georgio
Oriented with West at the top
One of the first printed European map of China. When this map appeared, it was
by far the most accurate one of China. Japan is shown on a curious curved projection
reminiscent of Portuguese charts of the period with Honshu dissected along the line of
Lake Biwa. The outline shows the region horizontally orientated with North to the right
of the page and includes parts of Indo-China, the Philippines and most of Japan. The
Great Wall of China is shown here for the first time on a European map. The Tartar
yurts, or travelling tents, are dotted across the plains and steppes of Central and Eastern
Asia. Notable is the illustration in eastern China of the wheeled “sail machines”. These
four wind wagons are shown on the right and top of the map, perhaps the earliest
examples of a depiction of this device, which in Europe is certain to have originated in
the Low Countries, but which had been invented much earlier in China. The wind
wagon is well documented in a treatise in Dutch on the subject by Simon Stevin that
appeared in Dutch in the year 1600. The map is the prototype model in the typology of
maps of China. It shows China with North oriented to the right of the page. The 15
individual provinces of China are identified for the first time. Parts of Western Japan are
included but no detail is given to the Korean peninsula. The Pearl River delta is well
detailed though Macao is shown on the Eastern side of the estuary. Chinqueo
(XiamenjAmoy) and Formosa/Taiwan are clearly denoted as is the clear opening of the
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Hangzhou Wan north of Ningbo (Liampo). Internally the detailed river systems including
the Yellow River in the North and Yangtze in central and Eastern China are shown for
the first time, together with five inland lakes, including two in central China which
clearly equate with the Dengting Hu and Doyang Hu. The text on the reverse identifies
the 240 principal cities by the Chinese term fu and the smaller setttiements as cheu. A
number of Chinese characters are also provided in the text on the reverse, derived from
the letters of the Jesuit Father Bernadino Escalantes (1577). The
map
was
widely
adopted by European cartographers for the next two decades.

“China” Copper engraving made by Gerard Mercator published in Amsterdam in 1634 by
Jodocus Hondius. 34 x 47 cm.
Of the lands in the Far East, China was seen as the wealthiest and most mysterious and
the Jesuit missionairies were among the first to make the dangerous journey.
Geographically the map is an interesting array of fact and fiction. The map contains
rudimentary geographical information, as there was very little actually known of the
region during the early part of the seventeenth century. The two most prominent
features of this survey are the portrayal of the peninsula of Korea and the charming
illustration China’s Great Wall, a wonder of both ancient and modern worlds. There is
also a note porporting to be the location of the palace of the emperor of China. Despite
the odd elongation of the country, there are attemps to show various provinces, and
seven great cities such as Canton are marked. The interior of China is dominated by
several large lakes and the mythical Chiamai Lacus forms the headwaters of five large
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rivers in northeastern India. The northwest coastline of America appears in the upper
top corner with a notation that refers to the Tartar hordes (and the deer) that inhabit the
region.
As ever in these early maps seamonsters stalk unwary ships and Hondius shows
a Dutch merchant sailing on what is labeled as “Chinensis Oceanus“. The islands of
Japan also feature on this map, together with the portrayal of a Japanese craft. In one
cartouche, a scene depicts the Japanese persecution of a Christian missionary, probably a
reference to the martyrdoms in Nagasaki in 1597. It was this conflict that ultimately led
to Japan becoming a closed country for several centuries. Beneath the title cartouche is
another charactaristic vignette on maps of China of this early period, showing a wagon
powered by sails which Marco Polo swore were in common use at the time.

Cornelius de Jode’s China, 1593
This map remains one of rarest maps of China from the 17th century, as it was
included in De Jode's revised atlas, which was only printed once. De Jode's map of
China is the third western map of China, based on the Barbuda model, but recast in a
north-south orientation. The map coverage has been shifted north to show north-eastern
Tartary and Inner-Asia, presumably derived from Jesuit sources, although de Jode also
acknowledges Juan Gonzalez de Mendoza and Giovanni Pietro de Maffei as sources for
the map. According to Hong Kong University Library, this is the first European map to
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show the “emergent” shape of the Korean peninsula and the Gulf of Pecheli (Boahi). The
Pearl River Estuary is also very detailed and outsized, perhaps reflecting its commercial
importance for China. The map of China, which includes parts of northeast Asia and
Japan, is enclosed within a central circle. Around the corners of the map are ornate
strapwork, text boxes, and four vignettes in the corners that represent how Europeans
imagined Chinese and Japanese people to live. These vignettes are some of the earliest
depictions of quotidian Chinese and Japanese life printed in Europe. In the upper left is
a man fishing with a cormorant. In the lower left, a three-headed man is being
worshipped by two men. In the lower right, a sailing cart creaks along a road, powered
by the wind; similar carts also appeared on maps by Hondius and Speed. Finally, in the
upper right, a house boat complete with a working chimney and a duck enclosure floats
on calm waters. Beyond China, the map also includes a nice treatment of the northern
parts of India, including an early and relatively detailed depiction of the complicated
and still quite poorly understood Ganges River and its tributaries. To the north, the
maps details the nomadic Tartar Tribes of Asiatic Russia, along with an open and
inviting area showing the easternmost portion of the Northeast Passage, which would in
the next several years be explored by Willem Barrentsz and others after him.

Linschoten’s Asia, 1596, oriented with East at the top #436.1
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This gorgeous 16th century map of China, Japan, Korea, Beach, Southeast Asia,
the Philippines, Straits of Malacca, Borneo, and Java, was engraved by Henricus Van
Langren for Linschoten’s Itinerario. Linschoten’s map extends from Marco Polo’s Beach
provincia auriferain [Australia?], Java, Timor and part of Nova Guinea in the south to
Japan, the Island of Korea and China in the north. The map includes a tremendously
detailed treatment of the region, displaying a marvelous blend of mythical cartographic
detail and contemporary Portuguese knowledge in the region, embellished by sea
monsters, indigenous animals, two compass roses and sailing vessels.
Linschoten’s map is the first published map of the Far East to be prepared
primarily from Portuguese sources. The map is emblematic of the end of the Portuguese
monopoly on the East Indian trade and was among the most important sources of
information on Southeast Asia during the 16th century. Intriguingly, the map is oriented
with East at the top. While based primarily on Portuguese portolan [nautical] charts,
Linschoten also drew on the cartographic work of Plancius. Southeast Asia and Japan
are based on the cartography of Fernão Vaz Dourado, and China on the map of Barbuda
(#410H). This is one of my most favored maps. The Philippine Islands are drawn from
Bartolommeo de Lasso with the curious orientation of Palawan.
Linschoten also depicts information from the travel account of Marco Polo,
including the location of the mythical land of Beach provincia auriferain - the region where
Australia would eventually be discovered. On the mainland, the course of the Mekong
River is placed too far west, significantly distorting the region. The four large lakes in
the interior are based on Chinese legend. Korea is shown as a large circular island.
The extensive details of coastal and other navigational points are likely based on
the portolan charts of the Portuguese, especially those by Bartolommeo Lasso. Linschoten
was “one of the pathfinders for the first Dutch voyages to the East”. Of particular value
were the sailing guides he obtained that not only provided the best sailing routes to the
East Indies and its lucrative spice trade but also showed the way from port to port once
there. He was in the service of the Portuguese as Secretary to the Portuguese Archbishop
of Goa in India from 1583 to 1589. Here, he had access to many Portuguese portolan
charts as well as other valuable commercial information, especially as Goa at this time
was the commercial and political center for the Portuguese empire in the East. Van
Linschoten left Goa for home in January 1589. On the way to Portugal, his ship was
pursued by an English fleet and lost its cargo in a storm while anchored off the Azores.
After the loss of the cargo, Van Linschoten was persuaded to stay and help recover it; he
spent two years on Tercera, working and preparing his notes from Goa. Van Linschoten
eventually arrived in Lisbon early in 1592, and then sailed home to the Netherlands. His
account of his experiences is one of the most important travel works of the period. Upon
his return to the Netherlands, Linschoten published these documents with
accompanying maps and his own descriptions of the area in his monumental Itinerario.
Few books have had greater influence on historical events.
Below are three maps of Asia from the Englishman John Speed’s 1626 Prospect Of
The Most Famous Parts Of The World. (see monograph #464)
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Tartary by John Speed, 1626
Speed’s map includes a decorative carte à figures. Side panels depict costume figures,
while above are vignettes of the cities of Astrakhan, Samarkand and Cambalu, with an
illustration of a house in Nova Zemla. The Great Wall of China is clearly seen, and the
interior is heavily annotated.
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The Kingdome of China: one of the first English-language maps of China. Note generally
correct outline of the Ming China, with many provinces labeled (Cantam/Guangdong,
Quancii/Guangxi, Chequiam/Zhejiang, Quicheu/Guizhou, Fuquam/en:Huguang/
Huguang, Honao/Henan, Xanton/Shandong, Xiamxii and Sancii (Shanxi and Shaanxi?).
“Xuntien alias Quinzay” more or less corresponds to Beijing (the name Shuntian
Prefecture was indeed in use). However, north of China proper, John Speed had also
placed Cathaya, the Chief Kingdome of Great Cam, with the capital Cambalu (Khanbaliq i.e., in fact, the same Beijing). This kind of duplication was common on the maps of the
period, as geographers had not apparently yet fully identified Marco Polo’s Cathay with
the China then known to Europeans, and Cambalu with Beijing. The Great Wall is
depicted on the map, along with several annotations. Korea shown as an elongated
island. Japan is also shown using a very curious depiction. The map includes a portion
of India within the Ganges region, extending well into Central Asia. In addition to the
wonderful views showing a sailing land craft, manner of execution and city views of
Macao and Quinzay and the costumed figures of Chinese, Japanese and Pegu men and
women, there are interesting notes throughout the map on various historical and
mythical aspects of China, including a region where men are seduced by wonderful
illusions and dirt is spun into cloth.
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ASIA: Included in the four views at top is a view of Nova Zembla, the winter quarters of
Barents, the Dutch explorer who searched for a northern passage between Russia and
America. English text on verso provides a 17th Century description of the region.
Decorated with 10 costumed figures and eight town plans of important early Asian cities
(Candy, Goa, Damascus, Jerusalem, Orumus, Bantam, Aden and Macao). Korea is
shown as a slender oddly projected peninsula.
The Great Wall of China is shown, along with and elephant above the source of the
Ganges. A nice simple/naïve northeast passage is shown, along with a piece of North
America and sea monsters in the extreme North Pacific and Southern Indian Sea. The
text on the verso presents a fascinating Anglo-centric view of Asia in the early 17th
century.
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Huang Ming yitong fang yu bei lan [Comprehensive view map of the Imperial Ming], is
incorporated as part of Purchas his Pilgrimes, a collection of travel writings, based on the
work of the famous geographer, Richard Hakluyt (1552-1616). This great five-volume
geographical collection is a continuation and enlargement of Hakluyt’s The Principal
Navigations. The Purchas map of China is widely regarded as the first map of China
published in the West to have been derived directly from Chinese sources. It is based
upon a Chinese woodblock sheet map, which had been acquired by Captain John Saris
in Bantam sometime between December 1608 and October 1609. Saris, then serving as
chief factor in Bantam for the East India Company, had taken it from a Fujianese
merchant in partial settlement of a debt owed to Saris. Saris in turn delivered the map to
Richard Haklyut, who in turn gave the map to Purchas during the time period when
Purchas was translating Hugo Grotius’ Mare Liberum. Purchas included the map in his
1625 Hakluytus Pothumus or, Purchas his Pilgrimes. Purchas refers to the map as: The Map
of China, taken out of a China Map printed with China characters, etc. gotten in Bantam by
Capt. John Saris. Saris’ map of China correctly shows Korea as a peninsula and is,
according to R.A. Skelton, perhaps the earliest map of China from Chinese sources to be
published in Europe
The original Saris-Haklyut-Purchas map was written entirely in Chinese.
Because Purchas could not translate the map, he removed the Chinese characters from
the body of the map, using symbols to depict the towns, rivers and mountains. The
provinces of China are marked and boundaries shown, for perhaps the first time on a
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Western map. Note that Macau and Canton (Guangzhou) are both named. The vignettes
in the corners depict Matteo Ricci (#441) and a Chinese couple. (see monograph #462)

The Chung kuo t’u [Map of the Middle Kingdom], 1653, 151 x 153 cm (#462.1)
Three general maps of China compiled by the prominent Polish priest and sinologue
Michael Boym (1612-1659) are currently preserved: 1) Mappa Imperii Sinarum of the
Bibliotheque du Service Hydrographique de la Marine in Paris; 2) the map which bears
the Chinese title Chung kuo t'u [map of the Middle Kingdom]; and 3) Sinarum Universalis
Mappa, which constitutes the first general map of the Boym atlas in the Vatican Library,
Fondo Borgia Cinese 531. The Polish Jesuit Michel Boym, 1612-1659, was sent to China
as a missionary and reached Macao in 1649. From here, he soon came in touch with the
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last princes of the overthrown the Ming dynasty just by invading Manchu and
temporarily residing at Kuangsi. At the end of 1650 he was entrusted by the court with a
mission to Rome where he arrived two years later. Leaving Europe again for China early
in 1656 he died in Kuangsi in 1659.
When in Europe, M. Boym had drawn, between 1653 and 1655, a number of
maps of China that were discovered in 1933 by Professor Paul Pelliot in the Vatican
Library. Later, Pelliot also found in the Bibliotheque du Service Hydrographique de la
Marine in Paris a large and somewhat detailed of China, Mappa Imperii Sinarum.
The general map of China in the atlas unmistakably betrays its typical Ming
origin as seen from the representation of the coast line, the distorted outlines of Korea,
the rivers, and the Great Wall with its northeastern extension as a palisade. A hint of the
prototype of the atlas may be found in the total number of administrative subdivisions
of the whole of China given on the left side at the top of the map, namely 160 fu, 234
chou, and 1126 (1116?) hsien.
In conclusion we can say that P. Boym’s atlas, though never printed, occupies an
important place in early Jesuit cartography, because it presents, apart from those of P.
Martini, the earliest detailed maps of China transmitted to the Western world. And as
both atlases were drawn in Europe almost simultaneously, the interesting question
arises whether any relationship exists between the two works, or between their Chinese
prototypes.
Summary
The largest Asian area of China, with her ancient civilization, has a long map history.
Centuries ago her geographers were constructing maps, not according to Western
scientific standards, for it is only in comparatively recent years that her scholars have
admitted the sphericity of the globe, but nevertheless following set rules; and in a
methodical manner the whole of China and its bordering lands were mapped, the
former in some detail.
The earliest-recorded map in Chinese literature is that mentioned by the
historian Ssu Ma Chien, who relates that a map was presented by the Prince of the State
of Yen to the Prince of the State of Ch'in in 227 B.C. He also states that when the selfstyled First Emperor was buried under Mount Li, his body reposed in a specially
prepared chamber contrived like a world in miniature, “with the aid of quicksilver,
rivers were made, the Yang-tsze the Hoangho, and the great ocean, the metal being
poured from one into the other by machinery. On the roof were delineated the
constellations of the sky, on the floor the geographical divisions of the earth” (Giles's
History of Chinese Literature).
Many maps are recorded of the Han Dynasty (200 B.C.-A.D. 200) executed on
wood and silk, and after the invention of paper by Ts'ai Lun, A.D. 105, this new material
was also utilized.
The first great Chinese cartographer was P'ei Hsiu (A.D. 224-71), called by Sir
Alexander Hosie “the father of Chinese cartography.” Like Ptolemy in the Occident, he
gathered together and studied all available existing information, reduced it to order, and
propounded rules for the making of maps. He constructed a map of China on a scale of
500 li to an inch (a Ii is roughly one-third of a mile). This map, on 18 sheets, was
deposited by the Emperor Wu Ti among the secret archives. It was accompanied by a
written account of the “Six Principles of Cartography”: I. Rectilinear divisions (divisions
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of the map into equal squares). 2. Orientation. 3. Mileage. 4. Altitudes (the high and the
low). 5. Right and oblique angles. 6. The curving and the straight.
During the Tang dynasty an even larger map was prepared, 33 by 30 feet, a scale of 100
li to the inch. This was commenced in 785 by Chia Tan and completed in 801. Shen Kuo
(1030-93), under the Sung dynasty, was the first to produce a map in relief. It was made
in wax.
Of these and other early monuments, none is known to survive. The oldestknown extant Chinese maps are engraved on two stone tablets preserved in the “Forest
of Tablets” at Hsianfu. They were engraved in 1137. One, called the “Footsteps of Yu,” is
supposed to have been engraved six months prior to the other (#218, #218.1).
At the commencement of the 14th century Choo Sze Pun compiled the Kwang-yutu (#227), and the maps from this work were used later by the Jesuit Father Martini.
The first European map of the world circulated in China was composed by the
Jesuit Father Matteo Ricci, the Apostle of China. It was printed at Shao-King in 1584. A
second map was issued at Nanking in 1599, and a third in Pekin in 1602. Of this third
map four editions are known, one spurious. The Shao-King map of 1584 was merely a
European map in Chinese guise, its object being to introduce Western science to the
Chinese. It was based mainly on the work of Ortelius. The Pekin map (#441), on the
contrary, was specially constructed by Ricci with the prime meridian 170° East to bring
China towards the center of the map, a measure more likely to win approval in Chinese
circles. This map was printed from woodblocks on thin Chinese paper, and its
measurement was roughly 12 by 6 feet. Father Ricci's map, as regards China and Japan,
was a distinct improvement on contemporary European maps, Korea being correctly
shown as a peninsula, and a twist being given to the islands of Japan instead of the usual
perpendicular line. The map was covered with extensive "Legends" or notes, as, for
example: “Japan is a large island ... brute jorce is the controllingfactor, and although there is a
sovereign over the whole country, the real power is in the hands of his vassals … very little value
is attached as a rule to precious stones: gold and silver and old porcelain are esteemed much more
highly.”
The success attending Ricci's map and the favor it found in high official quarters
led the Jesuits to produce another world map in China. This was undertaken by Father
Ferdinand Verbiest, a Flemish Jesuit, about 1670. He produced a large map of the world
in two hemispheres printed on six rolls, with two additional rolls of letterpress, for the
Emperor Kang Hsih (1661-83).
,
It is now necessary to turn back a considerable period of time to discuss the
European conception of China, China was known in classic times, not in any exact
manner, but as a large mysterious land in the Far East. It was included by Ptolemy in his
geography A.D. 150, and in the early editions of his work printed towards the end of the
16th century China is shown as Sinarum Regio and Cathay.
The first information of geographical importance on China obtained by a
European was due to the labors of Marco Polo. He travelled extensively in the Far East
in 1271-95, and enjoyed special facilities for observation through his favour with, and
employment by, the Emperor Kublai Khan (Chi Tsou). Marco Polo left no map, but from
the written account of his travels, rater geographers were able to make the first faint
beginnings in the reformation of the maps of these regions.
The European map of China began to take definite, if inexact, shape in the 16th
century. This was due primarily to the voyages of Portuguese traders and Jesuit
missionaries. An important map of China, the first to appear in a European atlas, was
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issued by Ortelius in the Additamentum III to his Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, published in
1584 (#410). Compiled by Ludovico Georgio, a Portuguese Jesuit, this map remained the
standard type for the interior of China for over sixty years. It was used by Linschoten
(#436.1), de Jode, Mercator and Hondius (#410). In this map the limits of China were
given as the Great Wall in the north and Cauchin China in the south. A distinctive
feature was the placing of five immense lakes in the interior, one of these forming the
western boundary of the country. Relatively correct in the south, the coast showing a
northeast trend, the map becomes less trustworthy and decidedly inaccurate in the north
and east. From Shantung to Che Kiang the coast is mapped in a straight line from north
to south. Korea is not shown. This flatness of the coast of China was common to almost
all the maps of China during this period, among others those of de Jode and Mercator.
Linschoten in 1596 was one of the first to indicate the curve of the China coast, for in his
map of the East Indies he shows the land stretching north and west above Nanking. On
the other hand, Linschoten inserted Korea as a large fat island off the coast of China.
Mercator likewise inserted Korea, but in this case as a long narrow island, and his east
coast runs in an almost perpendicular line from Shantung to Fokien. Hondius, in his
map of Asia 1631, inserts Korea as a peninsula for the first time, but still retains the five
large lakes in the interior in common with the maps of Ortelius, Linschoten and
Mercator.
The second landmark in the history of the European mapping of China was the
appearance of the Atlas Sinensis in 1655. This was compiled by Father Martino Martini,
an Italian Jesuit, who died at Hangtcheou in 1661. Based on Chinese sources, it was far
in advance of any previous European work. For the period it was remarkably accurate,
being the first to show a more correct eastern coastline with the Shantung promontory.
Published in Amsterdam in 1655, it was incorporated at that date, and in the later
editions of the "Great" atlas issued by Blaeu. It consisted, besides text, of a general map
of China, 15 maps of individual Chinese provinces, and a general map of Japan. As was
usual with Blaeu's publications, it was offered for sale both plain and coloured. The Atlas
Sinensis, apart from the technical excellence of its production, is important as being the
first European atlas of China. It remained the standard geographical work on that
country till the publication in 1737 of D' Anville's Atlas de fa Chine. This was also based
on original surveys by the Jesuits.
As was usual in most early European maps (16th-18th centuries), all the preceding
maps were gaily decorated, maps at that time being valued, not only for purely
geographical reasons, but also as imparting even if in slight degree pictorial information
on the habits and customs of the countries delineated. For example, the map of Ortelius
is decorated with elephants and deer, Tartar tents, ships and sea monsters, and a
number of wind carriages or boats for sailing on land. De Jode adorned his map with
ships, and in his border vignettes shows Chinese cormorant fishing, idols and wind
carriages. Mercator brought his embellishments up to date, inserting an illustration of a
native junk as well as European ships, a picture of a crucifixion of a Christian in Japan,
and a drawing of a Chinese wind carriage (this last copied from de Jode, only reversed).
With the publication of the Atlas Sinensis, a new type of decoration arose. The
title, instead of being enclosed within interlacing strapwork ornament, was now
surrounded by large figures depicting the costume of the area shown intermingled with
various products of the same. Embellishments in the map itself were rendered far less
prominent or discarded altogether, decoration being confined to the large plaque or
cartouche containing the title of the map. Sometimes an exception was made for the
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scale of miles, this also being treated pictorially, as in Van Loon’s map of China. An
important work in the 18th century was Du Halde's Description de fa Chine, 4 vols., folio,
1735, illustrated with maps and views. Two years later, namely in 1737, appeared the
Nouvel Atlas de fa Chine, de fa Tartarie Chinoise, et du Thibet, by the celebrated geographer
D' Anville, based on the Jesuit surveys of 1708-16, made for Kang-hsi. This contained 42
maps, and remained the principal cartographical authority on China during the rest of
the 18th century. It is still possible to purchase examples of the works of Martini, Du
Halde and D' Anville, and collectors may supplement these with maps -from various
atlases from Ptolemy down to modern times.
Besides the indigenous Indian cartographic tradition, in the earlier editions of
Ptolemy the Indian peninsula is shown greatly foreshortened, and Sri Lanka/Ceylon is
sometimes to the right, sometimes to the left in early maps. The shape of India was
corrected in Reisch's world map of 1508 and in the tabula moderna of the later editions of
Ptolemy. A map of the Indian Empire by Bertelli appeared in Venice in 1565. In the atlas
of Ortelius, India is not represented as a single entity, but grouped with the East Indies.
It is decorated with the arms of Portugal, ships and sea monsters. Mercator's map
likewise covers a wide area, and India is shown in an even more attenuated form.
The first English map of the Mogol Territories was published by T. Sterne,
globemaker, in 1619. It was drawn by William Baffin on information supplied by
Thomas Roe, and was engraved by Renold Elstrack. This map was copied by Purchas in
1625, and in Paris in 1663. Other maps appeared in Holland by Hondius, Jansson, Blaeu,
Visscher, Van Keulen and De Wit. In France by Sanson, Jaillot, De Lisle, D'Anville and
Bellin; in Germany by Seutter and Homann, and in England by Moll, Bowen and others.
The greatest of the early cartographers of India was James Rennell, born 1742,
died 1830. He joined the navy, but was lent to the East India Company and appointed
Surveyor-General of Bengal in 1764 at the age of twenty-one years. He retired in 1777
after thirteen years' surveying. The Bengal Atlas came out in 1779. It contains 21 maps
and plans. His second great work was the construction of the first approximately correct
map of the whole of India, first issued in 1782. The merit of Rennell's work was quicky
appreciated, and remained the standard for many years. Other surveyors after Rennell
were Colonel Kelly, Captains Pringle, Allen, Wersebe, Lieutenant Macartney, Wm. Bret,
H. Watson and Kinnear.
An important publisher at the beginning of the 18th century was Aaron Arrowsmith.
He issued a six-sheet map of India in 1804 and an Atlas of South India on 18 sheets in
1822. Another of the later Indian atlases was that published by J. Horsbrugh in 1829.
Cathay is an alternative historical name for China in English. During the early
modern period Europeans thought of Cathay as a completely separate and distinct
culture from China. As knowledge of East Asia increased, Cathay came to be seen as the
same nation as China and the term '"Cathay" became a poetic name for the nation.
The name Cathay originates from the word Khitan (Chinese pinyin: Qìdān), the
name of a nomadic people who founded the Liao Empire which ruled much of today's
Northern China from 907 to 1125, and who later migrated west after they were
overthrown by the Jurchens to form the Qara Khitai centered on today's Kyrgyzstan for
another century thereafter. A form of the name Cathai is found in a Uyghur Manichaean
document circa the year 1000. The Khitans refer to themselves as Qidan, but in the
language of the ancient Uyghurs the final -n or -ń became -y, and this form may be the
source of the name Khitai for later Muslim writers. This version of the name was then
introduced to medieval and early modern Europe via Muslim and Russian sources.
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Originally, this name was the name applied by Central and Western Asians and
Europeans to northern China; the name was also used in Marco Polo’s book on his
travels in China, while Southern China, ruled by the Song dynasty, was Mangi, Manzi,
Chin, or Sin. The name for South China commonly used on Western medieval maps was
Mangi, a term still used in maps in the 16th century. As European and Arab travelers
started reaching the Mongol Empire, they described the Mongol-controlled Northern
China as Cathay in a number of spelling variants. The name occurs in the writings of
Giovanni da Pian del Carpine (c. 1180–1252) (as Kitaia), and William of Rubruck (c. 1220–
c. 1293) (as Cataya or Cathaia). When the Portuguese reached South-East Asia (Afonso de
Albuquerque conquering Malacca in 1511) and the southern coast of China (Jorge
Álvares reaching the Pearl River estuary in 1513), they started calling the country by the
name used in South and South-East Asia. It was not immediately clear to the Europeans
whether this China is the same country as Cathay known from Marco Polo. Therefore, it
would not be uncommon for 16th century maps to apply the label "China" just to the
coastal region already well known to the Europeans (e.g., just Guangdong on Abraham
Ortelius’ 1570 map), and to place the mysterious Cathay somewhere inland.
It was a small group of Jesuits, led by Matteo Ricci (see monograph #441) who,
being able both to travel throughout China and to read, learned about the country from
Chinese books and from conversation with people of all walks of life. During his first 15
years in China (1583–1598) Matteo Ricci formed a strong suspicion that Marco Polo’s
"Cathay" is simply the "Tatar" (i.e., Mongol) name for the country he was in, i.e. China.
Ricci supported his arguments by numerous correspondences between Marco Polo's
accounts and his own observations:
•
•

•
•

The River “Yangtze” divides the empire into two halves, with nine provinces
("kingdoms") south of the river and six to the north;
Marco Polo's "Cathay" was just south of "Tartary", and Ricci learned that there
was no other country between the Ming Empire and "Tartary" (i.e., the lands of
Mongols and Manchus).
People in China had not heard of any place called "Cathay".
Most importantly, when the Jesuits first arrived to Beijing 1598, they also met a
number of "Mohammedans" or "Arabian Turks" – visitors or immigrants from
the Muslim countries to the west of China, who told Ricci that now they were
living in the Great Cathay. This all made them quite convinced that Cathay is
indeed China.

China-based Jesuits promptly informed their colleagues in Goa (Portuguese India) and
Europe about their discovery of the Cathay-China identity. The Jesuits in India, however,
were not convinced, because, according to their informants (merchants who visited the
Mughal capitals Agra and Lahore), Cathay – a country that could be reached via Kashgar
– had a large Christian population, while the Jesuits in China had not found any
Christians there. To resolve the China-Cathay controversy, the India Jesuits sent a
Portuguese lay brother, Bento de Góis on an overland expedition north and east, with
the goal of reaching Cathay and finding out once and for all whether it is China or some
other country. Góis spent almost three years (1603–1605) crossing Afghanistan,
Badakhshan, Kashgaria, and Kingdom of Cialis with Muslim trade caravans. In 1605, in
Cialis, he, too, became convinced that his destination is China, as he met the members of
a caravan returning from Beijing to Kashgar, who told them about staying in the same
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Beijing inn with Portuguese Jesuits. (In fact, those were the same very "Saracens" who
had, a few months earlier, confirmed it to Ricci that they were in "Cathay"). De Góis died
in Suzhou, Gansu – the first Ming China city he reached – while waiting for an entry
permit to proceed toward Beijing; but, in the words of Henry Yule, it was his expedition
that made “Cathay... finally disappear from view, leaving China only in the mouths and
minds of men”. Ricci’s and de Gois’ conclusion was not, however, completely
convincing for everybody in Europe yet. Samuel Purchas, who in 1625 published an
English translation of Pantoja’s letter and Ricci’s account, thought that perhaps, Cathay
still can be found somewhere north of China (see monograph #462). In this period, many
cartographers were placing Cathay on the Pacific coast, north of Beijing (Pekin) which
was already well-known to Europeans. The borders drawn on some of these maps
would first make Cathay the northeastern section of China (e.g. 1595 map by Gerardus
Mercator), or, later, a region separated by China by the Great Wall and possibly some
mountains and/or wilderness (as in a 1610 map by Jodocus Hondius, or a 1626 map by
John Speed). J. J. L. Duyvendak hypothesized that it was the ignorance of the fact that
"China" is the mighty "Cathay" of Marco Polo that allowed the Dutch governor of East
Indies Jan Pieterszoon Coen to embark on an "unfortunate" (for the Dutch) policy of
treating the Ming Empire as "merely another 'oriental' kingdom".
Below is the etymological progression from Khitan to Cathay as the word traveled
westward:
Mongolian/Classical Mongolian: Qitad, Хятад (Khyatad)
Uyghur: ( خىتايXitay)
Persian: ( ختایkhatāy)
Kyrgyz: Кытай (Kytai)
Kazakh: قىتاي, Қытай, Qıtay
Kazan Tatar: Кытай (Qıtay)
Russian: Китай (Kitay)
Ukrainian: Китай (Kytaj)
Belarusian: Кітай (Kitaj)
Bulgarian: Китай (Kitaj)
Uzbek: Хитой (Xitoy)
Polish: Kitaj
Slovenian: Kitajska
Croatian: Kitaj
Medieval Latin: Cataya, Kitai
Italian: Catai
Spanish: Catay
Portuguese: Cataio or Catai
French, English, German, Dutch, Scandinavian: Cathay
What is often overlooked is that the meaning and usage of the term
“China/ZhongGuo/中國” has evolved substantially over the course of history.
Examining the “Twenty-Four Histories” (the main source of Chinese historical record as
they are collection of chronicles in the imperial archives) provide a clear indication of
how “China” was used and evolved. As mentioned above, the term “China” before the
19th century was fluid and not fixated. Most of all, it was not officially used as the name
of a state/empire until the late Qing period. The official names were generally the
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dynastic names such as Great Qing Empire, Great Ming Empire, etc. For the most part,
the term “China” was really more of a geopolitical concept of being at the “center of the
world” within the region’s hierarchy geopolitical order. A modern analogy would be
like “superpower” in a world order. A clear example that illustrates "China (中國)" was
really more of a fluid geopolitical concept was seen in the 18th and 19th century when
political philosophers in Japan felt their country was more deserving of using the term
to reflect its geopolitical position, especially after Japan defeated the Qing dynasty. An
example in Chinese imperial history of how "China" was used was seen during the
Northern Song dynasty and Liao dynasty. The ethnic Hans led Song dynasty was in a
relative weaker position than the Qidan led Liao dynasty, thus forcing the Song to
effective pay tribute and accept an inferior position relative to the Liao. The Liao
emperors saw themselves as the legitimate holder of the "mandate of heaven" (emperor
of China) and occupied the central (aka China) geopolitical position. In essence, the Liao
dynasty was really more "China" than the Song dynasty at the time. The usage of
"China" as a reference to the name of a state really came about the late Qing period. In
fact, the basis of the term "Chinese" actually originated from Qing dynasty’s emperor
Qianlong and his concept of "five nationalities" which was meant to include both
Manchus and Hans.
Imperial China was a classical multi-ethnic universal empire. Its territory
expanded and contracted based on the strength of each dynasty. More accurately, it
depended on the relative strength and ambition of the emperor at the time. Even within
a dynasty, the territory it controlled fluctuated. Much of the territories under the PRC
today were at some point under the control of major dynasties, including Han, Tang,
Yuan, Ming and Qing. Basically, what is known as China today was an empire
(sometimes multiple empires/kingdoms) before the 19th century, ruled by various
dynasties. Some of these dynasties were founded by ethnic Hans while some were
established by nomadic groups. A dynasty like the Tang was of mixed-ethnicity (Hans
and Mongol related Xianbei). Regardless of ethnicities, they were all structured by the
same geopolitical construct. They saw themselves and were recognized as the legitimate
holder of the "mandate of heaven" (emperor of China), their empires as the legitimate
"Central Kingdom" (China) and the rightful successor to the previous dynastic regime.
The category “Asian” did not exist in the worldview of the Chinese Ming and
Qing governments. “Asia” was introduced as a feature of the “five-continent” tradition
of geography brought by the Jesuits in the late Ming period, but before 1840 the validity
of this concept was not widely accepted. Indeed, the European view of an expansive
Asia covering all lands to the east was a precise inversion of the Ming and Qing view
that China was bordered by several overlapping “wests” (notably the Western Regions
[Xiyu] and Western Ocean [Xiyang]) extending to the Atlantic Ocean. It could be argued
that, even without the concept, Ming and Qing observers in practice distinguished Asian
from European countries. Such an argument would highlight the role of what has been
called the “tributary system,” referring to a mode of foreign relations in which all formal
contact, including legal trade, included the obligation to undertake practices
acknowledging the superior position of the Chinese emperor. In the Ming period, newly
arrived Europeans were pointedly excluded from this mode of relations, although they
(like many Chinese merchants) were able to trade by resorting to various semi-legal
expedients. Early in the Qing period, these European and Chinese merchants benefitted
from new policies allowing maritime trade without political relations; a separate system
devised for Russia also allowed trade without tributary forms. By contrast, virtually all
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states in Asia that had formal contact with the Qing remained at least nominally subject
to the tributary framework developed in the early Ming. If this commonality provides
some justification for treating Ming and Qing relations with Asian states as a coherent
subject, it must be stressed from the outset that these tributary relations are simply an
institutional lowest common denominator: actual political, economic, and cultural
relations were extremely diverse, and in many cases the ideology of the tributary system
had little or no practical significance for relations between these countries and China.
The East Asian world order was defined by a hierarchy system where various
authorities interacted with each other along this structure and the degree of influence
was much more relevant than jurisdiction. Therefore, it can be oversimplified to use
modern concepts of the nation-state, sovereignty, citizenship, ethnicity and international
relations to describe pre-19th century East Asia. International borders became more
legally defined was largely the result of the establishment of the Westphalian
sovereignty system influenced by Europe. The ancient Sino-centric hierarchy order
began to collapse after the Qing dynasty was defeated by the European powers, leading
to the development of the term China as the basis of the name of a new modern nation
state and Chinese as the citizens of this state
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